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PREFACE

This book is not intended to replace any general

text-book on surveying, but to supplement the general

directions of such a book by detailed directions for

specific operations in field and office.

Part I is devoted to general directions and remarks.

Part II, on Technic of Surveying Instruments, is in-

tended to so drill the student in the technic of instru-

ments that he shall acquire working familiarity with

the parts, motions, and readings in the shortest pos-

sible time; to the end that he may quickly grasp

instruction on errors and methods of surveying, and

enter upon his first surveys with a mind free to grapple

with What, Where, and When to measure, letting

habit take care of routine details of manipulation and

reading. The drill is accomplished by a series of

exercises, each of which, advancing the student by
a single step, is designed to give him a maximum
amount of practice in the routine sequence of manip-
ulation and readings, in a given time. Incidentally

each exercise is so designed as to bring sharply to

notice the sources and range of error incident to the

operations performed. Thus the exercises are also

experiments, from which the student should gain such

an intimate knowledge of errors as to enable him to

form an intelligent judgment on the quality of the

results of a given sequence of instrumental operations

made under given conditions. The operations of each

exercise are such that several pairs of students (each

pair having exclusive use of one instrument) can con-

v
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VI PREFACE

veniently work in a small area. The instructor may
increase or diminish the number of repetitions named
in any exercise whenever such change will best serve the

student's needs; and he may omit the, least important
exercises if it is necessary on account of lack of time.

Part III contains detailed directions for performing

a series of exercises in the use of surveying methods.

In Part IV are given: detailed directions for field and

office work of students' railroad surveys; general

directions for students' topographic-hydrographic sur-

veys; and general instructions to the advanced stu-

dent who is required to plan as well as to perform a

survey for a specified purpose.

In Part V will be found a variety of office exercises,

including use of pantograph and polar planimeter;

making of tables and diagrams to facilitate calcula-

tions; construction of slide-rule, vernier, slope scale,

and quantity scales; graphical solution of topographic

and mine-survey problems; and various devices and

approximate formulas for expediting computations.

Part VI contains exercises in test and use of instru-

ments of higher surveying, and some probable-error

formulas.

The aim has been to make detailed directions so

complete that the student can go through the routine

of the exercises without verbal instructions; so that

the instructor may be free to watch carefully the

performance of each student, and give advice, ex-

planation > suggestion, caution, or illustration at such

time and in such quantity as best to serve the needs

of that student.

For the best results the instructor must carefully

select in advance the ground upon which each exercise

shall be performed; so that the. students, upon re-

ceiving equipment, may immediately begin work, and
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carry it forward without interruption. The work of

many of the problems (e.g., chaining, leveling, angle

measurements, etc.) may be so systematized by means

of permanent hubs on the surveying ground that the

instructor can instantly judge of the character of the

work done by mere inspection of the notes submitted.

This book combines the greater part of Webb's
"
Engineering Instruments," Fish's "Technic of Sur-

veying Instruments" (all rewritten), and about a hun-

dred pages of additional matter that has been used

repeatedly in mimeographed form.

W. L. W.
J. C. L. F.

August, 1917.
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TECHNIC OF SURVEYING
INSTRUMENTS

PART I

GENERAL DIRECTIONS

"OTHERWISE DIRECTED"

THE student should at once become familiar with

the fact that there are usually several excellent ways
of performing and recording any of the operations of

surveying. Practice is not uniform; it may vary from

one locality to another, from one surveyor to another,

and from survey to survey according to purpose or

circumstance. At every turn in his work the surveyor
selects that method of operation which Jie thinks best

for the time, the place, and all the conditions under

which the survey is to b*e prosecuted.

The methods prescribed in this book are in every-

day use; but the instructor no doubt will find it

necessary or expedient to change a stated requirement,
here and there, in order more completely to harmo-

nize the directions with local conditions. Of course

the student is bound by the instructions of this book

only to the extent that the instructor designates them
as his own; hence, it is to be understood that the

expression
"
unless otherwise directed," though inserted

only occasionally and as a reminder, is applicable to

every direction herein given.
1



2 GENERAL DIRECTIONS

INSTRUMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

Ojie of the chief objects of this book is to give to

the student an adequate idea of the degree of accu-

racy which is necessary and desirable in instrumental

measurements, and also the degree of effort which is

required to attain such accuracy. The story of the

young man who paced off the diameter of a circle and

then calculated its circumference to six places of deci-

mals is an illustration of the kind of work which is

constantly being done. The length of a line is meas-

ured and recorded to hundredths (or even thousandths)
of a foot, when the method used involves a probable
error which is greater than a hundredth of a foot on

each tape- or chain-length. Levels are read with a

target to thousandths of a foot with an instrument so

handled or so out of adjustment that there is probably
an error of one or two hundredths on each sight. The
real trouble is generally caused by unbalanced accuracy.

Some of the work is done with painstaking care and in

the very next step some inaccuracy will be permitted

which utterly -wipes out the effect of the previous pre-

cision. By taking a large number of independent ob-

servations which should nominally give the same result

(or which may be mathematically reduced to the same

nominal result) and noting the discrepancies, an idea

may be obtained of the accuracy of the individual

results. But some ingenuity is required to insure that

the observations are really independent. For ex-

ample, if a line is measured several times, marking the

positions of the ends of the successive tape-lengths on

the tops of stakes, all of the intermediate stakes should

be pulled between each set of measurements, or else

the marks should be made on strips of paper or sheet

metal, which should be changed before each new set of
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measurements, so that the observer is uninfluenced by
any previous work. When a horizontal angle is meas-

ured with a transit, independent readings should be

taken on different parts of the limb so that the read-

ings as taken are actually different, the value of the

angle being determined by differences. A similar

method may be used for testing level readings, so that

the various rod readings shall be different and yet may
be reduced to the same nominal reading. One-thous-

andth of a foot in 300 feet subtends only 0.7 second.

An ordinary wye-level bubble is graduated with about

20" to 30" of arc for each division. 0.001 foot at 300

feet therefore corresponds to about 1/36 of a division

of a level bubble which moves 25" of arc for each

division. An inaccuracy of half a bubble division

therefore corresponds to nearly 0.02 foot on the rod

at 300 feet. Even the cross-hairs of the level may be

so coarse that they will cover 0.01 foot at a distance

of 300 feet; with a focal length of 12 inches, a cross-

hair diameter of 0.0004 inch will do this.

It must not be understood that such elaborate

methods of obtaining a large number of independent
results are advocated for commercial work. But

such drill-work gives the student an opportunity

(which he seldom has later) of testing the character

of his work, and teaches him what degree of effort is

necessary and desirable to reach a certain degree of

accuracy, so that on the one hand he need not waste

his time uselessly when only approximate results are

needed, and on the other hand may use all necessary

precautions to insure precise work when it is needed.

ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT

Unless otherwise directed, the class will be divided

into parties of two men each. Each exercise of Parts
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II and III will be performed twice. The one who acts

as helper during the first performance will act as

instrument man during the second.

Each student is held responsible for equipment
issued to him by the school. In drawing and return-

ing equipment, the student will follow prescribed pro-

cedure. He will leave no instrument unguarded in

any hall, public room, street, or other thoroughfare.

STUDY

Study the text-book on every principle involved in

each exercise soon after performing it, while all the

details are fresh in mind. Better yet, do some of this

studying before and thereby perform the exercise less

haltingly. (For convenience of student who uses as a

text Breed & Hosmer, Johnson & Smith, Raymond, or

Tracy, a table of references has been inserted at the end

of Part I, giving for each Exercise of this book the

numbers of the pertinent articles of the foregoing

texts.)

Many statements in the text-book will not be

appreciated by the beginner on the first reading,

because of his lack of experience. Furthermore, the

beginner cannot remember . all the statements which

he can appreciate on first reading. It is therefore

necessary for the beginner to read over and over again,

in connection with the exercises, the pertinent portion

of the text. The principles and rules of practice,

given in the text-book, will be gradually fixed in mind,
without special effort of memory, by applying them

intelligently in field and drafting room.

Similarly, all of the present general instructions

may not be thoroughly understood or fully appreci-

ated at first reading. But the student will under-

stand, at any time, such of the directions as apply to
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work then in hand. It is incumbent on him to run

over all of Part I as often as may be necessary to make

sure that he apply each direction at the times and

at the places at which it is applicable.

Since this book is mainly concerned with ways of

doing things, the student should, on encountering an

unfamiliar term herein, refer immediately to his text-

book for any needed definition, description, explana-

tion or principle. He can find the matter in the text-

book by means of its index, or in some cases by means

of its table of contents.

Economy of tim.e and effort requires that the student

become familiar, by the actual use of the instruments,

with their manipulation and reading, as speedily as

possible, for such familiarity will enable him to read

of principles, practices, and sources of error with quick

understanding.

The student should scrutinize the computed errors

in each exercise performed by him, and note particu-

larly their range and variations. He should call to

mind the entire procedure of the exercise together with

all attendant circumstances, and try to form a judg-'

ment as to whether the errors do or do not appear to

be within limits which might be reasonably expected

under the circumstances. The beginner will not

always be able to decide this question, but the con-

scientious effort to do so will lead him to give proper

study to his work, trying to view it from all angles

in order correctly to connect effect with cause. This

serious Attempt to appraise the degree of reasonable-

ness of errors will profit the student vastly more than

would judgments of a master surveyor; for, by acquir-

ing the scrutinizing habit, the student will rapidly

become a master himself. The student should there-

fore form his own judgment as to the reasonableness of
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the results obtained from an exercise, before asking

for the judgment of his partner or instructor. The
instructions in this paragraph will require exercise of

will, but carrying them out conscientiously doubles

the benefit derived from all other parts of the work.

FIELD NOTES

1. Use no pencil softer than 4H in making field

notes. Keep the pencil sharp. Bear down hard

enough to make figures show slightly on back of page.

2. Record in field book every reading of tape, rod,

and instrument. Record every distance and angle,

whether
" measured "

or "laid off."

3. Aim to confine page heading to space above

vertical rulings. If heading must encroach on ver-

tical rulings, begin the record of readings below that

horizontal line which lies next below lowest part of

heading.

4. The main words of general heading should be

entered at top of left-hand page in upright capitals.

Other parts of heading are entered in lower-case up-

right letters. The date and weather are placed on

right-hand side of left page. In the heading space

of right-hand page enter: (1) Inst., No., and make;

(2) Kind of leveling rod (if any); (3) Name and po-

sition of each man in party; (4) Time spent by party
on the exercise, e.g., "Time 2f hr." Follow forms

given in this book, except when otherwise directed

by instructor.

5. Number right-hand pages of field book in upper

right-hand corner. The left-hand page is not counted

as a separate page. Each number refers to a double

page.

6. Begin field notes on page 2, leaving page 1 for

index (see 9 below).
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7. Enter remarks on right-hand page, leaving suffi-

cient room on left side of that page for entering all

computed quantities which overrun left-hand page.

8. Having recorded one set of observations, record

a succeeding set lower down on page (leaving at least

two blank lines between sets), or on next double page.

9. The index (arranged in order of dates) will be-

gin on left half of double-page 1 of field book. The

heading of index page will be as follows:

INDEX

Index each piece of field work as soon as it is completed.
10. Make clear notes and well-formed letters and

figures.

11. No notes need be copied from another's note

book, except such figures as target readings of level

rod, etc., taken by the helper, which will be necessary
to complete record of the exercise.

12. Have text-book on hand for all drafting periods

and, if the book is of pocket size, for all field work.

13. Before going into field, fill out page and column

headings for exercise to be next undertaken.

14. In recording quantities, give each decimal point,

degree mark, foot mark, etc., the same horizontal

space as is given each digit. Do not record seconds

in any case; but record anything less than one minute

as a decimal of a minute. Thus, write 27 35'.2 rather

than 27 35' 12". There is no advantage in recording
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anything smaller than 0.1 minute in work with the

ordinary transit. When recording a distance in feet

and decimals it is well to place the foot mark above

the decimal point thus, 20'.35. Write 2803' rather

than 283'.

READINGS OF INSTRUMENTS

1. Each exercise is to be performed twice, the men

changing places for the repetition.

2. At all times in the exercises, read the target to

thousandths unless otherwise directed. Read without

target to thousandths by counting tens and hundredths

and estimating the thousandths. For short distances,

the reading without target may be made with an

uncertainty of one to three thousandths; as the dis-

tance increases the uncertainty increases, and at some

distance (upwards of 250 ft. depending on the telescope)

the wire covers so much of one-hundredth space as to

make the uncertainty 0.005 ft.

3. All readings of the needle and of the transit

verniers should be made with a magnifying glass.

4. When reading vernier of target or transit the

observer should so place his eye as to eliminate parallax.

COMPUTING AND DRAFTING

1. The recorder may make computations in field if

he can do so without unduly delaying the work. Field

computing is always desirable when the computed

quantities serve to check recorded readings at a station

before the instrument is removed. Otherwise the

computations for an exercise are to be made later in

drafting room.

2.. The true value of a distance or angle (other than

a full circle) can never be known. Hence, true size

of an error can never be known. In many exercises

herein, the average of several values is assumed to be
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the true value, and the error of each of the several

values is calculated on this assumption.

, 3. All computing needful for each page of field

notes will be carried out by the owner of the book,

and at the bottom of the page he will write:
" Com-

puted by (initials) (date)" and within two weeks

thereafter, the owner's partner will check these com-

putations and enter below the owner's certificate, his

certificate, thus: "Checked by (initials), (date)."

4. On each piece of office work, follow those direc-

tions and suggestions, given in the text-book, which

apply to work in hand,, unless they conflict with

specific directions of instructor or of present book.

5. All computations in drafting room will be made
in an orderly way on prescribed paper; and compu-
tations will be submitted as a whole at end of semester,

along with drawings.
6. All drawings will be made on prescribed drafting

paper. Use 6H pencil, sharpened to needle point,

for all points and lines which have an influence on the

result to be found from plotting. Make each point

and each line as fine as practicable for the eyes, and

at once surround each marked point with a small circle

or half-circle to serve as finder. Draw no line into or

through such circles. Do all lettering and dimension-

ing with 4H pencil in such manner as may be prescribed.

7. The student will write or letter his name and the

date at the upper right-hand corner of each fresh sheet

of computing paper or drawing paper, before putting

any other marks on the sheet.

DEFINITIONS

1. To "set up" an instrument usually means to set

.the instrument up and make it ready in all ways for

pointing and reading. Thus, to "set up" a level is to
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set the level up, focus the eye-piece (if it is not already

focused) and level the telescope; and to "set up" the

transit is to set the transit up (over a mark usually),

focus the eye-piece (if it is not already focused), and

level the plate. If the transit is to be used for leveling,

the "set-up" includes also leveling the telescope.

2. The "
direct

"
(or "normal ") position of the transit

telescope is that in which the telescope bubble is under-

neath the telescope and the vertical circle is on the

left. The "reversed" position of the transit telescope

is "bubble up," or "circle right."

3. To "reverse," or "invert" the transit telescope

is to turn it from direct to reversed position. To reverse

the transit is to reverse the telescope and also turn it

180 about the vertical axis. To reverse the telescope

of a level is to turn it end for end about its vertical

axis.

4. To "return" the telescope is to turn it back

from reversed to direct position.

5. To "plunge" the transit telescope is either to re-

verse it or to return it.

6. The "ocular" is the eye-piece. The "objec-

tive" is the object glass.

7. "Station" (point on a traverse or center line):

stations are regularly 100 ft. apart; and are numbered

consecutively 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .
, beginning with the

initial point of tjie traverse or center line. The word

"station" is also applied to an intermediate point on

traverse or center-line (see under "plus station"

below).

"Plus
station")

"Plus point" > a point between two stations on a

"Substation" )

traverse or center-line; e.g., the point 28.3 ft. beyond .

sta. 7 is a plus station, and is designated by the ex-
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pression "7 + 28.3
" which is read "

seven-plus-

twenty-eight-three." The 28.3 is referred to as "the

plus." Often a plus station is called merely "station"

when no ambiguity will result therefrom; e.g., we

say "What is the elevation of sta. 86 + 20?"

"Station" (a designating number): the number

assigned to a station or plus station; e.g., "the station

of that point is 36, and the station of this point is

18 + 07.6 (read eighteen-plus-0-seven-six).

"Station" (unit of distance): 100 ft.; e.g., "the

curve is 6 stations long."

ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

The following letters are used throughout the book
with the meanings here given.

BM bench mark (see text-book for description).

BS backsight (verb or noun).
CC point of change, on a compound or reversed

curve, from one circular curve to another.

CT point of change from circular curve to

tangent.

CL center line.

D degree of circular curve.

FS foresight (verb or noun).
H horizontal.

HI height of instrument.

I intersection (i.e., deflection) angle at PI.

L lower.

LM lower motion: the motion controlled by the

clamp and tangent screw beneath the

lower plate of the transit.

M middle.

|| parallel.

J_ perpendicular.
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PI point of intersection of two consecutive tan-

gents (produced).

T tangent distance (
= distance from TC to PI) .

TC point of change from tangent to circular

curve.

TP turning point (see text-book for description).

U upper.

UM upper motion: the motion controlled by the

clamp and tangent screw at edge of the

upper plate of the transit.

V vertical.

VC - vertical circle of the transit.

VM vertical motion : the motion controlled by
the clamp and tangent screw of the verti-

cal circle or vertical arc of the transit.
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PART II

TECHNIC OF SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS

Exercises in manipulating and reading engineering instru-

ments, and in measuring distances and angles; so designed as

to bring the sources of errors prominently to the student's

attention.

CHAIN AND TAPE

Link chains. These have been almost entirely

replaced by steel tapes, but since many are still in use,

the student must be able to handle them properly.

The chain should have been folded up by picking it

up at the middle point (generally indicated by a round

brass tag) and folding up four links at a time, placing

the links crosswise to the others so that they will have

an "
hour-glass

"
shape, as is shown in the illustration.

A strap or heavy cord fastened around the center will

then hold them together. To use the chain, select a

15
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clear stretch of ground of somewhat more than half a

chain length. Then with the bulk of the chain in the

right hand and holding the handles with the left hand,
throw the chain out. If the chain has been properly
folded up, a little practice will suffice to stretch the

chain (doubled) along the ground. Picking up one

handle, the chain can then be straightened out with

little or no trouble from kinking. To guard against

one source of inaccuracy as well as a possible injury
to the chain, it should be examined link by link as it

lies on the ground to make sure that there is no kink

at any joint.

Never jerk a chain. It can be moved as desired

without much effort unless it is caught. A jerk when
it is caught frequently means a break. Even if you
can see with certainty that it is not caught, a jerk is

useless. A perfectly steady pull, with the rear end

held rigidly at the pin or stake just set, is an absolute

essential to good work. The two chainmen must learn

by experience how much tension should be used; then

when the rear chainman pulls back with a greater

tension than the normal the front chainman should

yield, for this should mean that the chain must be

adjusted backward to bring the rear end to the proper

point; if the tension is less than normal, this should

mean that the front chainman should pull it forward

until the sudden increase in the tension shows that the

rear end has reached the proper pointo With a little

practice two chainmen can quickly become accustomed

to each other so that the two essentials of proper

position and proper tension are quickly obtained.

Do not stand facing in the direction of the chain and

leaning backward, depending on the chain for support.

Stand sidewise so that the line is not obstructed;

stand squarely on both feet so that a perfect balance
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is obtained regardless of the tension on the chain; by
leaning the right elbow on the right leg just above

the knee, any proper tension can be easily given to the

tape, while the alignment may be readily seen. One
of the chief advantages of the attitude is its ease and

steadiness. If the end of the tape must be held up

high so as to be on a level with the other end, of course

a plumb-bob must be used. Wind the plumb-bob

string around the tape precisely on the zero mark
or over the end of the ring if that is the zero mark.

Then the eyes may be steadily fixed on the plumb-bob,
either to note its position or to adjust it to the position

of the previously established point.

Steel tapes. Much of the above instruction ap-

plies equally to the use of steel tapes. A tape is much
more liable to be broken than a link chain, but the

soft-steel tapes recently manufactured are capable of

very rough usage. During wet weather or when a

tape has become wet and muddy, it should be care-

fully wiped with an oily cloth before it is rolled up on

the reel. Neglect to do this will quickly cause it to

become rusty.

The student should learn to exercise special care

that the tape is always held as truly horizontal as

possible. Great care is often used to line in the tape
with a transit, even using tacks on the tops of stakes

to make sure that no error will arise from that cause,

but at the same time the two ends of the tape have a

difference of level of perhaps a foot or more. Pre-

cision in this case is simply wasted. A difference of

level of one foot, which would frequently be ignored,
will cause an error one hundred times as great as an
error of one-tenth of a foot in horizontal alignment,
an error which usually would be carefully avoided by
transit alignment. The difficulty in holding the two
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ends at the same level is largely due to one's inability

to correctly estimate the rate of slope, an optical

illusion causing a truly level line on a hillside to appear

sloping. Another inaccuracy is due to the desire to

use full chain lengths of 100 feet rather than " break

chain." A 6% or 7% grade does not appear very

steep and so full 100-foot lengths will be attempted,

but the impractibility of holding the down-hill end

7 feet above the ground, and the difficulty of holding

it even 6 feet above the ground, generally causes an

error of a foot or more in level, especially as the chain-

men will honestly think that the tape is really level.

The amount of error due to a difference of level of

the two ends is shown in the tabular form. With the

extreme difference of 10 feet the error is about 6 inches.

The error varies about as the square of the difference

of elevation. With one foot difference the error is

1/16 inch. Even with 0.1 foot difference of elevation

(or of alignment) the error is less than six ten-thou-

sandths of an inch. This shows the utter futility of

great refinements in horizontal alignment under the

ordinary methods of measurement.

To coil the tape. (1) If the tape is wet, wipe it

dry before beginning to coil. (2) Draw tape out full

length. (3) Hold 100-foot end, flat up, in left hand,

palm up; and stand so that tape passes across front
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of body. In the following steps make sure that tape

does not turn over or on edge in right hand at any

time, and that a firm grip is maintained on the coil

with the left hand held palm up. (4) Grasp tape with

right hand (palm down, thumb on top of tape) near

left hand. (5) Slide right hand to 95-foot mark, with-

out permitting tape to turn over or on edge as it slips

through hand. (6) Grip tape at 95-foot mark, and

swing right hand out around and to left of left hand,

closing the swing by laying the 95-foot mark on top

of the 100-foot mark. (7) Grip the two marks se-

curely together in the left hand. Thus one loop is

made, with a twist in it. (8) Next, in like manner,
make a second loop of the next five feet of tape; and

so continue until entire tape is looped and firmly held

in left hand. (9) Tie coil firmly at zero mark with

rawhide handle or twine. The coil has now the shape
of figure 8. By proper manipulation the tape can

now be sprung into a double coil of circular form, and

so made fast by tying with the free rawhide handle

or another twine.

To uncoil the tape. Hold the tape firmly while

untying, to prevent its springing into a tangle.

Change the coil from circular to figure 8 form; then

hold coil, at tape end, in left hand, as when coiling

up the tape; and pay out tape with right hand, loop

by -loop, in the reverse order of coiling; at the same

time walking along to keep uncoiled portion of tape
from tangling.

1. LINK CHAIN

Equipment: Link-chain, set of marking-pins, two

transit-poles, two plumb-bobs.
Location: When possible, these measurements should

be taken between points (or permanent hubs) which
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are about 1000 feet apart and where the intervening

ground has a steep and variable slope.

Method: Measure the distance three times, lining

in by eye, taking precautions to have the two ends of

the chain always at the same level,
n<
breaking chain"

if necessary, etc.

Always drag the chain (zero end forward) ahead its

full length, even if it is necessary for the head chainman

to walk back to "break chain." Always place a pin

at each even hundred feet, and begin again at that

FORM OF NOTES

[LEFT-HAND PAGE OF NOTE-BOOK.]

Problem ]

point for a new chain-length. Care should be taken that

no greater length of chain is used than can be held

truly level without holding the down-hill end incon-

veniently high. The student should learn that an

optical illusion will cause a truly level line to appear
as if it sloped down (opposite to the slope of the hill),

and that when a chain is stretched down a hillside and

held up so that it appears to an inexperienced eye to

be level it is probably sloping down the hill. The

pins may be aligned by eye, aided by the plumb-bobs.
Each student makes a set of three measurements

acting as head chainman. The extreme range of the

three values should not be more than nrW of the

distance.
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2. TAPE SUPPORTED AND UNSUPPORTED

Equipment: 4H or 6H pencil (use no pencil softer

than 4H in the field book at any time) ;
metallic tape

(50 foot, of cloth containing longitudinal copper wires) ;

steel tape (100 foot, with rawhides or handles); 2

bobs; 11 pins; 2 line rods.

The object of this exercise is to familiarize the stu-

dent with two common ways of measuring distance

with tape and to show him the range of error to be

expected from measurements made under similar

conditions.

(1) Set a line rod at each end of a comparatively
level course, about 300 ft. long by pacing, or behind two

permanent hubs on the surveying ground. (2) Set

a pin on line, about 2 ft. inside of each rod, unless

permanent hubs are used. Call the pins or the per-

manent hubs A and B. (3) With metallic tape meas-

ure distance between pins. (Zero point of metallic

tape is usually at outer end of ring.) (4) Throw out

steel tape. (5) With steel tape, measure distance AB
three times; the tape being stretched straight and

lying on ground at each application. Head tapeman
takes zero end of tape. Find zero mark of steel tape

by laying the 9-10 foot alongside the 0-1 foot. Read
fractional foot at final pin B, to hundredths, counting
tenths and estimating hundredths in following man-
ner: (a) Head tapeman holds zero mark at B. Rear

tapeman mentally notes distance in feet and tenths

(counting feet and estimating tenths). (6) Rear tape-

man, directing head tapeman to pull, lets tape slip

through his hands till next foot-mark comes to his pin;

and calls out new tape-reading (whole feet), (c) Head

tapeman mentally notes fractional foot on rear side

of B (counting tenths and estimating hundredths);
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adds this fractional foot to rear tapeman's called dis-

tance less one foot; and calls out result. (NOTE.
If tape has an extra graduated foot beyond zero mark,
the subtraction of one foot is not necessary.) (d) Rear

tapeman compares this called result with distance which

he mentally noted under (a) above, and if there is sub-

stantial agreement, calls out
"
check"; and then re-

cords distance in feet and hundredths. Obliterate

each pin mark as soon as pin is pulled. (6) Men

change places at end of three measurements. (7) Re-

peat the three measurements, holding tape shoulder

high, using bobs and leveling by eye. (8) At close

of this exercise do up tape in figure-8 form. (9) Com-

putations: Find mean of each set of three measure-

ments. Subtract mean from each measurement, and

record difference with proper sign, in
"
Errors

"
column.

FORM OF NOTES

3. TESTING CHAIN OR TAPE

Equipment: Chain (or tape) to be tested, standard

tape, spring balance, two brass plumb-bobs, triangular

scale, and a small strip of cardboard (e.g., visiting-

card) .

Location: A passageway or hall is often the only

available place, and serves very well, except for inter-

ference to and by others. A smooth level sidewalk

will answer the purpose in fair weather. The vacant

space under the seats of a large grand stand may
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sometimes be utilized as a permanent place for these

as well as other long-tape tests.

1. Set one of the end marks at some well-defined

mark on the floor (e.g., a scratch in the top of a nail-

head) and tack the strip of cardboard under the other

end mark of the tape. Pull the tape to a tension of

16 Ibs., and mark on the cardboard with a sharp hard

pencil the position of the 100-foot mark. Make a

similar measurement with the chain or tape to be

tested, and measure the difference if any to hundredths

of an inch, which is then reduced to thousandths of a

foot. Make three independent trials.

2. Observe by three trials for each tension the

changes in the length of the chain (or tape) by making
the tension 8 Ibs. and then 20 Ibs. Compute the

average change for one pound variation in pull.

3. Hold the chain (or tape) to be tested clear of the

floor and note what tension is necessary to bring the

end marks at the same distance apart as when sup-

ported throughout its length with a tension of 16 Ibs.

Use brass plumb-bobs in this test to bring the end
marks over the points on the floor. Make three trials.

FORM OF NOTES
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SETTING UP

Setting up a tripod. Although it is possible to

level up an instrument, and especially a compass
which has a ball-and-socket joint, when the plate of

the tripod head is considerably out of level, yet it is

generally possible, even on very rough and steep

ground, to so plant the three legs that the tripod

plate will be practically level and very little adjust-

ment will be necessary. The ability to quickly select

positions for the tripod legs which will make the tripod

plate practically level is largely a matter of experience,

but there are certain principles which the student will

do well to keep in mind and which will enable him

to more readily acquire the skill to set up a tripod on

uneven ground. The following discussion presupposes
the use of the ordinary plain tripod with fixed legs.

Extension-leg tripods look very attractive, but their

positive disadvantages should not be forgotten. (1)

There is always the danger that the clamps may not

have been clamped so tightly but that they may slip.

(2) Time may be wasted in adjusting the clamps when
a little skill and ingenuity would set a plain tripod in

place in far less time and with no danger of slipping.

(3) Except in mines and tunnels, the occasions are rare

when a plain tripod cannot be set up so that the tripod

plate is practically horizontal. On a steep side hill,

where the slope is approximately uniform, the best

general method is to place two legs on the same con-

tour, which is a little below the stake and equidistant

from the stake. The third leg will be on the up-hill

side on a line running almost directly up from the

stake. If the side hill were actually plane, there is

but one position for the third leg. Slight inequalities

of the surface can then be easily allowed for by mere
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adjustment. When the side slope is very steep, it

may even be necessary to point the third leg with an

upward slope rather than a downward slope. If the

two lower legs have been firmly planted, this position

will be found to be -sufficiently rigid. The student

should learn by trial and experience that, when the

tripod plate is very far from being level, it is *)ften

true that moving one leg-point in an arc of a circle

about the stake, and without disturbing the centering

of the instrument over the stake, will suffice to make
the plate level. The student should test this by noting

that when a tripod has been properly set, with the

head level, the shifting of the point of one leg will

throw the head far out of level and that it may easily

be made level by the proper adjustment of that leg.

The above remarks apply to the setting up of all

tripods. In the case of the level tripod it is all that

is necessary, except when the elevation of the tele-

scope is of importance. But with the compass tripod,

and still more so with the transit tripod, the center

of the tripod head must be vertically over the stake

or hub. The student must train himself against the

optical illusion on a side hill, which makes him think

that the tripod head is directly over the stake when
it is really a little too far down the hill.

When the tripod legs are provided with wing nuts

where the legs are fastened to the head, as the best

tripods are now made, the nuts should be tightened

whenever the instrument is set up, and loosened again

just before it is picked up for removal. The legs

cannot be turned on the head unless the screw is

somewhat loose and then the tripod is far less steady
than when the wing nuts have been screwed up tightly.

This is the feature that makes tripods having wing
.nuts better than the old-fashioned kind.
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Leveling up. Many a good instrument has had

its leveling mechanism nearly spoiled by bad practice

in leveling up. The large majority of transits and

levels are provided with four leveling-screws, which

oppose each other in pairs. It is quite possible for

one who has strong fingers to turn a leveling-screw

so hard that the leveling-plate becomes actually bent.

When the screws of one pair have been turned against

each other so that they hold the plate very tightly

in the ball-and-socket joint, it becomes difficult to

move the plate in the other direction by means of the

other pair of leveling-screws. If at any time it be-

comes necessary to change the leveling of the instru-

ment greatly, it is always better to loosen all four

screws until the instrument turns readily in its ball-

and-socket joint; then, by easy motion of the screws

of each pair, the instrument can be quickly and easily

leveled until the leveling is nearly accurate. The
final step will be to screw the leveling-screws firmly

against the tripod plate so that the instrument is

properly leveled and yet there is no undue stress in

the leveling-plate.

Focusing the telescope. This not uncommonly
gives much trouble to the beginner. All the trouble

comes from the involuntary change that takes place

in the lens of his eye as he transfers his thought from

a near to a far object. He thinks of the cross-wires

as very near; hence when focusing the eye-piece the

lens of his eye is so shaped as to form a distinct

image of the cross-wires on the retina. But when he

begins to focus the object glass on the rod (and focus-

ing object glass on rod is intended merely to shift rod

image to the plane of cross-wires so that it can be

distinctly seen along with them) he lets his mind

turn to the distant rod (instead of keeping his atten-
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tion firmly fixed on the rod image near the cross-wires) ,

and the lens of his eye responds to his thoughts and

reshapes itself to form on the retina a distinct image
of the distant rod. When the eye lens is shaped for

distinct distant vision, near objects (such as the cross-

wires) become indistinct or invisible. The conclusion

to be drawn from the foregoing is this: Do not transfer

the thoughts from the near cross-wires to the distant

rod; but keep the attention fixed on the cross-wires

and the image of the rod, all the time thinking of both

of them as being together and about 10 inches from

the eye.

The effect of this involuntary change of the eye

lens, as the attention is transferred from a near object

to a far, is well shown by the following experiment.

Look through a wire window screen in the direction

of a distant object. If the attention is fixed entirely

on the distant object, that will be distinctly seen

while the wires of the screen will be invisible. If,

next, the attention be fixed wholly on the wires of the

screen, they will be distinctly seen, but the distant

object will become invisible. Next, slowly transfer

attention from screen to distant object and note that
'

gradually the screen will become less and less distinct

and the distant object will come into view and gradu-

ally grow more and more distinct; and that at some
instant during this change, wires and distant objects

will appear equally dim. At this instant the eye lens

is shaped for distinctly seeing an object lying midway
between screen and distant object.

4. SETTING UP AN INSTRUMENT

Equipment: Dumpy or wye-level, or transit.

The object of this exercise is to drill the beginner in

setting up transit or level.
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(1) One man will act as instrumentman while the

other holds the watch and records the time (to seconds).

(2) Set up the instrument. (CAUTION: Do not strain

the leveling screws. If one pair works hard, loosen

one screw of other pair. Do not let your hands, legs,

or feet come in contact with tripod after setting it

up. See that the set screws at top of tripod legs are

snugly set but not too tight.) Read watch at begin-

ning and at end of the operation. (3) Pick up instru-

ment and place it on shoulder as for carrying. (4)

Repeat (2) and (3) four or more times.

FORM OF NOTES

5. FOCUSING THE EYE-PIECE AND OBJECT GLASS

Equipment: Dumpy or wye-level, or transit; plain

or extension leveling rod.

The object of this exercise is to give the student

command of the telescope, and to bring his attention

to the fact that parallax may be a source of consider-

able error in rod reading and in aligning.

(1) Set up the instrument .(without leveling, if it

be a level) so that, by simply turning the telescope

about its vertical axis, the telescope can be pointed at

sky near horizon. (2) Hold rod at distance of 100 ft.
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(paced) from instrument, on a point suitable for a

turning point (e.g., on top of stake or other firm object

having small top area). (3) Point telescope toward

sky and focus eye-piece to make cross-wires as dis-

tinct as possible. It is well to keep both eyes open
when looking into telescope, and hold a finger against

barrel of telescope at
"
distance of distinct vision"

(which is found by trial, and for most persons is about

10 in.) ;
and while focusing the eye-piece, direct atten-

tion alternately on finger and cross-wire. The pur-

pose is to keep eye lens in focus for
"
distinct vision."

(4) Sight at rod, bringing rod into focus by turning

focusing screw of object glass. While focusing on rod,

keep the gaze riveted on cross-wires, and at same time

think of them and the rod image as at about 10 in.

from the eye. Make the V (vertical) wire cover the

rod (i.e., show against rod as background). (5) Move
the eye vertically over opening in eye-piece, to extreme

lower limit, and read rod to thousandths (the third

decimal place by estimation. Do not use target in

this exercise). (6) Move the eye to upper limit of

opening, and while eye is in this position, read rod as

before. (If the two readings are the same, there is

no parallax; but if the two readings are different there

is parallax.) (7) If there is parallax, move eye re-

peatedly up and down over opening, and at same time,

gently turn focusing screw of object glass in one

direction or other until there is no apparent motion

of wire. (If screw is turned in wrong direction, ap-

parent movement of wire increases. When apparent
movement of wire is cut out, parallax is eliminated:

the image has been brought precisely into the plane
of the cross-wires.) In case the rod image or wire

grows dim before parallax is entirely eliminated, the

eye-piece should be refocused by looking toward sky,
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and all the foregoing repeated. Read the paragraph
on "

focusing the telescope/' preceding Exercise 4.

(8) Throw the eye-piece and object glass out of focus.

(9) Repeat steps (3)-(8) four times.

FORM OF NOTES

LEVEL

Reading level-bubble. The refraction of the

light through the glass of the level-bubble is apt to

give deceptive results unless some care is taken to

avoid parallax. The surest way to avoid parallax is

to have the eye directly over the bubble, so that the

ray of light from the bubble to the eye passes through
the glass perpendicularly. But it is frequently im-

practicable to set up the level so that the eye can be

placed over the bubble and the bubble must be viewed

from the side. If care is taken that both ends of the

bubble are read with the eye in a similar position

regarding the bubble, the refraction of the light coming

through the glass will be the same in both cases and
its effect will be neutralized; but if the eye is so placed
that it looks at one end of the bubble obliquely and at

the other end perpendicularly, the resulting error may be

considerable. In Part I, under "Instrumental Measure-
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ments," comment was made on the effect on the final

result of certain small errors in the adjustment of the

instrument or of inaccuracies in its use. The student

should learn by actual test, as described in Exercise 9,

what is the sensitiveness of his instrument. By this

means he will know how closely the bubble should be

adjusted to the precise center in order to obtain a

given accuracy in the final result. He should also

learn to constantly watch the bubble so that the effect

of a microscopic settlement of the instrument or of

its distortion by heating from the sun's rays shall not

alter the line of collimation to an appreciable extent.

Cross-wires. As a part of the general problem of

studying the characteristics of his instrument the

student should obtain a practical idea of the coarse-

ness of the cross-wires, which practically means, in

this case, how much space is covered on the rod by
the cross-wire when the rod is at a distance of two or

three hundred feet. When the cross-wire is very

coarse, as is sometimes found with a cheaper grade of

instrument, the space covered on the rod is very con-

siderable and it makes the work correspondingly
uncertain.

Use of target-rod or "
self-reading

" rod. Many
a student and many even of those who call themselves

engineers waste considerable time in using a target

when a self-reading rod would be sufficiently accurate

for the purpose and also much more expeditious. The
student should remember that much of the best

geodetic leveling is done with self-reading rods, and

it is even open to argument whether a self-reading rod

is not the best to use under all circumstances. Of

course, a target is almost an essential with a "New
York" rod or "Boston" rod, since the marks on the

plain rod are not visible for any considerable distance
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but with a
"
Philadelphia

"
rod or any other form of

painted rod the graduations are plainly seen for as

great a distance as it is practicable to do accurate

work, and but little skill is required to estimate the

readings to the nearest hundredth of a foot. This has

as great a degree of accuracy as is of any practical

value for the great bulk of ordinary leveling work.

In Part I, under "Instrumental Measurements" there

are given some figures on .the accuracy necessary in

order that target readings to the thousandth of a foot

may have any practical value. The student should

therefore rely on using a self-reading rod for the great

bulk of all leveling work. When it becomes necessary

to do the leveling with such accuracy that target read-

ings to a thousandth of a foot are usec}, the student

should take corresponding care that his instrument is in

perfect adjustment, that the bubble is always precisely

in the center when the reading is taken, that allowance

is made, if necessary, for the thickness of the cross-hairs,

and that every step of the work is taken with such

careful accuracy that the readings to thousandths are

justifiable. Unless such care is taken, it merely gives

a false appearance of accuracy to the work to use a

target and to read to thousandths of a foot.

6. TARGET READING

Equipment: Dumpy or wye-level; target rod.

The object of this exercise is to give the student

practice in reading the target rod, and to show him

by his own observations the range of error to be ex-

pected under the conditions of the work.

(1) Student will note whether target bears a vernier

or merely a scale. He will set target at random and

read; and repeat this until he is familiar with the

operation. (2) Hold the rod on firm support (i.e.,
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on a point suitable for a turning point) 100 ft. away
from the instrument station. (3) Set up the level

with two opposite leveling screws in line with rod.

Focus eye-piece. (After instrument is placed on

ground with lower plate set level by eye, loosen all

four leveling screws, and rotate upper plate till two

opposite leveling screws are brought into line with

rod; then complete set-up by leveling the telescope.)

(4) Sight at rod. Test for and cut out parallax, if

there be any, as in preceding exercise. Set V wire

on rod. (5) Unclamp target and m9ve it up or down
until its zero line is covered precisely by H wire

(by middle H wire if there are three H wires).

Clasp target in its position. Now look at bubble.

If bubble stands at center, rodman reads target (to

thousandths). If bubble is eccentric, bring it to cen-

ter, and reset target. Look at bubble again, and
when it is certain that bubble was in center at time

of making the last target setting, read target. (Rod-
man reads target and keeps notes.) (6) Shift target.

(7) Repeat four times this operation of setting, read-

ing, and shifting target. (8) Repeat all the foregoing

(except setting up) with rod at 200 ft. and at 300 ft.

from instrument.

Remark: Whenever one levelman gives way to

another in these exercises, it may be necessary for the

other to refocus the eye-piece to obtain distinct vision

of wires, because of difference in quality of vision in

the two men.

(9) Computations: Add together the five readings
of each set, and divide sum by 5, obtaining mean, or

average reading. Subtract the mean from each of the 5

readings, and set remainder, with proper sign, in error

column.
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FORM OF NOTES

7. DIRECT ROD READING

Equipment: Dumpy or wye-level; extension rod.

The object of this exercise is to give practice in read-

ing the rod direct, i.e., without using target, and in

reading the rod extended. After performing this ex-

ercise, read the paragraph "Use of target, rod, etc./'

preceding Exercise 6.

(1) Set up the level. Focus eye-piece. Hold rod

100 ft. away on firm point suitable for turning point.

Throughout this exercise the BACK of rod is to face the

level. (2) Bring two opposite screws in line with rod.

(3) (The necessity of watching bubble cannot be over-

emphasized.) Just before making each of following

readings of rod, levelman will see that bubble is pre-

cisely centered; and as soon as the reading is made he

will again inspect bubble. If he finds bubble has

moved during reading he will recenter it, and make
new reading, and again examine bubble. This will

be continued until a reading is obtained with bubble

stationary in the center; and only this reading will

be retained. (4) Levelman reads the rod downward

(since back of rod is facing the level) direct, to thou-

sandths (counting hundredths and estimating thou-

sandths), (5) Rodman now reads and records vernier
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at back of rod (graduations which are exposed to the

levelman). (6) Rodman next unclamps extension set-

screw, extends rod about an inch (something less than

0.1 ft.), and clamps extension screw. (7) Rodman
reads vernier at back of rod as before. (8) Level-

man reads rod as before. (9) This shifting and double

reading of rod is repeated until 5 double readings are

obtained. (10) Take a series of 5 double readings as

directed above, with rod held at distance of 200 ft.,

and 300 ft. from the level. So long as distance is not

too great to permit of subdividing a one-hundredth

space by eye, levelman will read to thousandths. (11)

FORM OF NOTES

Computations: In connection with levelman's read-

ings: Subtract each reading from reading next below,

and enter difference in appropriate column. In con-

nection with the rodman's readings: Find and enter

the corresponding differences for rodman's readings.

8. EXTENDED-ROD READING

Equipment: Dumpy or wye-level; extension rod;

also 4 stakes and hatchet, unless firm points are fur-

nished by concrete curb or sidewalk, in which case

mark the points with keel.
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The object of this exercise is to give practice in

making direct and indirect readings of the extended

rod.

(1) Choose positions for the level and rod 50 ft.

(paced) apart, and of such difference in elevation that

.the telescope of the level will be 10 or 12 ft. above

rod point. (The rod point must, each time, be the top

of a stake, or a keeled point on concrete curb or side-

walk.) (2) Set up the level with two opposite level-

ing screws in line with rod. (3) Extend rod full length,

and clamp. (4) Levelman reads rod (without use of

target), to thousandths (by estimation). (5) Rod-

man unclamps rod, and, by direction from levelman,

lets extended portion slide down till target index line

is precisely covered by H wire; and clamps rod in

this position. Rodman reads (and records) rod to

thousandths by vernier. (6) Similarly take a pair of

readings on rod held on firm points at 60, 70, and 90 ft.

from the level, in line of sight already established.

FORM OF NOTES

(Estimate the^distance.) (7) Computations: Subtract

each of rodman's readings from corresponding level-

man's reading, and enter remainder, with proper sign

in
"
Difference

" Column.
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9. TESTING ADJUSTMENTS OF LEVEL

Equipment: Wye-level, level-rod, 100-foot tape, set

of marking-pins.

The object of this problem is to make the student

as familiar as possible with the adjustments, without

subjecting the instrument to the injury that would

result from excessive disturbance of the adjusting-

screws, especially in unskilful hands. Therefore no

adjusting-screws are to be disturbed, but the value of

each error of adjustment is determined, assuming all

previous adjustments as already made. Making three

trials of each adjustment will demonstrate to the

student that unless extreme care is taken in handling

the instrument, the three trials will not exactly agree,

and that he will sometimes find an apparent small

error when the adjustment is practically perfect.

This note applies equally to Exercise 21.

1. To make the line of sight parallel to the axis of

the bubble.

a. Measure off a base 400 feet long on nearly level

ground and set up the level at one end of the line.

Sight at the rod at the other end. Have the vertical

axis clamped, and the whole instrument as rigid as

possible except the clips over the telescope, which

should be loose so that the telescope can be rotated

in the wyes without shaking the instrument. If the

line of collimation is in adjustment the rod reading

will be the same, when the telescope is rotated half-

way, as at first. The difference, if any, is twice the

error. Make three tests. Raise or lower the telescope

before each new test so as to bring the readings on a

different part of the rod.

6. Bring the telescope directly over a pair of level-

ing-screws and clamp the vertical axis. Bring the
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FORM OF NOTES

bubble to the center with the leveling-screws. Re-

verse the telescope in the wyes. If the bubble again

comes to the center, the wyes are level and the line of

collimation is parallel to the axis of the bubble. If

the bubble does not come to the center, move the

leveling-screws until the bubble is moved half-way

back. Reverse the telescope again, and the bubble

will come very nearly if not quite to its position before

reversal. Keep adjusting the leveling-screws until the

bubble remains in one place in the tube for the telescope
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Dist. = 400 feet. Rod-readings are less when telescope is direct; therefore line

004
of collimation points down

' = .00001 = tanO 0' 02".

Eye end high; therefore telescope points down 0.83 div. of bubble.

Bubble moves forward about one division when swung to the right about 30;
moves backward when swung to the left.

'

Dist. = 400 feet.

in either position. Under those conditions the wyes
are level and distance of the center of the bubble from

the center of the tube is the error of adjustment.
Record this distance measured in divisions of the

bubble-tube. Make three tests. Make the determi-

nations independent by purposely throwing the in-

strument out of level before each new test.

2. To bring the bubble axis into the vertical plane

through the axis of the telescope. Bring the bubble

to the center of the tube, first observing that the
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bubble-tube hangs directly under the telescope. Ro-

tate the telescope slightly in the wyes, and note whether

the bubble remains in the center, or if it moves in one

direction for a swing to the right and in the other

direction for a swing to the left.

3. To make the axis of the wyes perpendicular to

the vertical axis of the instrument. Bring the

bubble to the center over both pairs of leveling-screws

and then rotate the instrument about its vertical axis

180. Correct one-half the error, if any, with the

leveling screws; make the same correction for the

other leveling-screws. The bubble will then remain

nearly, if not quite, in the same place for any position

of the telescope. Keep adjusting until this is true.

The distance of the center of the bubble from the

center of the tube is a measure of the correction that

should be made by the adjusting-screw under one of

the wyes. Record the error, if any, in divisions of

the bubble-tube. Make three tests by purposely throw-

ing the instrument out of level after each test and

making an independent determination.

Value in seconds of arc of one division of the

level-tube. Run the bubble to near one end of the

tube, but still keeping both ends of the bubble within

the graduated divisions on the tube. Take a reading

on the rod held 400 feet away. Move the bubble to

the other end of the tube and again read the rod.

Let E = the movement, in divisions, of the eye end

of the bubble;

Let = the movement, in divisions, of the object

end of the bubble;

Let R = difference in rod readings;

R
Let a" =

400^Hp sin:
m

Obtain three values.
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COMPASS

Uncertainties of compass readings. One of the

principal objects of Exercises 10, 11, 12 is to demon-

strate practically to the student the uncertainties and

inaccuracies of compass work. For some kinds of

surveying work where simplicity and rapidity are

prime essentials and in which a considerable degree of

inaccuracy, or at least uncertainty, may be tolerated,

the compass is an exceedingly useful instrument. As

an adjunct to transit work, to check the angle work,

and to detect gross errors or the slipping of the plates,

it is also useful, and its use in this way should not be

neglected. But the student should be fully aware of

the limitations of its use. The presence of large

masses of iron and steel in buildings, as well as high-

tension electric currents, limits its use in cities, and

even barbed-wire fences and trolley lines along country

highways introduce a local attraction when attempt-

ing to use a compass on such boundary lines. Even

assuming that the diurnal, the lunar, and the annular

variations, as well as the normal declination, have been

duly allowed for, there still remain local attractions of

an unknown and uncomputable amount, which are

often so great in magnitude that they utterly over-

shadow all the others. These may be due to high-

tension electric currents, masses of iron or iron ore

(known or unknown), or an "
electric storm.

77 The

only certain way of avoiding such errors is to take

foresights and backsights on all lines. The closeness

of the agreement of such pairs of readings will be a

very fair test of the presence of local attraction.

Setting up the compass. Since there is far less

necessity for precision in the leveling of the compass

plate, a compass is usually provided with a ball-and-
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socket joint. Although this is more troublesome to

an inexperienced man than leveling-screws, it is pos-

sible to level up .much more rapidly. The screw which

clamps the ball should be screwed up until the friction

is sufficient to hold the plate in any position and yet

permit it to be moved and adjusted without great

force. Only practice will show just how much this

should be. After the plate is leveled the screw may
be tightened still more, but it must be done with

great care or the plate will be thrown out of level

while doing it. Perhaps the better plan is to have

the screw so tight, even during the process of adjust-

ment, that it will not slip while the instrument is being
turned about its axis.

A compass tripod is not usually provided with a

plumb-bob or with a centered hook for a plumb-bob

string. A compass ring is usually divided to half-

degrees, and an estimation to sixths of a division

(or 5' of arc) is about as close as the needle can be

read. Five minutes of arc at a distance of 500 feet

means nine inches. Even if the compass is set up
over a stake, it can easily be centered by eye to within

an inch or so, which is far within the accuracy of the

needle reading. When, as is so common, an offsetted

line is run parallel to a fence, the offset can be meas-

ured directly from the instrument. A plumb-bob is

therefore a useless refinement.

Compass readings. Text-books are apt to em-

phasize, perhaps somewhat unduly, the magnetic
attraction of small articles of steel which one is apt
to carry with him, as, for example, keys, knives, key-

chains, the steel band which may be in the rim of a

derby hat, axes or hatchets which may be lying around,
the steel aligning-rods, steel tape, etc. While it is al-

ways better to be on the safe side and to make sure
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that the needle is not affected by any of these things, it

is quite possible to waste time and effort in removing
such objects from the neighborhood of the instrument

when it is wholly unnecessary. It should be remem-
bered that the intensity of such attraction (or repul-

sion) varies as the square of the distance of the object

from the needle. The steel in a hat-brim would be

very likely to influence the needle, since the brim of

the hat might approach very near to the compass-box
while the needle was being read, while a bunch of keys
whose magnetism and mass might be far greater

would have no influence, since it would be two or

three feet away. The student will do well to test

the effect of any object by taking careful readings of

the needle when the suspected object is placed alter-

nately on diametrically opposite sides of the instru-

ment. The difference of readings should be about

twice the influence of the attraction. If no appreciable

difference is observed, it shows that that particular

object has no appreciable effect when it is at that

distance from the instrument. To be of any value,

this test should only be made in a way that might
occur naturally while using the instrument.

Care should be taken that the eye which reads the

needle is located in a vertical plane through the needle,

and if possible very nearly above the needle-point in

order to avoid "
parallax." Even though the needle

is only read by estimation to 5' of arc, or 1/6 of a 30'

space, it is much easier to estimate the fraction of a

space by observing the location of the point with a

magnifying-glass .

10. ANGLES WITH COMPASS

Equipment: Surveyor's compass.
Set up the compass over some fixed hub designated

by the instructor in charge and point at four well-
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defined points (e.g., church steeples, corners of build-

ings, etc.), which will be also designated. After

sighting at all four points in turn and taking the needle

reading on each to the nearest 5' of arc, move the

declination arc slightly and again take the needle

readings on all four points. Take four such sets of

readings. Calling the position of the instrument

and A, B, C, and D the points sighted at, four values

of the angle AOB may be obtained by taking the

differences of the bearings. Similarly four values of

each of the other angles may be obtained. The dis-

crepancies will give some idea of the reliability of

needle readings.

(Left-hand page) FORM OF NOTES

11. POINTING THE COMPASS

Equipment: Compass, transit-pole, foot-rule, board

about 2 feet long and 6 or 8 inches wide.

1. Error of sighting. Set up the compass where

a clear view of 600 feet may be had. Have the rod-

man pace off 200 feet and lay the board on the ground

with its length transverse to the line of sight,

"

taking
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care to fix the board very firmly. If a bit of smooth

clean pavement is at hand, it will be preferable to the

board, being rigid. Sight at the rod held at some

marked point near the center of the board. Clamp
the vertical axis. Have the rodman measure the

distance of this point from one end of the board and

then move the rod away. Line in the rod again, and

again have the rodman measure its position. Repeat
at least 10 times. Compute the mean value; and sub-

tract mean from each recorded value, and record the

(Right-hand page)

Tower Blind Asylum.
S. W. ccr. 34th and Market Sts.

Tower of The Bartram.

N. W. cor. Chem. Lab.

remainders as errors. Reduce the largest error to its

angular value by dividing the error by the distance from

the instrument. The quotient is the tangent of the

angular error.

Repeat this test at a distance of 600 feet.
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FORM OF NOTES

2. Error of setting by needle and lining in. Read

the needle to the nearest 5' when pointing at some one

point on the board. Turn the compass a little on its

vertical axis and have the rodman move the rod away.

Set the compass at the same needle reading, and again

line in the rod. Have the rodman note the position

of the rod as in the first part of the problem. Repeat
10 times at both 200 and 600 feet distance.

CAUTION. Be sure that the declination arc is not

disturbed during the progress of the work.

12. RUNNING LINE OF CONSTANT BEARING

Equipment: Compass, transit-pole, set of marking-

pins.

Run out a line about | mile long, on uneven ground,

setting pins at each station, using a constant bearing.

Pace the distances between stations. Then run back
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by the reverse bearings and have the rodman note

the discrepancy at each station. After noting the

error the rodman transfers the marking-pin to the new

position, which will make the entire return line con-

tinuous and independent. Be careful to select stations

where there will be no local attraction (e.g., from lamp-

posts, iron fences, etc.). Where local attraction is

suspected, take a backsight and determine its amount.

The work will demonstrate the compensating char-

acter of the errors, the degree of accuracy that may
be expected, and the frequency even in suburban

localities of greater or less local attraction.

(Left-hand page) FORM OF NOTES (Right-hand page)

TRANSIT

Horizontal-angle work. In cases where the hori-

zontal angles are not required with minute accuracy,

it may be justifiable to use only a single vernier (es-

pecially if the instrument is so well made that its

eccentricity never exceeds one-half minute of arc) and

to set the vernier at as an initial reading; but when
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the greatest accuracy is required, not only should both

verniers be read, but it is better to sight the instru-

ment with the verniers reading any reading. The
verniers on the horizontal plate of a well-made sharply

graduated transit may be easily read or estimated by
means of a microscope to the nearest half-minute of

arc. By reading both verniers and taking their mean,
in case the opposite readings should differ by even one

half-minute, we have a mean value to the nearest

15 seconds.

A 6-inch circle has a circumference of 18.85 inches,

but 15 seconds of arc is s^i^ f ^he circumference,

which means but 0.00022 of an inch in this case. In

order to set the vernier at precisely to within 15

seconds of arc, the slow-motion screw must be turned

so precisely that its position is located to within

twenty-two hundred-thousandths of an inch. Al-

though the tangent screw may be turned so that no

variation from is observable even with the micro-

scope, there is always the chance for that psycho-

logical error of believing that the reading is some

specially desired reading if the inaccuracy is really

small. When the verniers are set at any reading, the

mind is not biased by thinking that the reading must

be any particular reading, but, in an unprejudiced

way, can make the reading of each vernier to the

nearest half-minute with the least probability of error.

Vertical-angle work. When the transit is to be

used only for measuring horizontal angles, any reason-

able care in leveling the horizontal plate will suffice

to avoid any measurable error owing to lack of horizon-

tality of the horizontal plate, but many instrument-

men do not realize the care that must be taken to

have the instrument truly level when a vertical angle

is to be measured. The plate bubbles are always
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somewhat coarse and it is almost impossible to adjust
them so that there is any feeling of certainty that the

plate is level even to one minute of arc. No vertical-

angle work should be done with a transit unless it is

provided with a "long bubble" under the telescope,
and even then it is advisable to check the adjustment,
at least every day that it is used, as follows: After

leveling the instrument as carefully as possible by
means of the plate bubbles, clamp the telescope so

that it is horizontal and with the slow-motion screw

bring the long bubble exactly to the center. Then
swing the whole instrument 180 about its vertical

axis. The bubble should again be in the center, but
if it is not, it means that the vertical axis of the in-

strument is not truly vertical. Correct half of the

error by means of the slow-motion tangent-screw to

the telescope and the other half by means of the

leveling-screws. (Theoretically this should accomplish
the desired result, but practically it may be found

necessary to make repeated adjustments of the tan-

gent-screw and the leveling-screws so that the bubble
will remain in the center when the telescope is point-

ing in any direction.) Then note the reading of the
vernier of the vertical arc. If it is adjustable, it

should be adjusted to 0. If it is not adjustable, the
"index error" should be read, paying particular at-

tention to its algebraic sign. For example, if it already
reads +0 5', thus indicating that, according to the

vernier, the telescope is pointing upward when we
know it is horizontal, it would mean that every up-
ward reading will be 5 minutes more than its true

reading, and hence the index error is - 5', which
means that we should subtract 5' from every upward
or positive angle and add 5' to every downward or

negative angle to get the true reading.
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13. POINTING

Equipment: Transit.

The object of this exercise is to give additional

practice with transit; and to draw the student's

attention to the range of uncertainty in result of any

single pointing made under the conditions governing

the exercise.

(I) Set up transit. (Setting up transit includes

focusing the ocular, if the ocular has not already been

focused.) (2) At distance of 500 ft. from the transit,

hold the open field book fast on the ground (or other

fixed support) with the central H ruling of the right-

hand page at right angles to line of sight. (3) Set line

of sight on pencil held at the point, a
,
at middle of

the said H ruling. Make all the dots on this one

horizontal ruling. (4) Remove pencil. (5) Set pencil

in line of sight, making small dot with an arrow run-

ning out to its letter, a\. (6) Remove pencil. (7)

Align pencil, marking the dot, 02. (8) Remove pencil.

(9) Align pencil, marking the dot a3 . (10) Repeat,

obtaining dots a4 and a$.

(II) Notes: The plotted points with their letters

should be accompanied by a brief statement of the ex-

ercise. (12) Computations: Make a dot a on the said

H ruling, just beyond one of the end dots. Scale the

distances as aai, 0,0% (using the 50-to-the-inch scale)

and enter them in third column. Compute mean

length. Subtract mean from each scale length, enter-

ing remainder, as an error, with proper sign, in fourth

column. Compute angular error (as decimal of one

minute) corresponding to largest error in length. (An
error of one minute in angle would correspond to an

error in length equal to 0.0003 X 500; since 0.0003 is

the tangent of one minute.)
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14. SETTING VERNIER AND POINTING

Equipment: Transit; magnifying glass.

The object of this exercise is to continue practice

with transit, and to show the student the range of

uncertainty hi combined result of vernier setting and

pointing, when the work is done under the conditions

governing this exercise.

(1) Set up transit. (2) At distance of 500 ft. from

transit, hold open field book flat on ground (or other

fixed support) with the central H ruling of right-hand

page at right angles to line of sight, as in preceding

exercise. (3) Hold pencil plumb on the point, OQ, at

middle of said H ruling. Make all the dots on this

one ruling. (4) Set line of sight on pencil, and clamp
both UM and LM. (5) Read vernier under ocular.

(Always use magnifying glass to read or set vernier.)

(6) Unclamp UM, and swing away from pencil. (7)

Remove pencil. (8) Set vernier at recorded reading

by means of UM. (9) Align pencil, marking a fine

dot i. (10) Loosen UM, swing away, and remove

pencil. (11) Set vernier at recorded reading. (12)

Align pencil, marking the dot 0%. (13) Continue till

5 is obtained. (14) Notes and computations: Same as

for preceding exercise. Notes should be kept in

instrumentman's note-book. (15) Compare errors of

this exercise with those of preceding exercise.
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15. SINGLE ANGLE

Equipment: Transit; bob; 2 magnifying glasses;

3 pins.

The object of this exercise is to give practice in

reading vernier and measuring horizontal angles, and

to bring to the student's attention the range of error

resulting from pointing and vernier reading with the

transit used.

(I) Set up transit over marked point or permanent

hub, I. (2) Set the three pins, each at about 200 ft.

from 7, and about 30 ft. apart. Call left-hand pin A,
next pin B, and right-hand pin C. (Specified per-

manent marks, near or far, may be used instead of

the pins.) (3) Clamp LM and with UM point at

A. Read vernier under ocular. (While transitman

is reading and recording vernier for each pointing,

recorder will read and record opposite vernier in

recorder's book.) (4) Loosen UM, and point at B
by means of UM. (5) Read verniers. These two

pairs of readings on A and B make Set 1. (6) Loosen

UM and swing slightly about 5. (7) Clamp UM
and loosen LM. (8) Point at A with LM. (9) Read

vernier. (10) Loosen UM, and with UM point at B.

Read vernier. These two pointings make Set 2.

(II) Repeat until you have 5 sets. (For each new

set the initial pointing at A should be made with a

new vernier reading containing odd minutes.)

(12) In like manner obtain 5 sets for angle BIG, and

5 sets for angle AIC.

(13) Computations: Subtract the mean of each five

sets from the value for each set, and enter difference

in
" Errors" column. Express fractional part of a

minute as a decimal (to the nearest tenth of a minute)

do not use seconds. (14) Find difference between
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AIB + BIG and AIC (using means), and apply one-

third of it as correction to each mean in such manner

as to make corrected angles satisfy the equation:

AIB + BIC = AIC. This is the most reasonable

adjustment of these angles to make them satisfy the

axiom that the whole is equal to the sum of its parts.

16, ANGLE BY REPETITION

Equipment: Transit; bob; 2 magnifying glasses; 3

pins.

The object of this exercise is to continue practice

with transit, and to exhibit a method often used to

reduce the range of error in angle measurements.

(1) Set up transit and pins as in preceding exercise.

(2) Unclamp needle. (3) While transitman reads ver-

nier each time, recorder will read (north, i.e., un-

weighted, end of) needle to nearest 5 minutes, by
means of magnifying glass. (4) With telescope in

normal position set vernier (under ocular) at 000';
and point at pin A with LM. Record reading. (5)

Loosen UM, With UM, point at B, and read vernier.

(6) Loosen LM. With LM, point at A. (7) Loosen
UM. With UM, point at B. (8) Loosen LM. With

LM, point at A. (9) Loosen UM. With UM, point
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at B, and read vernier. (10) Reverse telescope and

repeat (4)-(9). (11) Repeat steps of (3)-(10) for

angle BIC, and for angle AIC. (12) Clamp needle.

FORM OF NOTES

(13) Computations: Compute and record 1/3 of each

triple angle. Take mean of each pair of normal and

reverse angles, and record it. Adjust the three means,
if necessary, to make AIB + BIC = AIC, as in pre-

ceding exercise; and enter the adjusted means under
"
Corrected angle." Calculate each angle from needle

readings; and record. (14) Compare errors of this

exercise with those of preceding.

17. ANGLE BY DIRECTION (OR SERIES)

Equipment: Transit; bob; 2 magnifying glasses; 3

pins.

The object of this exercise is to continue practice

with the transit, to present a common method of

measuring angles, and to bring out the range of error

which may be expected under similar conditions.

(1) Set up transit and pins as in preceding exercise;

except for making IA about 250 ft., IB about 300 ft.,

and 1C about 350 ft., and angles AIB and BIC ap-

proximately equal by eye. (2) Unclamp needle. (3)
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With telescope normal set vernier (under ocular) at

00', and point at pin A with LM. Record reading.

(For each pointing, recorder will read the needle with

magnifying glass, and record reading.) (4) Loosen

UM. With UM, point at B and read vernier. (5)

Loosen UM. With UM, point at (7, and read vernier.

(6) Loosen UM. With UM, point at A, and read

vernier. (7) Reverse telescope, set vernier (under

ocular) at 00', loosen LM, and point at A.

(8) Point with UM at C, 5, and A, in order named,
and read vernier for each pointing.

FORM OF NOTES

(9) Computations: Fill out columns "
Angle name,"

"
Angle value," etc., shown in form of notes. Adjust

the angles, by adding (360
- (AIB + BIG + C7A))/3

to each of the three angles. Compare errors of this

exercise with those of Exercises 15 and 16.

18. VERTICAL CIRCLE READING AND INDEX ERROR

Equipment: Transit with full vertical circle; mag-
nifying glass; plain or extension level-rod; rod level.

The object of this exercise is to give practice in

measuring vertical angles, and to introduce
"
index

error" to the student, and to show the range of un-
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certainty in the value of a vertical angle found under

the conditions of this exercise.

(1) Set up transit. (2) At distance of about 50 ft.

from transit establish point on which to hold rod.

(This point should be the equal of a turning point.)

(3) Clamp UM. With LM, set V wire on rod. (4)

With VM, set central H wire on each foot and half-

foot mark of rod in turn, beginning with 2.5 ft. and

ending with 7 ft.; and for each rod setting read VC.

(In recording V angle, indicate by (+) or ( ) whether

slope is up or down.) Use rod-level on rod for this

set of readings. (5) Reverse instrument, and repeat

foregoing settings and readings.

FORM OF NOTES

(6) Computations: If there were no other error than

index error, the difference between normal and re-

versed VC readings, taken on same rod point, would

be twic.e the index error. Compute index error from

the pair of circle readings for each rod setting; and
enter it opposite normal rod setting. If all computed
index errors have not same value, variations are due

to errors of -manipulation and reading. Since it may
be nearly always assumed that true index error is

constant throughout the exercise, the range of vari-
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ation in values obtained for index error may be taken

as the range of errors other than index error. Sub-

tract average of index error values from each value,

and set difference with proper sign in
"
Error

"
column.

Read paragraph on "vertical-angle work" preceding

Exercise 13.

19. STADIA READINGS

Equipment: Transit; bob; magnifying glass; metal-

lic tape; plain or extension leveling rod; rod level.

The object of this exercise is to give further practice

with the vertical circle, to give practice in stadia

readings, and to show the range of uncertainty in

results obtained under the conditions of this exercise.

(1) Set up transit. (2) Hold rod 20 ft. away on

top of object suitable for a turning point. Use rod-

level for plumbing rod. (3) Set V wire on rod, and

clamp both LM and UM. (4) Tilt telescope until

U wire cuts near top of rod; and clamp VM. (5)

Read and record U, M, and L wires in order named;
and read and record VC. (6) Subtract M from U,
and L from M, and record differences in the

"
Half-

intercept" column. (If the three wires are correctly

set by instrument maker, the two computed half-

intercepts should be equal. If they are not equal,

the discrepancy indicates error or mistake in reading
or mistake in recording. If discrepancy is unduly

large, repeat readings until fair set is obtained or until

it is certain that greater part of discrepancy is due to

inequality in actual wire intervals in cross-wire ring.

This test of readings is to be made for each of follow-

ing sets of readings.) (7) Continue, taking readings
with VC set, in turn, at about f ,

at about J, and at

about 1 of the first VC reading; and with VC set at

000'.
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FOKM OF NOTES

(8) Measure c, the distance from center of H axis

of telescope to object glass. Measure /, the distance

from cross-wire ring to object glass. (Measure to

nearest 0.1 ft. only.)

(9) Computations: Enter whole intercept in proper
column. Compute from each set of readings, by one

of methods shown under "
Office work" in Exercise 36,

the H distance from instrument to rod, and enter

results in proper column. Subtract the mean of the

five computed distances from each of them, and enter

difference in
" Errors" column. Note the amount by

which average of computed distances differs from 20 ft.

20. STADIA FACTOR

Equipment: Transit; bob; magnifying glass; stadia

rod; rod-level; 100 ft. steel tape; 11 pins; 5 stakes;

hatchet.

Location: Choose an open line about 1000 ft. long
on ground such that the entire rod at each rod point
can be seen through the telescope.

The object of this exercise is to give further practice

in stadia reading, to exhibit further the range of errors,

and to show a method of ascertaining the value of the

stadia factor (f/i) for a given transit.
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(1) Drive stakes at 7, A, B, C, and D, aligning them

by eye, and making IA = 247 ft.; AB = 247 ft,;

EC = 254 ft.; and CD = 254 ft. (2) Set up transit

at I. (3) Hold rod on A, plumbing it with rod-level.

(4) Clamp UM; and with LM bisect rod with V wire.

Level the telescope with VM. (5) Read the three

H wires. (Read to hundredths by estimation, at all

times in this exercise. Compute half-intercepts for

immediate check.) (6) Turn VC tangent screw about

one-half revolution, and again read U, M, and L wires.

(7) Again turn VC tangent screw a half-revolution,

and again read the wires. (8) Repeat (5)-(7) without

using rod-level. (Indicate under "Remarks" for

which readings rod-level was used.) (9) Repeat (5)-(7)

with rod at B, at C, and at D. (10) Measure c and /.

(See (8) of Exercise 19.)

FORM OF NOTES

(11) Computation : Enter whole intercept in proper
column. Compute mean of each group of three inter-

cepts, subtract mean from each' intercept; and enter

difference in
"
Errors (intercept)

77
column. Compute

stadia factor from each mean intercept by use of stadia

formula for H sights:

Dist. = / + c + (stadia factor) x (rod intercept).
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Find mean of stadia-factor values; subtract it from

each stadia-factor value; and enter difference in

column of
"
Errors (Stadia factor)."

21. TESTING ADJUSTMENTS OF TRANSIT*

Equipment: Transit, line rod, level-rod, 100 ft. steel

tape, foot rule.

1. To make the plane of the plate bubbles per-

pendicular to the vertical axis. Set up the transit

and make the plate bubbles parallel to opposite level-

ing-screws. Bring both bubbles to the center; revolve

exactly 180. The distance (measured in divisions on

the bubble-tube) of the center of the bubble from the

center of the scale is twice the error. With the leveling-

screws throw the transit out of level and begin over

again so as to make an absolutely independent rede-

termination. Obtain three independent values for the

error of this adjustment.

2. To make the line of sight perpendicular to the

horizontal axis of the telescope. Set the transit

where a clear sight of about 300 feet each way in

opposite directions may be obtained. Point the tele-

scope at some well-defined point (e.g., the corner of a

building having a good background). Plunge the

telescope and align the rodman at some point about

300 feet away. Revolve the alidade and point at the

first point selected. Again plunge the telescope and

align the rodman for a point beside the one previously

set. The distance between these two points is four

times the error. Make three tests.

3. To make the horizontal axis of the telescope

perpendicular to the vertical axis of the transit.

Set up the transit about 20 feet from the vertical wall

* See first paragraph of Exercise 9.
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of a building. Select a point about as high on the wall

as the telescope can be pointed. Swing the telescope

down and have the rodman make a mark gn the wall

down near the ground. Plunge the telescope, revolve

the instrument 180, and again point at the upper

point. Swing the telescope down and have the rod-

man make another mark beside the first lower mark.

A vertical plane through the instrument and the upper

mark will pass midway between the two lower marks.

Record the distance of the instrument from the wall,

the vertical distance (estimated) between the upper

and lower points and the distance between the two

lower points. Make three tests.

4. To make the axis of the telescope bubble

parallel to the line of sight. Level the telescope and

mark a point on the ground directly under the eye-

piece (driving a peg if necessary). Measure the height

of the center of the eye-piece above the point with the

level-rod; call the reading a. Establish another point

about 300 feet away and at about the same level.

Read the level-rod placed on it; call the reading b.

Transfer the instrument to the second point and set

it up so that the eye-piece is directly over the point.

Measure the height of the eye-piece above the point,

calling it c, and also read the level-rod held on the

first point, calling it d. Then we should have d a

= c b if the instrument is in adjustment. If not,
/VYl

then (d a) (c 6) = 2 m. -rr- = tan a. If ra
distance

is positive the line of collimation points upward. Make
three tests.

5. To make the vernier of the vertical circle read

zero when the line of sight is horizontal. This test

is only applicable to instruments having fixed vertical

circles. As an adjustment it is only applicable to
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instruments having adjustable verniers. Make the

telescope* level by means of the level bubble and note

the amount and direction of the index error. Make
three tests by turning the telescope out of level between

each test.

Best location for these tests. Tests 2 and 4 re-

quire an unobstructed, nearly level stretch of 300 feet

in one direction, and Test 2 a suitable point about

300 feet in the opposite direction. Test 3 requires a

high wall about 20 feet from the instrument, and

Tests 1 and 5 may be made anywhere. When an

unobstructed line of sufficient length can be found,

parallel to a wall and about 20 feet away, a single

setting of the instrument will serve for all the tests.

FORM OF NOTES

SEXTANT

The sextant is in one respect the most remarkable

instrument of precision ever invented considering

that with it angles may be measured to the nearest
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10 seconds of arc, although the instrument is held

with the hand by an operator who is perhaps on a

vessel or even in a small unsteady boat where the use

of a transit would be impracticable for even the rough-
est work. The sextant is used either for measuring
the altitude of the sun or a star, or to measure the

angle between two points. In the latter case the

angle measured lies in the plane determined by the

two points and the instrument, and does not neces-

sarily equal the horizontal projection of that angle,

as would be the case if the angle were measured with

a transit. The sextant is the only instrument which

will give directly the measurement of an angle lying

in an oblique plane.

General principles of construction. The ordinary
sextant consists essentially of an arc of about 70 or

80, having an arm, VI, revolving about the center

(7) of the arc, having a mirror called the "index"
mirror (7) attached to the arm, having a mirror called
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the
"
horizon" mirror (H) which is attached to the

frame of the arc, and having also an eye-piece (E) which

may be either a telescope or a small tube which merely
directs the line, of sight. The horizon mirror consists

partly of clear glass, so that an object at 2 may be

seen through the glass and the eye-piece E. The sex-

tant should be held in the right hand, the movable arm

being adjusted by the left hand. The movable arm is

provided with a clamp and slow-motion screw.

To obtain the angle between lines from the two

points O-z and Oi, the eye-piece E must be pointed at

2 and. the arm VI moved until a ray of light from Oi,

falling on the index mirror (7), will be reflected to the

silvered portion of the horizon mirror (H) and from

there reflected back through the eye-piece. The re-

quired angle is the angle OiC02
= A = 2 2 a.

t

But the angle NMH = - a = A. But since NM
and MH are respectively perpendicular to IS and HS
and also to IV and 70, the angles are equal and the

angle OIV =
ft a. \ A. Since each angle meas-

ured is really twice the angle 01V on the arc, it is

more simple to double the graduations on the arc,

so that the apparent reading of the arc gives directly

the true measure of the angle A.

The point is a point on the arc such, that 01 is

parallel to the horizon mirror (H) or perpendicular to

the normal HM. When IV coincides with 70, the

two mirrors are parallel. The point is not neces-

sarily the zero-point of the vernier, but the vernier

should read when IV coincides with 70.

One theoretical defect of the sextant is the fact that

the vertex of the angle (C) is a variable point which

is somewhere within the instrument for all large angles,

but which will be a long distance behind the operator

for very small angles. If the uncertainty of either
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point sighted at is as great as the perpendicular dis-

tance from I to HE (two or three inches), as it is in

all astronomical work and in terrestrial work where

one point is at a distance of a mile or more, the error

involved is too small for measurement.

Measurement of altitudes. As a natural horizon

is seldom obtainable, except at sea, the use of an
"
artificial horizon

" becomes necessary. This is a

basin containing a reflective liquid. Mercury is fre-

quently used, but molasses is less disturbed by wind.

As the free liquid assumes a level surface, a ray of

light, Sij striking the liquid at an angle a, will be

>-
/a

x\
._!_ _jcs

reflected with an equal angle. If the sextant, held at

E, is pointed downward so as to catch the reflection

from the liquid, and the index mirror is turned so

as to catch the parallel ray /S2 ,
the angle measured

will be 2 a or the
"
double altitude.

"

Altitude of sun or moon. When pointing at the

sun or moon, it is practically difficult to accurately

superpose one image directly over the other, and it is

much more accurate to move the arm until the discs

are tangent to each other. The reflection (Si) from the

liquid is reflected once and is therefore inverted. The
other image (S2) is reflected twice, is therefore re-

I
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inverted, and is seen erect. When the image from the

liquid appears just underneath the other image, the

two images of the lower limb are just in coincidence,

and the altitude measured is therefore that of the

lower limb, which is less than the altitude of the center

by the angular value of the semi-diameter.

Dip of the horizon. When observations are

taken at sea, using the natural horizon, the instrument-

is always at some distance above the water. A line

to the real horizon, EH, would therefore dip below a

horizontal line (EB) by an angle a which is equal to

the angle ECH. But the refraction of the atmosphere

complicates the solution by apparently raising up the

horizon and also by rendering visible more of the

sea than would be visible if there were no refraction,

so that the apparent dip is less than a. Knowing the

elevation of the sextant above the water, the apparent

dip may be found by reference to the following table

which gives the dip for all elevations from 6 feet to

30 feet.
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22, HORIZONTAL ANGLES WITH SEXTANT

Equipment: Sextant.

Select four well-defined points at least \ mile away
(e.g., chimneys, steeples, etc.). Obtain four values for

each of the six angles formed at the instrument by
the points taken in pairs, as shown below. Loosen

the clamp and move the arm slightly between each

reading. Unless the points sighted at are very far

away, it will be necessary to use considerable care in

holding the sextant over a fixed point or an appreciable

variation in the angle may be the result. This prob-

lem is useful as preliminary practice for the work of

locating soundings by means of sextant-angles taken

from a boat.
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FORM OF NOTES

Angle. Readings. Mean.

AOB

BOG

(similarly)

COD
AOC

BOD

AOD

12 16' 20"

10

30

20

14 22 40

etc.

12 16' 20"

A, Church steeple, cor. E and F. sts.

B, N. E. cor. G. and H. sts.

C, Tower, City Hall,

D, S. W. cor. M. and N. sts.

Sextant at N. E. cor. Chem. Lab.

[The student should place the sketch on a right-hand page of his note-book, the

computations on left-hand page.]

23. TESTING ADJUSTMENTS OF SEXTANT*

Equipment: Sextant; also two blocks of wood about

I" in height.

1. The plane of the index-glass should be per-

pendicular to the plane of the arc. The effect of

an error in this adjustment is not readily capable of

measurement. Set the index-arm at about 60 or 70;
hold the sextant nearly horizontal with the arc away
from the eye; observe in the index-glass the reflection

of the arc and note whether the arc as seen directly

forms a continuation on both sides of the reflection

seen in the index-glass.

2. The plane of the horizon-glass should be per-

pendicular to the plane of the arc. An accurate test

of this adjustment requires that the telescope be pointed

* See first paragraph of Exercise 9.
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at a star, and it can be satisfactorily tested only when a

distant and very sharply defined object may be sighted

at. A finial, seen against a bright sky background, will

often prove to be the best terrestrial mark obtainable.

Use the highest power telescope that belongs to the

sextant for this test. Set the index-arm at and sight

at the point; the direct and reflected images will nearly

coincide. Move the index-arm slightly in either direc-

tion. If the sextant is held horizontally and the horizon-

glass is not in adjustment, the reflected image of a point

will be seen to pass the direct image either above or be-

low it. A rough measure of the value of such a lack

of adjustment may be obtained by reading the vernier

when the direct and reflected images are directly above

or below each other (the sextant being horizontal), and

again reading it when the reflected image is as far (by

estimation) to the right or left of the direct image as

it is above or below it. The first of these readings should

be if there is no "
index error/

7

If more convenient,

the sextant may be held vertical, in which case the re-

flected image will pass to the right or to the left of the

direct image. The difference of the readings above will

be four times the lack of perpendicularity of the glass.

The effect on measured angles of a small error of this

sort cannot be detected except with the closest work.

Obtain three differences as above described on each side

of the point where the images seem most nearly in

coincidence.

3. The axis of the telescope should be parallel to

the plane of the arc. Set the sextant horizontal

on a firm support which is 15 to 20 feet from a wall.

Place two blocks on the arc so that a sighting may be

taken over the blocks to the wall at the place at which

the telescope points. The height of the blocks should

be the same and equal to the height of the center of the
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telescope above the arc. The height of the telescope

may be adjusted to the exact height of the blocks if

the telescope is adjustable. Sight over the tops of the

blocks and have an assistant make a mark on the wall.

Then, without disturbing the instrument, note whether

the telescope, previously focussed and directed to that

place on the wall, is sighting above or below the mark.

Make three trials.

4. To determine the index error. Although all

sextants are provided with adjusting-screws for cor-

recting this error, it is considered best to be content

with making it small and carefully computing its

amount, which should then be applied to all readings.

Sight at a well-defined point with the index arm at or

FORM OF NOTES
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near 0. Bring the two images into exact coincidence.

The arc is graduated for a few degrees back of 0.

If the zero of the vernier is back of 0, or "off the arc,"

all readings of angles will be too small and the cor-

rection is positive. If the zero of the vernier is "on

the arc," the correction is negative. As shown in

1f 2, a terrestrial object is not sufficiently well defined

for accurate work. At night a star gives the best

mark. In the daytime the sun may be sighted at,

but, since it is very difficult to bring the two images
of the sun into accurate coincidence, it is best to make
the images tangent. Read the vernier. Then move
the index-arm until the opposite limbs are tangent
and again read the vernier. One reading will be off

No perceptible error.

General mean 2' 10"; error of glass 32 ".5.

Wall 35' from sextant. Telescope points above the arc.

Sighting on sun.

Mean reading is on the arc. Therefore the correction is negative.
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the arc and the other on the arc. One-half of the

difference equals the index error, and its sign will be

according as the reading on the arc or off the arc is

greater. Obtain 10 readings on the sun off the arc

and 10 readings on the arc.

OTHER INSTRUMENTS

24. PLANE TABLE*

Equipment: Plane table (including alidade, table-

level, and compass-box), stadia-rod, steel tape, set of

marking-pins. Students must each provide a sheet of

drawing-paper about 16" X 24" (detail paper will

answer the purpose), scale, hard sharp pencil, and

rubber.

Measure a base-line (AB) about 300 feet long. Set

up the plane table at A. Orient the table and draw

in the base-line (30 feet to an inch) so that the pro-

posed sketch will come properly on the paper. Draw
a magnetic meridian through A, using the compass-
box. Draw lines toward several points (trees, build-

ing corners, etc.), which are visible from both A and

B and, determining their distances by stadia, plot

them at once to scale.

Set up the table at B; orient by sighting to A;
check the orientation with the compass; check the

plotting of the other points by sighting to them.

Sight to some station point C, visible from both A and

B
} drawing an indefinite line toward it.

Set up the table at C; orient by sighting to B]
check the orientation with the compass; locate C on

the drawing by sighting to A. Check the plotting of

*
Complete directions for use of plane table are given in "A

Plane Table Manual "
(Appx. 7, U. S. C. & G. S. Report, 1905)

by D. B. Wainright.
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C by sighting at some of the other points already
located.

NOTES. In the note-book record date, time of

work, number of problem, and personnel of party.

The drawing, properly lettered, should be handed in

with the note-book. Each student of the party may
plot his own sheet for each station while the instru-

ment is set there thus saving time. When another

sheet is placed on the table at any station, it simply

requires a readjustment of the orientation. The accu-

racy is not necessarily impaired. Extreme accuracy in

drawing is essential for good results.

Alternative problem. Since the amount of time

which any one student may be permitted to devote to

this problem is generally limited, it is sometimes

preferable to make a somewhat extended survey in-

volving frequent repetition of the above principles,

and in turn assigning several parties of students to

the problem. The base-line should then be increased

to 500 feet or more and the scale reduced to 100 or

even 200 feet per inch. A detailed topographical

survey may thus be made of a considerable area,

which will be a more interesting problem than the

solution of abstract mathematical problems.

25. HAND-LEVEL

Equipment: Hand-level; target rod.

The object of this exercise is to give practice with

the hand-level, and acquaint the student with the

range of error to be expected under the conditions of

the exercise.

(1) Instrumentman, standing beside rod, measures

height of his eye above ground on which he is standing,

and records height. (2) Instrumentman and rodman

occupy points of equal elevation (as previously de-
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termined by dumpy or wye-level) separated by 100 ft.

(paced). The rod is held on the same point throughout
the exercise. (3) Instrumentman takes sight on rod

with hand-level, with bubble centered on cross-wire,

and directs rodman to set target on line of sight.

(4) Rodman then reads target to nearest 0.01 ft.; and

records reading. (5) Repeat (3) and (4) four times.

(6) Repeat (2)-(5) for distance of 200 ft.-

FORM OF NOTES

(8) Computations: Find mean of target readings

for each distance. Subtract mean from each reading,

setting remainder down in column of
"
Errors." Give

each error its proper sign.

NOTE. The hand-level is sometimes used for

differential and profile leveling; and in such cases the

notes are kept just as for similar work with dumpy
or wye-level.

NOTE. Sometimes the hand-level is held on top

of a 1 in. X 1 in. X 5 ft. light stick in order to keep
the HI more nearly constant.

26. SLOPE-LEVEL (CLINOMETER)

Equipment: Slope-level (clinometer) ; target rod.

The object of this exercise is to give the student

practice with the slope-level, and to show him the
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range of error that may be expected under conditions

which obtain in this exercise.

(1) Measure height of instrumentman's eye above

ground on which he stands. (2) Instrumentman and

rodman take positions of equal elevation, 100 ft.

(paced) apart. (3) Instrumentman sights at target

set at 12 ft.
; brings bubble to center by turning thumb

screw; reads arc; and records both arc and rod read-

ing. (4) Instrumentman repeats (3), sighting at target

set at 10 ft., at 8 ft., at 6 ft., at 4 ft., and at 2 ft.

FORM OF NOTES

(6) Computation: Compute slope angle correspond-

ing to each target setting, entering result under head-

ing
"
Computed slope." Subtract each computed

slope from corresponding arc reading, and enter result

with proper sign, under heading
"
Errors." Find

index error of instrument.

27. POCKET OR PRISMATIC COMPASS

Equipment: Pocket compass, or prismatic compass.
The object of this exercise is to give practice with

the pocket or prismatic compass, and to show the range
of uncertainty to be expected in work done under the

conditions of this exercise.
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(1) Select three intervisible points, A y B, and C, to

be the corners of a triangle having sides of from 100

to 300 ft. Select one of the points near a quantity

of iron, if practicable. (2) At each of the three points

take bearing of each o the two ftther points; for

example, at A take forward bearing AB, and back

bearing AC.

(3) Notes: Make a sketch of the triangle; and

record each bearing in proper position on sketch.

Each bearing should be so placed as to read in direction

in which sight is taken. For example, bearing AB
will be written in direction AB of sketch; but bearing
BA will be written in direction BA.

(4) Computations: (a) Compute interior angles of

triangle, using forward bearings AB, BC, CA. (b)

Compute interior angles, using back bearings BA, CB,
AC. (c) Compute interior angle at each point by
means of the two bearings (one forward, the other

back) observed at that point, (d) Sum interior angles

in each case, and note how much sum differs from 180.

In what way, if any, is the presence of iron at one of

the stations indicated by the notes?

28. BAROMETER

Equipment: Mercurial and aneroid barometers,

pocket thermometer. Each student must be provided

with a watch, which should be compared before

beginning work, and a small sheet of profile-paper

(Plate A).

Use of the mercurial barometer. The mercurial

barometer is to be observed in its fixed position in the

office, (a) Read the attached thermometer; this should

be done first, as the heat of the observer's body will be

sufficient to alter the reading in a short time. (6) Bring

the surface of the mercury in the cistern to the tip
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of the ivory index. This is most accurately done by

raising the mercury (by means of the large screw at the

bottom) until the tip dips slightly into the mercury
and forms a slight depression; lower the mercury until,

as seen by the reflection of light on the surface of the

mercury, the depression just disappears. A magnifier

will be of assistance in doing this. Tap the barometer

very gently to destroy the adherence of the mercury to

the glass, (c) Raise or lower the slide near the top by
means of the screw on the side until a horizontal plane

through the lower edge of the slide is just tangent to

the upper surface of the meniscus at the top of the

column, (d) Read the vernier; the smallest reading

is .002", but odd thousandths may easily be estimated

if necessary, (e) To eliminate the effect of tempera-
ture on the height of the column, reduce the readings

to 32 F., by means of the accompanying Table I,

interpolating when necessary. For example, assume

readings of 29".632 and 74; interpolating between 29.5

and 30.0 for 74 we obtain a correction of .121, which

is always subtractive for the range of values given in

the table. 29.632 - .121 = 29.511. (/) It is prefera-

ble to hang the mercurial barometer in a place where,

although sheltered from the sun, it may have the same

temperature as the external air. If this is inconvenient,

a thermometer should be placed immediately outside

the office (sheltered from the sun) and readings taken

when the barometer is read. The reduction to 32

should be determined from the attached thermometer,
but the correction for temperature should be computed
from the readings of the external thermometer and of

the thermometer accompanying the aneroid, (g) Plot

the readings immediately on profile-paper (Plate A),

using time as abscissae (one hour per inch) and reduced

barometric readings as ordinates (.040" of mercury
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FORM OF NOTES

MERCURIAL BAROMETER READINGS.

ANEROID BAROMETER READINGS

per inch). If the curve of pressure is very irregular,

it indicates an unstable condition of the atmosphere,

or, possibly, very inaccurate readings of the barometer.

In either case, the computed elevations will be very
unreliable.

Use of the aneroid. Handle the aneroid with

extreme care, being especially careful that it is never

violently jarred by concussion. Always allow it to

lie flat when taking a reading. Tap it with the finger

very gently before taking the reading. Ignore the

thermometer inside of the aneroid and observe instead

the pocket thermometer. If this has been carried in

the pocket, allow it to remain in the air (shaded from

the sun) long enough to indicate the true temperature

of the air. Take readings
*

(1) beside the mercurial

* The directions are here purely local in their application, but

were introduced as being suggestive of methods of obtaining a

total difference of elevation of 100 ft. or over, which is sufficient

to illustrate the use of these instruments.
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barometer; (2) on the roof of the College Building

above the Society rooms; (3) on the floor of the

South St. bridge; (4) on the edge of the dock imme-

diately underneath the bridge; (5) finally, another

reading beside the mercurial barometer. Correct the

aneroid readings on the roof, bridge, and dock by the

mean of the discrepancies between the aneroid read-

ings in the office and the reduced mercurial readings.

Draw a curve through the ordinates of pressures and

scale of! the amounts of the ordinates for the times

when the aneroid readings were taken on the roof,

bridge, and dock. Interpolate for temperature at

these times. With these reduced and computed
values for the pressures and temperatures, .the differ-

ences of elevation may be computed from Tables II

and III. For example, the calculation of the differ-

ence of elevation of "Office" and "Roof "
is as follows:
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From Table II, for 29.663, we have 366 - (6.3 X 9.2) = 308

Similarly,
"

29.723,
" " 274 - (2.3 X 9.2) = 253

Approx. diff . of elevation 55 ft.

62 + 63 = 125. From Table III the coefficient

for correction is 0.0262 + (5 X 0.00106) = 0.0315.

For this and similar cases where the difference of

elevation is small, it is only necessary to obtain from

the table an approximate coefficient (e.g., 0.03 in this

case) by mere inspection. 0.03 X 55 =
2, the cor-

rection, obtained only to the nearest foot. The cor-

rection is positive, hence the difference of elevation is

57 feet.
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TABLE I. REDUCTION OF BAROMETER READING TO 32 F.
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TABLE II. BAROMETRIC ELEVATIONS *

1

Compiled from Report of U. S. C. & G. Survey for 1881, App. 10, Table XI.

TABLE III. COEFFICIENTS FOR CORRECTIONS FOR

TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY.*

'

Compiled from Report of U. S. C. & G. Survey for 1881, App. 10, Tables I, IV.



PART III

SURVEYING METHODS

Exercises devised to give the student familiarity with a

number of methods commonly used in surveying, and, at the

same time, additional practice in manipulating and reading in-

struments.

29. LAYING OUT RIGHT ANGLES WITH TAPE

Equipment: Steel tape, 11 pins, 2 bobs.

1. Select an area where a square about 250 ft. on

a side can be laid out. Select a and b about 250 ft.

apart. Lay out a right angle at b, using the "3, 4,

5 method." Measure mb = 30 ft. Fix the zero of

the tape at b (fastening it with a marking-pin) and

have one man hold the 100-foot mark at m. Make a

loop by placing the 40-foot mark on the 50-foot mark,
and swing both marks together until both sections

of the tape are taut; and the angle mbn will then be a

right angle.

Measure off be = ab. Lay out a right angle at c

and make cd = ab. Lay out a right angle at d and

make da' = ab. Measure aaf and compute the "error

83 -
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of closure" (which equals aa' divided by the total

perimeter).

The accuracy of the work will depend largely on

having the point m exactly on the line ab and on es-

tablishing c exactly on the line bn produced, and on

taking similar precautions at the other corners. This

accuracy may be promoted, especially on rough ground,

by sighting with the aid of a plumb-bob line. Similar

precautions should be taken in the second part of this

problem.
2. To chain a line through an obstacle (imaginary

in this case). Select two points a and b as in figure.

Lay off right angles at b
} c, d, and e, making be = de.

b'__ /_ OBSTACLE^_Jt e_ /
h T (IMAGINARY) T T J a

L'90

90 J

t-ld

Produce ef backward and note value (if anything) of

W and aa'. Measure eb.

NOTES. Sketches as above with statements of the

required results will constitute a sufficient report.

The magnitude of the errors will indicate how much
reliance can be placed on such methods.

30. OBLIQUE ANGLES WITH TAPE

Equipment: Steel tape, 2 line rods, 11 pins.

Set five marking-pins as witnesses near five desig-

nated hubs, which should be about 300 ft. apart and

form an irregular pentagon.
1. Measure all the angles by the method suggested

in the figure, using the formula sin i A =
oT'
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If the angle is much greater than 90, it may be

more convenient to produce one of the sides and

measure the supplement of the angle (e.g., angle 3

in the figure). Note whether the sum of all the in-

terior angles is nearly 540.

2. Measure the sides. Assume one side as merid-

ian, and from the measured angles compute the cor-

responding bearings of the other sides. For example,

the bearing of 3 ... 4 is S 60 06' E; i.e., the bear-

ing of 4 ... 3 is N6006'W. The angle at 4 is

87 16', which means that 4 ... 5 runs in a direction

147 22' (the sum) from North or 32 38' from South.

Therefore the bearing of 4 ... 5 is S 32 38' W.

Compute the latitudes and departures and then the

error of closure. The latitude equals the distance

times the cosine of the bearing; the departure equals

the distance times the sine of the bearing. The error

of closure is the quotient (generally expressed as a

fraction whose numerator is one) of the square root

of the sum of the squares of the errors of the latitudes

and of the departures, divided by the total perimeter.

(For Form of Notes, see pp. 86 and 87.)

Stationed lines. On some transit lines for ex-

ample, that of railroad preliminary survey it is

customary to establish "stations" at 100-foot inter-

vals, and number them continuously forward from

sta. (station zero, the initial point).

On some lines the transit points are marked tem-

porarily only, by means of pins; but usually transit

points and. initial and final points are each marked

by a "hub," which is a stake about two inches square
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FORM OF NOTES

and from one to two feet long driven plumb and till

its top is within half-inch of ground. A tack is set

in hub top to mark precise point. One foot (esti-

mated) to the left (to the right, according to some

surveyors) is driven a "guard stake" or
" marker" on

which station-and-plus of hub has been marked with

keel from top downward, in such manner that the

number faces hub, and stake leans about 15 toward

the hub. The guard stake is like stakes used to mark

stations between hubs: about one inch thick, two

inches wide at the top, pointed, and two feet or less

in length.

The method of marking station points, other than

those at which hubs are set, is uniform throughout

any one survey, though different methods are in use,
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among them the following: (1) On some surveys
head tapeman sets pin at each station and rear tape-
man pulls it, leaving no station mark. (2) On some

surveys no pins are used; head tapeman marks station

point by pressing rod into ground; stakeman at once

drives numbered station-stake into hole made by rod;
rear tapeman holds end of tape at center of stake

(center determined by eye) in laying off next tape

length. For more precise work the tape is again

pulled taut after stake is driven, and precise station

point is marked on top of stake by means of pencil,

rod point, or ax blade; and rear tapeman holds end
of tape on mark when laying off succeeding tape length.

(3) On some surveys head tapeman sets pin at station

point; stakeman then drives numbered station-stake
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six inches (estimated) in rear of pin. Thus true

station point will lie a half-foot ahead of stake which

marks it.
" Each hub, on the contrary, is driven pre-

cisely at station point. Stakeman does not disturb

pin at any time; but rear tapeman takes up this pin,

after head tapeman has set succeeding pin, and carries

it forward. (4) Again, on some surveys the stations

are located and marked in the manner prescribed in

Exercise 31.

31. TAPE AND STAKE WORK ON STATIONED LINE

School Equipment: Hand-ax; 100-foot steel tape; li

pins; 9 hubs; 9 tacks; 50 stakes; keel; two line rods;

two bobs; two hand-levels. Party: Four men: head

tapeman, rear tapeman, rodman, stakeman. The men
will change positions at each eighth or tenth hub.

The object of this exercise is to give practice in the

routine of locating and marking stations. Location:

The line will be 4000 ft. long; consist of courses each

approximately 250 ft. long; and follow favorable

ground.

(1) At selected initial point, stakeman will drive

hub plumb, and until top is within a half-inch of

ground, and drive tack in top. He will then print,

with keel, in large plain figures, on one face of a stake,

the station number, "0 + 00"; beginning near top

and writing in direction top to point. (Pass keel over

each figure, pressing it into the wood, as many times

as may be necessary to make a distinct and lasting

record.) He will drive stake on left side of hub, and

one foot (estimated) distant therefrom, in such man-:

ner that number will face hub and top will lean about

15 toward hub. (2) Stakeman will then mark another

stake with figure "1," writing from top to point;;

and go forward with head tapeman, carrying stakes
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and hand-ax. (3) Rodman will take position about

250 ft. in advance, and hold rod plumb on a chosen

point until hub is driven at the point. (4) Head

tapeman, carrying pins and rod, will take zero end of

tape and walk toward rodman until rear tapeman,
who is paying out tape, calls "tape" to give notice

that rear end has reached the hub. Rear tapeman
will hold 100-foot mark on hub tack, and, by hand

signal to head tapeman, align latter*s rod between hub

and rodman's rod. Head tapeman, on hearing "tape,"
will face about, straighten tape, move rod (held plumb
with thumb and forefinger at three-fourths height,

and against zero mark of tape) into line by swinging

about hub tack as pivot, until rear tapeman calls or

signals "all right." Head tapeman will then care-

fully straighten and align tape, and shift rod, if neces-

sary, to bring it against zero mark of tape. There-

upon, he will force point of rod into ground, and with-

draw it, leaving mark at which stake 1 will be driven

as soon as pin is set. (5) Head tapeman will then

swing tape end aside about six inches, carefully pull

again for distance and set pin at zero mark. (6)

Stakeman will at once set stake 1 in hole left by rod,

and with its number facing hub; and drive stake

plumb and until it stands firm. (7) While stake is

being driven, tapemen will move forward, each carry-

ing his end of tape, until rear tapeman, on nearing
station 1, calls "tape." Rear tapeman will note

correctness of number on each driven stake as he

comes to it, and call it out to stakeman who will then

call back the number of stake he is about to drive.

(8) The work of stakeman and of head tapeman will

be same at station 2 as at station 1
;
and rear tapeman

meanwhile at station 1 will repeat his work of station

0, except that instead of holding at hub tack he will
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hold at pin left by head tapeman; and on starting

forward for station 2 he will pull this pin and carry

it with him. Thus the work goes forward. (9) When
head tapeman and stakeman come to rodman, stake-

man will at once drive hub and tack at point on which

rodman has been holding his rod; and drive guard

stake, marked with station-and-plus of hub. (10) Tape-

men will measure distance from this hub back to

preceding station pin, in manner described in (5) (a)

(6) of Exercise 2. (11) Rodman, on giving way to

stakeman at second hub will go forward, along a

chosen route, another 250 ft. (estimated), and select

point for third hub; hold rod plumb on selected point

to guide tapemen, as on preceding course. (12) The

work from this point on will involve no new manipu-

lations. Each succeeding course will be taken about

250 ft. long; and the line will continue to sta. 40.

(13) Form of notes: Notes should be taken all in

one book, and later copied into other books of party.

Run notes up the page. Enter station numbers in the

first column; and immediately to left of station-and-

plus of each hub, make small circle with a dot in its

center symbol for hub on stationed line.

(14) No computations are required for this exercise.

Remark. The line staked in this exercise may be

used for the supplementary work of the following

exercise.
32. DIFFERENTIAL LEVELS

Equipment: Level, level-rod; and, if required,

hubs, 1 peg or TP spike, and hatchet. (Omit hubs if

hubs or BM's have already been established. The

peg or spike is to be driven to serve as TP and then

pulled.)

The object of this exercise is to make the student

acquainted with the customary method of using the
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engineer's level to find the difference in elevation be-

tween two given points.

(1) Set two hubs about \ to \ mile apart, at points

differing in elevation by '50 ft. or more if this be prac-

ticable. The problem is to find difference of elevation

of the two hubs, the elevations of intermediate points

not being desired for themselves. Assume elevation

of hub 1 to be 100.00 unless otherwise directed by the

instructor. (2) Set up level so that a reading may be

taken on level-rod when it is held on first hub. (To
make a minimum number of "set-ups," the level

should be set up as far away from hub as practicable,

up to limit of about 200 ft., and yet permit reading

rod set on hub. If natural slope is very steep, it

may be difficult to make this distance much greater

than 10 feet, which is about lower limit of distinct

focusing with telescope.) (3) Levelman makes direct

reading of rod to thousandths, and enters reading in

( ) column opposite "Hub 1," in the "Sta." column.

He then takes duplicate reading, using target; and if

target reading checks direct reading within 0.004 ft.,

he calls direct reading O.K., and proceeds to read rod

on first TP. (4) Rodman finds (or drives peg or TP
spike to serve as) a suitable TP, which should pref-

erably be as far from the level as the level is from hub,
thus balancing horizontal distances of backsight and

foresight. (TP may be any firm object which has

flat or convex upper surface; e.g., a protruding point

of firm well-bedded stone.) (5) Levelman takes a

direct reading (to thousandths) on rod held on turn-

ing point and enters it in (+) cplumn, opposite "TP"
of "Sta." column. He then checks reading by taking

target reading as before. (Difference between (+)

reading and ( ) reading is, of course, the difference

in elevation between initial hub and turning point.
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N.B. No mention of horizontal position of the

instrument is to be made in tabulated notes.) (6)

Remainder of work consists of a number of repetitions

of operations described in (2)-(5). Levelman, after

taking (+) reading on one point (initial hub, or TP)
and ( ) reading on succeeding TP, makes new set-up

farther on toward final hub; and proceeds as before.

At last set-up he takes a ( ) reading on final hub.

(7) He takes difference between sum of (+) sights and

sum of ( ) sights. This is difference in elevation

between the two hubs. (8) Re-run the levels, start-

ing at final hub. (9) Compare results of the two runs;

and if possible form an opinion, based on your own

experience in preceding exercise, as to whether or not

the difference between the two results is unreasonably

large.
FORM OF NOTES

The numerals in parentheses in Form of Notes indi-

cate order in which rod readings are entered in notes.

Letters in parentheses indicate the order in which eleva-

tions are entered in notes. These numerals and letters

are not used in field book, and are inserted here merely
to make notes clear to beginner. The required compu-
tations are made in the following order:

(a) + (1) -
(b)

(b) -(2) =
(c).

(c) + (3)
=

(d)

(d)
-

(4)
=

(e)

(e) + (5)
=

(/)
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Remark. On some lines of differential leveling,

levelman reads rod to nearest 0.01 ft. only, and without

making check-reading with target; but the beginner

should not omit check-reading with target even when

reading only to hundredths.

33. PROFILE LEVELS

Equipment: Dumpy or wye-level; extension rod

with target; hatchet; 15 stakes. (If stakes for this

experiment have already been set, stakes may be

omitted.)

Location: Instructor will select such a strip of

ground, 1200 or more feet long, for this exercise, as

to make it practicable to carry out the following

directions to the letter.

(1) On chosen line set stakes 100 ft. apart, laying

off the distances by pacing. (Stakes should be out

of way of pedestrians and vehicles.)' (2) Mark stakes

in order, beginning at one end of line, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . .

(3) Establish BM near each end of line, if such BM
have not already been established. (4) Set up the

level where it will command sight of the rod (extended

if necessary) held on BM near sta. 0, and stas. and 1.

FORM OF NOTES
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[Numerals in parentheses in Form of Notes indicate

the order in which rod readings are entered in notes.

Similarly, letters indicate order of entering elevations.

These parenthetical numerals and letters are not used in

field book, and are inserted here merely to facilitate ex-

planation. The computations required to reduce the

readings to useful terms are indicated by the following

equations:

(a) + (1)
=

(6)

(6)
-

(2)
=

(c)

(6)
-

(3)
=

(d)

(6)
-

(4)
=

(e)

(e) + (5) -
(/)

(/)
~

(6)
=

(g)

Notice that the ground elevations, like the ground-rod

readings, are written to the nearest 0.1 ft. only.]

(5) Write "BM" in column 1; and on opposite page
and same line, write description and location of BM.
Write elevation (given or assumed) of BM, in "Elev."

column opposite "BM." (6) Read rod (to thousandths,
without target) held on BM. Record reading in (+)

column, opposite "BM." Take second reading, with

target, and if this checks direct reading within 0.004 ft.,

call direct reading O.K. Add reading to elevation of

BM, and write sum in
" HI " column on line with

" BM."
(Until instrument is moved, each succeeding rod read-

ing will be placed in one or other of ( ) columns.)

(7) Write "0 + 00" in "Sta." column on line next

below "BM." Read rod (to nearest tenth without

target) held on the ground at sta. and record read-

ing in fourth column opposite "0 + 00." Subtract

this reading from HI; and enter remainder (to nearest

tenth), in "Elev." column, opposite "0 + 00."

(8) Write "1 + 00" in "Sta." column, next below

"0 + 00." Read rod (direct, to nearest tenth) held
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on ground at sta. 1. Enter reading in fourth column

opposite
"

1 + 00." Subtract this reading from HI,

setting remainder (to nearest tenth) in "Elev." column,

opposite
"

1 + 00."

(9) Write "TP" in "Sta." column, next below

"1 + 00." Hold rod on top of stake at sta. 1. Read
rod (to thousandths direct); and enter reading in

fifth column, opposite "TP." Check direct reading by
taking target reading, holding rod on top of stake as

before. If target reading checks direct reading within

0.004 ft., call direct reading O.K. Subtract reading
from HI and set remainder (retaining thousandths)
in "Elev." column, opposite "TP."

(10) Set up the instrument, at or opposite, sta.

4 + 50. (11) Read rod (direct, to thousandths) held

on TP (top of stake 1, as before). Enter reading in

(+) column, opposite "TP." Take second reading,

using target. If target reading checks direct reading

within 0.004, call direct reading O.K. (11) Add reading
in (+) column to elevation in "Elev." column (both

opposite "TP"); and enter sum (retaining thou-

sandths) in "HI" column, opposite "TP." (This

sum is new HI, or elevation of line of sight, for present

set-up. All succeeding ground rod-readings for this

set-up are to be entered in fourth column, and sub-

tracted from this HI.)

(12) Write "2 + 00" in "Sta." column, next below

"TP." Read rod (to nearest tenth, direct) held on

ground at sta. 2. Enter reading in fourth column,

opposite "2 + 00." Subtract this reading from com-

puted HI next above; and enter remainder (to nearest

tenth), in fifth column, opposite "2 + 00."

(13) Write "2 + 50" in "Sta." column, on lino

below "2 + 00." Read rod (to nearest tenth) held

on ground at sta. 2 + 50 (the plus being paced) ;
and
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enter reading in fourth column, opposite "2 + 50."

(This reading at 2 + 50 is to illustrate the taking of

an intermediate point where slope of ground changes.)

From this point on, take rod readings at only such

intermediate points as are required to fairly represent

the profile.

(14) When elevation of final station has been taken,

write "BM" in "Sta." column, on line below last

station entered. Describe BM on right-hand page,

opposite "BM" just written. Read rod (direct to

thousandths) held on this BM, and enter reading in

fifth column, opposite "BM" last written. (Check

by target reading, as before on TP's.) Subtract read-

ing from HI (next above) and enter remainder (re-

taining thousandths) in "Elev." column, opposite
"BM" last written.

(15) Run line of check levels (differential levels)

from terminal BM back to initial BM, paying no

attention to stations. (See preceding exercise, -32.)

(16) Rodman will keep check notes, using form of

Exercise 32 for all BM and TP readings.

(17) Computations: The routine computations have

been carried out step by step as the readings have

been taken. Further, compute the difference in ele-

vation between the two BM's, from notes of check

levels. Check the computations by method of Ex-

ercise 32.

(18) Make profile of the line or lines over which

levels have been run. Use 10-in. Plate A profile paper,

and, so far as they are applicable, follow the I.C.C.

Specifications,* remembering that the model drawings

* "
Specifications for Maps and Profiles prescribed by the

Interstate Commerce Commission, in accordance with section

19A of the Act to Regulate Commerce." For sale at 15 cents

by Superintendent of Public Documents, Washington, D. C.
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therein are one-half size. Make all figures and capital

letters (except in title) 3/20 in. high and lower-case

letters, like a, e, e, . . .
, 2/20 in. high on this profile.

Remark. After performing this exercise, the

student should be given a longer line of profile levels

to run from one-half .mile upward, according to the

time at disposal; and be required to plot profile.

These levels may be run over staked line of Exercise 31.

For this work, only general directions should be needed;

the sequence of operations and the correct entries of

readings have been learned in the work described

above. For this work it is suggested that the following

form of notes be used.

ALTERNATIVE FORM OF PROFILE NOTES

The figures and letters in parentheses are inserted in

the form to indicate the order in which rod readings

and elevations, respectively, are entered in the notes;

and they are not to be inserted in the field book.

The essential advantage of this form lies in the fact

that "Sta." column and "Ground Elev." column lie

adjacent to each other, and this is a distinct conven-

ience for the profile plotter. The order of computing
the quantities is indicated by the following equations:
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(a) + (1)
=

(6)

(6)
-

(2)
=

(c)

(6)
-

(3)
=

(d)

(6)
-

(4)
=

(e)

(e) + (5)
=

(/)

(/)
-

(6)
=

fo)

Remark. It is a common custom to read the

rod on TP's and BM's only to the nearest 0.01 ft.;

and to omit the check by target reading. The be-

ginner, however, cannot profitably follow this custom,

because of his liability to blunders.

34. TRAVERSE BY AZIMUTH

Equipment: Transit; bob; magnifying glass; 3

stakes; 3 tacks; hatchet.

The object of this exercise is to give practice in the

use of the azimuth method of running a transit line,

and to show the range of error to be expected from

work done under the conditions given.

(1) Set stakes at A, B, and C, forming a triangle

about 300 ft. on a side, and drive a tack in the top of

each stake. (To give sight, the helper will hold a

pencil plumb on each tack in turn.)

(2) Set up transit at A. (3) Unclamp needle. (4)

Set vernier (under the ocular) at 00'. (5) As soon

as needle comes to rest, swing by LM until needle

reads North (i.e., until "N" scratch on compass ring

is precisely under North end of needle). (6) Loosen

UM; point at B with UM; read vernier; and read

needle to nearest 5 minutes. (7) Clamp needle; un-

clamp LM.

(8) Set up at B. Unclamp needle. Reverse tele-

scope. (Read vernier to make sure that reading is

same as when pointing at B from A.) Unclamp LM.
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(9) With LM, point at A. Unclamp UM. Return

telescope. (10) With UM, point at C. Read vernier

and needle. (11) Clamp needle. Unclamp LM.

(12) Set up at C. Unclamp needle. Reverse tele-

scope. See that vernier has not slipped in moving
from B to C. Unclamp LM. (13) With LM, point

at B. Unclamp UM. Return telescope. (14) With

UM, point at A. Read vernier and needle. (15)

Clamp needle. Unclamp LM.

FORM OF NOTES

(16) Set up at A. Unclamp needle/ Reverse tele-

scope. See that vernier has not slipped. Unclamp
LM. (17) With LM, point at C. Unclamp UM.
Return telescope. (18) With UM, point at B. Read
vernier and needle. (19) Clamp needle. (20) Compu-
tations: Compute bearings from azimuths and enter in

"Calc'd bearings" column. Compute interior angles

from azimuths, and note whether their sum is 180.

Remark. Another way of orienting the transit

at each set-up after the first, is the following: Instead

of (8) and (9) as given above, substitute: (8') Set up
at B. Unclamp needle. Set verniei at azimuth

AB 180. (9') With LM point at A. Unclamp
UM. (Telescope is not reversed when using this

method of orienting.)
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35. TRAVERSE BY DOUBLE DEFLECTION

Equipment: Transit; bob; magnifying glass; 3

stakes; 3 tacks. (If the stakes and tacks set for the

preceding exercise are available, omit stakes and tacks

from equipment here.)

The object of this exercise is to acquaint the student

with the double-deflection method of running a transit

line, which was devised to detect blunders and reduce

the range of uncertainty in results.

(1) Set stakes at A, B
y
and C, forming a triangle

about 300 ft. on a side. (Those set for the preceding

exercise will serve if they are available.)

(2) Set up transit at A. Unclamp needle. (3)

Set vernier A (under the ocular) at 00', with tele-

scope normal. (4) Unclamp LM, and with LM point

at C. (5) Read needle and reverse telescope. (6) Un-

clamp UM. Point at B with UM. Read vernier A.

Record, adding R or L. (7) Unclamp LM. Point

at C with LM. (8) Return telescope. Unclamp UM,
and with UM point at B. (9) Read vernier A, ob-

taining the double deflection angle; and record. Read

needle. (10) Clamp needle. Unclamp UM.
(11) Set up at B. Repeat (3)-(10), backsighting on

A and foresighting on C.

(12) Set up at C. Repeat (3)-(10), backsighting on

B and foresighting on C.

(13) Men change positions, and repeat (3)-(13).

(14) Computations: Fill in "Calc'd Bearing" col-

umn, as fast as readings are made, so as to obtain an

immediate check. Find sum of interior angles of tri-

angle, and note by how much it differs from 180 00'.
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36. STADIA TRAVERSE AND LEVELS

Equipment: Transit with stadia wires; stadia rod;

hand-ax; 4 stakes. (Plumb-bob and tacks are not

needed. A set-up without bob is close enough when
all distances are read to the nearest foot only.)

The object of this exercise is to give the student

practice in the routine work (a) of running a traverse

and finding elevation differences by the transit and

stadia method; (&) of reducing the stadia notes; and

(c) of plotting a traverse.

FIELD WORK
(1) Set the four stakes to mark corners A, B

y (7,

Dj of a quadrilateral such that (a) length of each side

is between 200 and 500 feet, and (6) transit set at each

corner will have a full sight of rod held at each adjacent
corner.

(2) Set up transit at A. (It suffices in this survey
to have transit center within 0.2 ft. or 0.3 ft. of vertical

through station point. No bob is needed for this.

Dropping a pebble from the plumb-bob hanger will

test set-up.) (3) Measure HI (= V distance between

top of stake and center of H axis of telescope) to

nearest 0.1 ft., with stadia rod; and send rodman to

B. (4) Unclamp needle, and set vernier A at 00'.

(5) Unclamp LM, and with LM bring needle to read N.
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FORM OF NOTES

(6) Unclamp UM.
(7) Sight on rod at B with UM. (8) Clamp M wire

at reading = HI on rod at B. (9) With VM move L
wire to nearest foot-mark on rod. (10) Read U wire

to nearest 0.01 ft., subtract L wire reading, and record

difference (omitting decimal point) under "Dist.,"

opposite "B." (11) With VM move M wire back to

HI. (12) Read V circle to nearest minute; and record

with proper sign under "Vert, ang.," opposite "J5."

(13) Read vernier A to nearest 5 minutes. (Read H
limb to nearest half-degree and estimate minutes. It

is not necessary to read vernier itself.) (14) Record

reading under "Azim.," opposite "B." (15) Read
needle to nearest 5 minutes; and record bearing

immediately above azimuth just recorded. (16) Com-

pare bearings and azimuth just recorded. If they do

not fairly agree read azimuth and needle again, and
make sure that both readings are correct before pro-

ceeding to next step. (17) Unclamp UM and VM.
(18) Clamp needle.

(19) Set up transit at B.' (20) Measure HI. (21)

Send rodman to A. (22) Unclamp needle. (23) Set

vernier A at azimuth of AB d= 180 00', and unclamp
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LM. (24) Sight on rod at A with LM. (25) Read

and record distance as before; and send rodman to C.

(26) Read and record vertical angle and azimuth as

before. (27) Compare readings from B to A with

readings from A to B. Make sure that correct read-

ings are obtained before taking next step. (28)

Transit at C and at D: The transit work at each of

these stations is the same as at B. After completing
work at D move transit to A again. (29) Set up at

A; measure HI; send rodman to D; sight on D with

vernier A set at azimuth of DA 180 00'; and take

and compare backsight readings as before, sending

rodman to B when he is released from D. (30) Sight

on D, and read and record azimuth and needle only.

OFFICE WORK

(31) Reduce stadia notes by one of the following

methods :
,

Distance correction. (32) Find to the nearest

foot the subtractive correction, x, either by Eq. 1 or

Eq. 2:

recorded dist. /irkr.

x = (100 table dist.) . . (1)
1LMJ

recorded dist.
,

,
f

, . /0 .

x =
(0.03) (slope, in degrees)

2
. (2)

Take "
recorded dist." from stadia notes and "

table

dist." from a stadia table for corresponding V angle.

(100 table dist. is obtained mentally; and the

product may be obtained mentally, or by slide rule,

or by abridged multiplication.) Enter x with minus

sign immediately to the right of the corresponding

recorded distance in the "Dist." column of the stadia

notes. Make the indicated subtraction when plotting.
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See example below. (Eq. 2 is approximate, but gives

correction to nearest foot for distances up to 1000 ft.

and V angles up to 16; and for 1000 ft. and 4, even

when the nearest whole degree is used in the compu-
tation.) (33) Take c + f as 1 ft.; and add it to each

recorded distance when plotting.

Example. Given from stadia notes :

Dist. Vert. Ang.

625 3 46'

Subtractive correction, x, is, by Eq. 1,

x = (625/100) (100
-

99.57) = 6.25 X 0.43

= 3 (to nearest foot).

Or, by Eq. 2,

x = (625/100) (0.03) (3.75)
2 = 6.25 X 0.03 X 14

= 3 (to nearest foot).

Enter this 3 with minus sign immediately after re-

corded distance in field notes, making them appear
thus:

Dist. Vert. Ang.

625 - 3 3 46'

Then, when plotting, subtract 3 from 625, and add 1

to the remainder, obtaining 623 as corrected hori-

zontal distance, to be plotted.

Elevation difference. Three methods of comput-

ing difference in elevation between instrument point

and rod point are given below.

(34) First method. -

Multiply by abridged multi-

plication or slide-rule the "Diff. Elev." taken from a

stadia table for given V angle, by the corresponding
recorded distance /100; and add (/ + c) sin V angle.
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Example. Given the following stadia notes :

Dist. Vert. Ang.

625 3 46' / -f- c = 1 (to nearest foot)

For 3 46' we find from stadia table
"
Diff . Elev." = 6 . 56

Multiply this by 625/100, or 6.25

(Abridged multiplication) 39 . 4

1.3

.3

Obtaining the product 41 .0

Add to this (/ + c) sin V angle, which we find near

bottom of stadia table (opposite
"

c +/ = 1.00
"

and under "
3

" "
Diff. Elev.") to be 0.06, or say 0.1

Obtaining required elevation difference 41. 1

Which is now entered with proper sign in "Elev.

Diff." column of stadia notes, opposite 625 and 3 46'.

(35) Second Method. Multiply corrected hori-

zontal distance by natural tangent of corresponding
vertical angle, using abridged multiplication or slide

rule.

Example. Given the following stadia notes :

Corrected dist. Vert. Ang.

623 3 46'

Multiply corrected distance . . . .
v

623

By nat. tan. 3 46' 0.658

(Abridged multiplication) 37 . 4

3.1

.5

Obtaining required elevation difference 41.0

This is now entered in "Elev. Diff." column, opposite

3 46'.

(36) Third method. Use some one of the stadia

slide-rules. Enter the computed elevation difference

in "Elev. Diff." column, opposite corresponding ver-

tical angle.
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(37) Compute and record in field book elevation of

each stadia station, assuming elevation of A to be

1000 ft. unless otherwise directed.

(38) Plot traverse by protractor and scale as follows:

(39) Tack sheet of prescribed drawing paper on draw-

ing board. (Do not roll this sheet at any time. File

it flat.) Write or letter the draftman's name plainly

in upper right-hand corner of sheet. (40) Plot traverse

on scale of 1" = 50' if map to this scale will lie wholly

within sheet; otherwise use scale of 1" = 100'. (For

latter scale use edge of engineers' scale divided 10 to

the inch.) Usually the map, n, of terminal point, A,

plotted from D, will not coincide with initial point

A of plot. That is, owing to unavoidable errors of

drafting, the plot usually does not close; and this is

so even when field notes have been balanced before

plotting. (41) Close the plot in the following manner:

(42) Draw closing line nA, through plotted terminus,

n, and initial point, A, aforesaid. (43) Through each

intermediate corner B
} C, D of plot draw line

parallel to closing line nA. (44) Then move each

corner in direction parallel to nA through a distance

which bears to nA same relation which perimeter-

distance-from-A-to-the-corner bears to perimeter-of-

the-polygoii. For example, to move corner C to its

new position on map, lay off from plotted C, in direc-

tion parallel to nA, the distance CC' = nA (AB + BC)
/(AB + BC + CD + DA). Join points A and

',
B'

and C', and so on, and finally D f and A. New polygon
AB'C'D'A is corrected map of polygon. (45) In

practice the error of closure is so small that the pro-

portions for which formula is given above, need be

only roughly approximated; and when computed shift

for any corner is so small that adjacent new lines

would lie practically on top of old, no shift is made at
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that corner, which is permitted to stand as originally

plotted. (46) It requires exercise of judgment to de-

termine whether error of closure of plot is so large as

to indicate- some blunder in field work or in plotting.

(47) Do such further work on plot as may be required

by instructor.

37. STADIA TOPOGRAPHY

Equipment: Transit with stadia wires; stadia rod.

The object of this exercise is to give the student

practice in the work (a) of obtaining, by the transit

and stadia method, field data required for making a

topographic map; (6) of reducing stadia notes; and

(c) of plotting the field notes.

Form of notes. Use the same headings as in the

preceding exercise.

FIELD WORK

(1) Set up the transit at any point which commands
entire area to be surveyed. Call this point A. (2)

Measure HI to nearest 0.1 ft. (3) Send rodman to

first rod point to be sighted on.

Selection of rod points in taking topography re-

quires continual exercise of judgment. Choose rod

points with an eye to determining positions of natural

and artificial features of tract, including relief of

ground, with required accuracy and with minimum
total number of rod points. To survey straight line

straight fence, for example select two rod points

thereon as far apart as practicable. To survey curved

line for instance, a winding path select rod points

thereon, such that smooth curve drawn through their

plotted positions on map will fairly represent curve.

To determine the relief, select rod points at points of

slope change along axes of valleys, crests of ridges,
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and lines crossing ridges and valleys approximately
at right angles. In other words, one obtains H and

V positions of such points as will enable one to plot

profiles of ridges and valleys, and characteristic cross-

sections thereof.

(4) Unclamp needle. (5) Set vernier A at 00'.

(6) Unclamp LM, and with LM bring needle to read

North. (7) Unclamp UM. (8) Sight with V wire on

rod at rod point 1 with UM. (9) Clamp M wire at

reading HI on rod; and with VM move L wire to

nearest foot mark on rod. (10) Read U wire to near-

est 0.01 ft.; subtract L wire reading; and record

difference under "Dist.," opposite "1." (11) With
VM move M wire back to HI on rod. (12) Release

rodman, who will go to hold his rod on point chosen

for rod point 2. (13) Read V circle to nearest minute

and record with proper sign under "Vert. Ang.,"

opposite "1." (14) Read vernier A to nearest 5

minutes; and record under "Azim.," opposite "1."

(15) Read needle to nearest 5 minutes; and record

bearing immediately above azimuth just recorded.

(16) Compare bearing and azimuth, and make sure

that both readings have been correctly made before

proceeding to next step. (17) Unclamp VM and UM.
(18) Sight on rod at rod point 2, and proceed as be-

fore. (19) Connect by dotted line on sketch each pair

of points between which the ground is considered to

be uniform in slope. Represent roughly to scale all

the natural and artificial features on the sketch, such

as water courses, fences, roads, buildings, etc., as soon

as rod points are taken on them, or before. Each rod

point number should appear on sketch.
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(20) Reduce stadia notes as directed in preceding

exercise (Stadia Traverse). (21) Compute elevations

on the assumption that elevation of transit point is

1000 ft., unless otherwise directed by instructor. (22)

Plot notes on prescribed paper to prescribed scale,

laying off angles with protractor. Encircle each

plotted point as soon as plotted, and by it write or

print its number and elevation. (23) Draw all road,

fence, stream, and building lines, etc. (24) Obtain

from instructor the contour interval to be used. (25)

Interpolate contour points graphically by means of

slip of profile or cross-section paper. (The right-hand

page notes will show which rod points are to be paired

together for purpose of interpolating contours.) Write

proper elevation by each interpolated point as soon as

point is marked. (26) Lightly sketch smooth curve

through interpolated points of like elevation to rep-

resent corresponding contour. Continue till all con-

tours are mapped. (27) After all contours have been

satisfactorily sketched, go over each with sharp 4H

pencil, making smooth continuous line heavy enough

to show plainly through tracing cloth. Break con-

tours at buildings, double-lined roads, streams, etc.

(28) Letter with pencil, in prescribed manner, the

following title:
"
Stadia Topography. Scale 1" = -

Drawn by -
,

19 ." (29) Letter

freehand, with pencil, names of features represented

on map. (30) If required, make tracing of map. For

this, follow directions given under 32-34 of Students'

Railroad Survey,
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38. TO REFERENCE-OUT A POINT

Equipment: Transit; bob; magnifying glass; hatchet;
11 hubs; 11 stakes; 11 tacks; keel.

The object of this exercise is to give practice in

referencing-out a point; i.e., to establish witness

points by means of which the original point can be
re-established after it has been removed.

[A hub with tack and guard
stake at each"R"]

(1) Choose two points A and B, not more than 100 ft.

apart. (2) Set a hub at A. Drive tack in the top of

hub. Print "A" on a stake, with keel, to read from

top toward bottom. Drive the stake 1 ft. from hub
A, measured at right angles to AB, with top inclined

toward A, and lettered side toward A. (3) Similarly
set hub with tack, and witness stake at B. (4) Set up
over A. Clamp UM. With LM sight on B. (5) Set

a hub in line at C, about 50 ft. beyond B. Drive tack
in hub C in line.
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Assume that ABC is a transit line; and reference-out

the transit station B as directed below.

(6) Set up at B. Unclamp needle. Set vernier at

000'. (7) With LM sight on A. Read needle.

(Record all readings on sketch drawn on the right-

hand page with the central vertical line of that page

representing transit line AB.) (8) Loosen UM.
Swing to right approximately 45, and clamp UM.
Read vernier and needle. (9) Drive hub in line of

sight and about 50 ft. from transit. Align tack in

top of hub. Print
" Rl" (i.e., reference point No. 1)

on a stake (to read from top downward), and drive

the stake as a guard (and witness) stake for hub.

(10) Measure distance B-Rlj and record" it on sketch.

(11) On same line of sight, set hub (with 'tack, and

witness stake marked "
R2") 100 ft. (estimated) be-

yond Rl. Record the distance RI-R2 as 100 (the

=b signifying that the distance was estimated, not

taped). (12) Reverse telescope and set R3 and #4

similarly, and record taped distance B-R3 and esti-

mated distance R3-R4:.

(13) Set vernier at 00'. Unclamp LM, and with

LM sight on Rl. (14) Unclamp UM. With UM
swing to the right about 90; and clamp UM. (15)

Read vernier and needle. (16) Set 225, E6, R7, and

RS'
} repeating steps (9)-(12).

(17) Unclamp UM, and set vernier at 00'. Meas-
ure angle A-B-R5. (This gives a check on angle

work.) (18) Clamp needle.

(19) Leave all hubs to serve for the following ex-

ercise.
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39. TO REFERENCE-IN A POINT

Equipment: Transit; bob; magnifying glass; 10 ft.

of string; hatchet; 2 nails; 1 tack; 1 hub; 2 stakes.

Location: Use reference points set in preceding

exercise, and notes thereof.

The object of this exercise is to give practice in

referencing-in a point, and to show something of the

uncertainty attending the result of Exercise 38 and

39 under the given conditions.

(I) Remove hub B\ fill the hole. (2) Set up at

R2. (3) Set line of sight on El. (4) Drive two

stakes in line of sight, about 6 or 8 ft. apart, one

on one side of AC and the other dri the other side.

(5) Half clrive a nail in line of sight in top of each

stake. (6) Stretch string taut between the two nails.

(7) Set up over RQ. (8) Set line of sight on 725. Drive

hub at point where line of sight cuts string (removing

string to permit this). (9) Stretch string again from

nail to nail. (10) Set tack in hub to mark intersection

of string and line of sight.

(II) Test work by measuring carefully distance

from A to B and comparing with recorded distance;

and by setting up over A, setting line of sight on C,

and measuring distance by which this line of sight

misses tack at B. (12) Briefly describe work of

referencing-in B, and record discrepancies found in

(11), for line and distance.

Remarks. It is evident that the record of ref-

erencing-out furnishes data for several other ways of

referencing-in. With the greatest care in locating and

guarding reference points some of them are liable to

be knocked out; hence the need of putting in more

reference points and measuring more angles and dis-

tances than are required for one way of referencing-in.
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In some cases the outer reference point may be a tack

on a blazed tree trunk or root, or the edge of a chimney
or peak of a building, etc. In general, where the

reference point is a hub (with a tack), it should be

placed in a protected position, as by a fence or tree or

building, etc. Reference points in construction should

be so placed that the rising structure will not prevent

the use of the reference points by interfering with

intervisibility.

40. TOPOGRAPHIC CROSS-SECTIONS (CONTOUR
POINTS LOCATED WITH HAND-LEVEL)

Equipment: Hand-level; plain leveling rod, or

stadia rod; 50-foot metallic tape; hatchet; 20 stakes;

keel.

Location: Select for this exercise a strip of ground
200 ft. or more wide and about 500 ft. long, that has

some transverse slope. In the following it is assumed

that the transverse fall is 10 ft. or more.

The object of this exercise is to give practice in one

method of taking topography a method in common
use for highway, ditch, canal, and railway work.

FIELD WORK

(1) Along center of chosen ground set the 10 stakes

(aligning them by eye), at uniform distance of 50 ft.

apart. Let line of stakes be designated by CL (center

line).

(2) Number the stakes in order, + 00, + 50, 1,

1 + 50, and so on, beginning at an end stake. (3)

Assume elevation of ground at sta. + 00 to be" 98.3;

and find the corresponding ground elevation of each

succeeding stake by means of hand-level and rod.

(4) Mark on each stake with soft pencil the ground
elevation at the stake.
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FORM OF NOTES
(Notes run up the page.)

Sta.

+ 80

+ 50

+ 00

(5) Hand-levelman measures with rod the height

of his eye above the ground. (Let us call this height

A.) (6) Hand-levelman, with ring end of tape in one

hand and hand-level in the other, backs down hill

from + 00 (in direction at right angles to CL) until

he reads on rod (held on the ground at Sta. + 00)

r such that 98.3 + r h = 95. (Hand-levelman is

then standing on contour point 95.) (7) Rodman,
standing at + 00, holding tape box, then reads

"
dis-

tance out" say, for illustration, 37 ft. (8) Recorder

enters in his notes the fraction f (see form of notes

below. Numerator = elevation; denominator = dis-

tance out. Recorder should face forward, and enter

fraction just to right or left of central vertical line of

right-hand page according as contour point is to right

or left of station). (9) Rodman next goes out beyond
hand-levelman until latter reads r

f

such that r' = 5 + h.

Rod is then standing at contour point 90. (10) Rod-

man reads distance from hand-levelman to rod let

us say, 42 ft. (11) Recorder enters fraction, f, along-

side preceding entry (denominator = total distance

out, as always). (12) Succeeding contour points on

low side are taken in similar manner. From one to

five contour points on each side on line of stakes may
be taken, according to slope of ground, or directions

of instructor.
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(13) In similar way find distance out to each contour

point on up-hill side of station.

(14) Repeat foregoing operations at each succeeding

stake, up to and including 4 + 50.

(15) Also determine position of each contour point

occurring on CL, between + 00 and 4 + 50, and

record its elevation and station-and-plus.

(16) For each of remaining stakes (5, 5 + 50, etc.)

find distance out to each contour point in manner
described above, but, instead of recording data as

before, plot contour points in field book, and sketch

contours between plotted points, as follows. (17)*

Recorder re-rules a line across both pages mid-way
between bottom and top. He then stands facing

forward, holding book with right-hand page toward

him. Re-ruled line represents CL. (18)* He plots

sta. 5 on near edge of right-hand page (the page toward

him). (19) He plots first left-hand contour point as

soon as found, on left side of sta. 5, using a scale of

*
(17) and (18) assume that recorder is using field book ruled

10 X 10, 4 X 4, or 8 X 8 to the inch over both pages. If the

ordinary transit book is used the central red line of right-hand

page serves as CL, the plotting is carried upward on the right-
hand page, and the station and elevation entries are made on
the opposite page. In any case the plot should not be dis-

torted by using one scale for the longitudinal and another for

the transverse distances.
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1 in. = 100 ft., and writes contour elevation by plotted

point. (20) Each succeeding contour point is simi-

larly plotted as soon as found. (21) In like manner

FORM OF NOTES

./-Top of field book right-hand page

It

^Bottom of right-hand page

contour points are plotted for each succeeding station;

the stations (50 ft. apart) being plotted at intervals

of one-half inch along re-ruled line. (22) As soon as

points are plotted for sta. 5 + 50, sketch contours for
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ground lying between the two rows of plotted points;

and on completing plot of points at each succeeding

station, continue contours up to row of plotted points.

OFFICE WORK

(23) From data make on prescribed paper a contour

map as follows: (24) Rule hair-line, with a 6H pencil,

to represent CL; plot stations on this, and label them
with sharp 4H pencil. (25) Draw perpendicular hair-

lines across CL at each station and substation. (A

transparent triangle graduated from zero both ways
on one edge, and with a perpendicular to the edge
scratched from zero, facilitates this work.) (26)

Plot each contour point with very sharp 6H pencil,

and half-circle the point (the scale lies in the way of

marking fuh
1

circle.) (Zero of scale lies at station

point; and all points on one side of station are plotted
without shifting scale. Speed is increased and risk

of blunder is lessened by having one's partner call off

the notes.) (27) Write the elevation by at least one

of the contour points in a cross-section as soon as

points of that cross-section are plotted. (28) Sketch

contours lightly with very sharp 4H pencil, leaving a

little gap in contour at each plotted point, so as to

preserve precise point for possible future use. (29)

Retrace contours, 0, 20, 40, 80, 100, 120, etc. (after

all have been sketched) with a fine, black-ink line,

leaving a little gap at each pricked point. (30) Re-

trace all intermediate contours with sharp 4H pencil,

using pressure enough to produce a line which will

show clearly through tracing cloth; and leaving a

little gap at each plotted point. (31) Letter the

elevation figures of inked contours plainly, and with

sufficient frequency for convenient interpretation of

map. (32) As a title, print
"
Exercise 40," draftman's

n$me, and the date all freehand with 4H pencil.
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41. TOPOGRAPHIC CROSS-SECTIONS (USING
SLOPE-LEVEL)

Equipment: Slope-level; 50-foot metallic tape.

(Also a level-rod, if partners differ much in height.)

Location: For this exercise use stakes set and marked

(with station and elevation) in preceding exercise.

The object of this exercise is to give practice in

another method of
"
taking topography," a method

not infrequently used on highway, water-way, and

railway work.

FIELD WORK

(1) Levelman notes HI point on helper (i.e., the

point on helper at height of levelman's eye when the

two men are standing on level ground. If rod is used,

HI should be measured and rodman thereafter should

hold one hand at HI point on rod whenever levelman

is taking a sight). (2) Levelman stands at + 00,

holding ring end of tape in one hand and slope-level

in the other. (3) Helper goes out to first break in

slope on line at right angles to CL (center line of

stakes), carrying tape box (and rod if rod is used).

(4) Levelman sights slope-level at HI mark on helper

(or on rod), brings bubble to center, and reads slope.

(5) Helper reads distance out to break point. (If

convenient, tape is held level for this measurement,
but if slope is steep it is better to measure slope dis-

tance and indicate in notes that it is a slope distance

by prefixing "s" to slope-distance record.) (6) Slope

and distance out are written in the form of a fraction,

slope as numerator and distance-out as denominator;

+7 30'
e -Q"> (7) Levelman then goes out to first

s 150

break (where helper stood) ; helper goes out to second

break; and slope and distance are taken as before.
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(8) Break points on other side of CL are taken in same

way. (9) This work is repeated at each station and

sub-station along CL. (10) Plot each cross-section on

sheet (of prescribed size) of cross-section paper ruled

10 squares to the inch. Use H and V scales 1 in.

= 10 ft. Let heavy H lines of paper represent ele-

vations which are multiples of 10. Plot first cross-

section at bottom of sheet, and next one higher up,

and so on. Lay off slopes with a protractor. The

point of intersection of a plotted cross-section with

horizontal ruling of given elevation is, of course, the

contour point of like elevation; and distance out to

contour point can be read. (11) Write out, from the

plotted cross-sections, the cross-section notes (in form

used in first part of Exercise 40). (12) Plot these

derived notes according to directions (23)-(32) of

Exercise 40. (13) Compare plot with plot of Exer-

cise 40. (14) Letter a title, freehand with 4H pencil,

on plotted cross-sections.

42. EARTHWORK CROSS-SECTIONS AND
SLOPE STAKES

Equipment: Level, level-rod (or light stadia-rod),

50-foot tape.

Location: Use same line of stakes that was used in

Exercise 40 and 41, together with station and ele-

vation markings. Instructor will prescribe grade ele-

vation to be used at each stake. Assume all side

slopes 1^ : 1, and roadbed widths to be 18 ft. in fill

and 23 ft. in cut. "F" and "C" for fill and cut are

less confusing than ( ) and (+) which are often used.

Method a. Determine the location of the slope-

stakes from the formula x = \ b + sd d= sy, in which

s is the slope ratio. First, compute at any station

\ b + sd giving the point a. Then estimate by eye
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how much farther than this a point must be so that

the added distance will be 1^ times the added differ-

ence of elevation. Set up the rod at this total esti-

mated distance. If the difference of elevation (y)

satisfies the above formula, the required point has been

found. If not, a little study will show whether the

point should be nearer to or farther from center and

about how much. With practice, two trials will gen-

erally be sufficient to locate a point with sufficient

accuracy. The upper side of the fill is determined

similarly, except that the correction (sy) is negative.

FORM OF NOTES

An easy check on the numerical calculation is found

by subtracting \ b from the computed distance and

noting whether the difference is 1^ times the difference

1 C A
of elevation. For instance, take the result -

^-
oo.y

36.9 - 9.0 = 27.9, which is H times 18.6; again,

15.3 - 9.0 = 6.3, which is 1-| times 4.2.
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Determine the distance and elevation of all
" breaks"

[e.g.,

'

)
between the center and the slope-stakes.

\ ^U.o /

Method b. Using an automatic slope-rod and a

specially marked distance-tape.

The rod is ten feet long and has an endless graduated tape

20 feet long rolling over friction wheels at the ends, which are

shod with metal shoes. The distance-tape is graduated on one

side as usual; on the other side a zero-point is marked 9 feet

(or more) from the ring. From the zero back to the ring the

tape is graduated to feet and half-feet. Beyond the zero-point

the tape is graduated to a scale s times the usual scale. Slope

ratio, s, is usually 1.

(1) Set the rod-tape at zero i.e., so that the zero

is at the bottom of the rod. (2) Hold the rod at the

center stake (c) and note the reading k. (3) If k is

(less ) ,, , (raise ) ,, ,, , 7
. ,

> than a, < , > the tape on the back side
( greater ) ( lower >

(Read up the page.)

of the rod by an amount equal to -< , , > . (4) With

the distance-tape, so held that its zero is -| b from the

center, carry the rod out until the rod reading equals

the reading indicated by the tape. The rod will then

be at the required point. The proof is apparent from

the figure.
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OFFICE WORK

(1) Plot the earthwork cross-sections on sheet (or

sheets), of prescribed size, of cross-section paper ruled

10 squares to the inch. Use 4H pencil with enough

pressure to make all lines and figures easily followed

by contrast with rulings. Plot on scale of 1 in. = 10 ft.

both H and V. (2) Plot on each sheet one, two, or

more vertical rows of cross-sections, according to total

widths of sections, allowing for a clear margin of 1|

inches at the left edge of the sheet for binding. (3)

Choose a heavy vertical line of the paper to be line of

centers for sections to be plotted in the left-hand

vertical row; and re-rule this heavily in pencil to make
it conspicuous. (4) Plot first section at bottom of

left-hand row. Lay the roadbed, if in cut, on lowest

heavy horizontal line of paper; if in fill, on lowest

heavy horizontal that will give enough space below for

whole section. As each point is plotted, write- its

"
fraction/

7

in very legible figures, near it. Place

station number (written thus: "8 + 00" or "9 + 45,"

using bold heavy figures 0.2" high) opposite and near

to right-hand end of roadbed. (5) Plot next succeed-

ing cross-section above the first, choosing a heavy
horizontal line for roadbed as in (4) above. (6) Con-

tinue thus upward till left-hand row is plotted. Then

begin .at bottom of next vertical row to right of that

plotted; and so on, until sheet is filled. (7) The

sheet need not be inked; but it saves time, where

cross-section sheets are to be frequently referred to,

to ink the station numbers. (8) Letter bold title on

lower right-hand corner of sheet: e.g.,
"
Exercise 42,

John Doe, May 1, 1918." (9) Compute trapezoidal

area between each segment of surface line and pro-

jection of segment on roadbed (produced if necessary).
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Take sum of these areas. Compute triangular area

lying between each side slope and roadbed produced;

add the two; subtract their sum from trapezoidal

sum, and enter difference (which is area of section)

on plot of section, inside of outline. (10) Compute
volume (cubic yards) of earthwork lying between each

two contiguous sections by multiplying half the sum

of their areas by 100/27; and enter volume on cross-

section sheet between the plots of the two sections.

43. CIRCULAR CURVE (WITHOUT SUBCHORD)

Equipment: Transit; plumb-bob; 100-foot steel

tape; 11 pins; hatchet; 3 hubs; 4 tacks; 8 stakes;

keel.

Location: The ground should be free from obstruc-

tions to measurement, and of sufficient area to per-

mit several parties to work side by side, on parallel

curves.

The object of this exercise is to give drill in run-

ning circular curves; and to show the range of error

which may be expected under the conditions of the

exercise.

PRELIMINARY WORK

(1) Compute by formula the tangent distance, T,

for a 4 curve of 5 full stations. Check result by use

of table of tangent distances. (2) Compute deflec-

tions, and enter them in field book in manner indicated

in Form of Notes, below. (3) Assume TC = sta. 1.

Enter stations and TC and CT in field book.

FIELD WORK

N.B. The PI, TC, and CT hubs of this exercise

are to be left as driven, to serve in the following ex-

ercises.
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(4) Set a hub (a tack is always set in an alignment

hub) and guard stake marked "PI 4 R"; and set

up transit over PI hub. (5) Lay off T in a chosen

direction and set hub at TC (sta. 1). Mark guard
stake thus: "TC 1 + 00." Set another hub at A on

same line, about 200 ft. beyond TC; and set a plain

guard stake by it. (6) Turn off central angle, I, and

by measurement set hub CT. Mark guard stake thus :

"CT 6 + 00." (7) Set up at TC (sta. 1). (8) Set

vernier at 00'. Reverse telescope, and with LM
sight on A. (9) Return telescope. (10) Loosen UM,
and set vernier at recorded deflection for sta. 2. (11)

Tapemen, working as directed in Exercise 30, set stake

at sta. 2, in line of sight and 100 ft. from sta. 1. (Stake

is first keeled with "2" reading from top downward,
and then driven so that marked side faces sta. 1.)

(12) Loosen UM, and set vernier at recorded deflec-

tion for sta. 3. (13) Tapemen set stakes for sta. 3,

in line of sight, making distance 2-3 = 100 ft. (14)

k Continue this process; and finally obtain pin setting

(for
sta. 6. (15) Measure and record distance by

vhich pin 6 is "off line," and distance by which it is

^ahead of, or back of, CT hub. (16) Set up at CT.
,

(17) Set vernier at total deflection angle, but on oppo-
site side of zero of plate. Reverse telescope, and with

LM set on TC. (18) Return telescope. Unclamp
UM, and set vernier at 00'. (19) Set stake at

sta. 7 in line of sight, and 100 ft. from CT. Reverse

telescope, and note by how much the line of sight

misses PI. (20) Pull stakes at stas. 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7,

and obliterate holes.

(21) Repeat operations (7)-(20) until each member
of transit party has served in each position, unless

otherwise directed. (22) Leave hubs undisturbed for

use in next two exercises.
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OFFICE WORK

(The following office work is to be done only in case

the instructor does not supply substitute problems.)

(23) On sheet of paper of prescribed kind and size,

go through field steps of laying out the curve, using

protractor and scale' instead of transit and tape.

(24) Compute long chord (LC) by formula. Check

by slide rule. Recheck by" table of long chords.

Scale the long chord. (25) Compute radius (R) by
formula. Check by slide rule. Recheck by table of

radii. Draw radius at TC. With compasses draw

curve.

FORM OF NOTES
(Read up the page.)

N.B. These notes are written for a curve having a subchord.

44. CIRCULAR CURVE (WITH SUBCHORD AND
INTERMEDIATE SETUP)

Equipment: Transit; plumb-bob; 100-foot steel

tape; 11 pins; 6 stakes; hatchet; keel; 3 tacks.

Location: The hubs set in the preceding exercise

will be used for this exercise.

The object of this exercise is to give further practice

in running circular curves, and in observing range of

error in results.
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PRELIMINARY WORK

(1) Data are same as in preceding exercise, except
that here station of TC is assumed to be 3 + 25;

so that in this exercise the first regular station of

curve will lie at end of a 75-foot sub-chord. Mark

guard stake for hub at TC thus: "TC3 + 25," and

guard stake for hub at CT thus: "CT8 + 25." (2)

Compute station of CT. (3) Compute deflections for

CTand for stations on the curve between TC and CT.

(4) Enter stations, deflections, etc., in field book (see

form of notes given in preceding exercise).

FIELD WORK

(5) Set up at TC. With vernier set at 00' and

with telescope reversed, backsight on A. Return

telescope. (6) Set stas. 4 and 5. Assume that sta. 6

is not visible from TC. It is necessary then to set

a tack in top of stake at sta. 5 (re-aligning and re-

taping the tack carefully); and to "move up."

(7) Set up at sta. 5. (8) Set vernier at 00'.

Reverse telescope. Backsight on TC with LM. Re-

turn telescope. Unclamp UM. (9) Set stas. 6 and 7

by setting vernier at recorded deflections. Assume
that sta. 8 is not visible from sta. 5. It is necessary

then to "center" stake 7 (by setting tack as for sta.

5) ;
and to move up.

(10) Set up at sta. 7. Assume that from sta. 7 no

curve station back of sta. 5 can be seen. It is then

proper to use sta. 5 for backsight. (11) Set vernier

at deflection recorded for sta. 5. Reverse telescope.

Backsight on sta. 5 with LM. Return telescope.

(12) Set stake at sta. 8, and pin at sta. 8 + 25 by

setting vernier at recorded deflections.
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(13) Measure distance by which pin 8 + 25 is off

line, and distance by which it is ahead of, or back of,

hub at CT.

(14) Set up at CT. Set vernier at CT-deflection

minus sta. 7-deflection, but on opposite side of zero.

Reverse telescope. Backsight on sta. 7. Return tele-

scope. Set vernier at 00'. (15) Set pin at sta. 9,

in line of sight and 75 ft. beyond CT. (16) Reverse

telescope and note how far line of sight strikes to right

or left of PI. (17) Pull up all stakes except guard
stakes and hubs, and obliterate holes.

45. CIRCULAR CURVE BACKWARD

Equipment: Equipment, data, field notes and hubs,

same as in preceding exercise.

The object of this exercise is to give practice in

running a simple curve backward and in observing

range of error in results.

(1) Set up at CT. Set vernier at recorded deflec-

tion for CT. By means of LM set line of sight on PI.

(2) Unclamp UM, and set vernier at deflection re-

corded for station 8. Set stake at sta. 8 in line of

sight and 25 ft. from CT. (3) Set stake at stas. 7

and 6 by setting vernier at their recorded deflections.

Assume that sta. 5 cannot be seen from CT. Then it

is necessary to center stake 6; and to move up. (4)

Set up at sta. 6. Set vernier at deflection recorded

for CT. Reverse telescope. Backsight on CT with

LM. Return telescope. (5) Set stakes at stas. 5 and

4, and pin at sta. 3 + 25, by setting vernier at their

recorded deflections.

(6) Note how far pin 3 + 25 is from hub TC, for line

and distance. (7) Set up at TC. Set vernier at

deflection recorded for sta. 6. Set line of sight on

sta. 6 by LM. Loosen UM, and set vernier at 00'.
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(8) Reverse telescope, and note how far to right or

left of point A] line of sight strikes. (9) Pull all

stakes except guard stakes and hubs, and obliterate

holes.

AZIMUTH

The azimuth of a line is the angle the line makes

with a true meridian which intersects the line. It is

usually reckoned from the south and measured to

the right. Thus

an azimuth of 50 means S - 50 W
"

160
" N 20 W

" 255 " N 75 E
" 350 " S 10 E

The ordinary magnetic needle is incapable of very
close work even when it may be positively known
that there is no local attraction and when the compli-

cated effects of the various periodic changes in the

declination are duly allowed for. The recent enor-

mous extensions of trolley-lines, telegraph, telephone,

and electric-light wires, and even barbed-wire fences,

have rendered the employment of a magnetic needle

worse than useless, in many places, as a means of

determining true azimuth. Even when there is no

apparent reason for local attraction a needle will often

exhibit inexplicable vagaries, as is readily seen by

making a traverse of a considerable area, measuring all

angles exactly with the horizontal plates and taking

the needle readings of all lines. The forward and

backward readings of any one line will frequently

show such discrepancies as to absolutely preclude any

attempt at accuracy based on the needle readings.

The United States Government requires that all

surveys of the public lands shall be based on azimuths

obtained by solar observations. The determination
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of true azimuth should be a part of all property sur-

veys, topographical surveys, and it is a useful feature

(as a check) on extended railroad surveys.

Solar azimuth may be obtained in two general

ways: (a) by direct observation on the sun with the

telescope of an ordinary
"
complete" transit, provided

with a colored glass shade (as demonstrated in Exercise

47), and (6) by the use of a solar
" attachment" or

a
"
solar compass" (as demonstrated in Exercise 46).

The first method requires very little in the way of

special equipment, but necessitates the solution of a

somewhat tedious calculation for each value obtained.

The second method gives the true meridian directly,

but requires the use of a somewhat expensive instru-

ment. Accurate work requires that the numerous

adjustments of both the transit and the attachment

shall be perfect. An error of adjustment will fre-

quently cause an error of azimuth which is several

times the angular value of the error of adjustment.

A proper appreciation of either method requires an

understanding of certain astronomical relations.

The figure represents the orthographic projection of

the celestial sphere, projected on the plane of the

meridian of the observer.

HPZE represents the meridian of the observer.

Z is the zenith.
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CP is the polar axis of the earth.

CE is the trace of the plane of the equator.

S is the position of the sun.

EZ =
4>
= the latitude of the observer.

ZP = co-0 = 90 -
</>.

SG = h = the true altitude of the sun.

SZ = co-A = 90 - h.

Z = the zenith-angle PZS.
ST = d = the declination of the sun north or south

of the equator.

SP = co-<5 = 90 - 5. The essential sign of 5 must

be considered.

If the sun is south of the equator (as it is from about

Sept. 21 to March 21), 5 is negative; and if the dec-

lination is (say) S. 20, 5 = - 20. Then co-5 = 90
- 5 = 90 - (-20) = 110.

From spherical trigonometry we have in the spherical

triangle SZP:

i v 4 /sin (s co-A) sin (s co-</>) , 1X
sin 2 ^ = V : 1 : 1 > W

sin CO-AI sin co-</>

in which s = | [co-h + co-</> + co-5].

If it is desired to find the altitude which the sun

will have at any given
"
hour-angle

"
(t) from the

meridian, it may be found from the formula

sin h = cos < cos 5 cos t + sin < sin 5. (2)

This formula may readily be transformed to give

the time when the sun will have a given altitude

sin h sin d> sin 8
cos t =

cos cos d

sin h . x^
:

tan <t>
tan 6. (3)

cos < cos 6
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The sun describes each day a path which is approxi-

mately parallel to the equator, the change in decli-

nation being very small during June and December

and fastest when the sun is crossing the equator in

March and September. The declination of the sun

must be known for the. time of the observation; this

is obtainable from the Nautical Almanac or Ephemeris
as follows:

To find the declination (6) for any day and hour.

Suppose the time is 10 A.M. Jan. 12, 1897; the place,

Philadelphia, Pa. The Ephemeris for 1897 gives the
"
apparent declination" for Greenwich at noon Jan. 12,

1897, S. 21 33' 21".8 = S. 21 33'.36; difference for

1 hour = +25".14 = +0'.42. Greenwich is on the

prime meridian longitude is 0. The longitude of

Philadelphia (Univ. Pa.) is 75 11'. The difference of

time is, therefore, 5 hours (to a fraction of a minute),
and therefore in this case and for this purpose the usual

"standard 75th meridian time" may be used instead

of "mean local time." In localities which are midway
between the standard hour meridians the use of stand-

ard time instead of mean local time would cause a

maximum error during the equinoctial periods of 29".5.

Therefore standard time may usually be employed
for this purpose without any error which may be

appreciable with an engineer's transit. 12 M. at

Greenwich is 7 A.M. at Philadelphia. Therefore d at

Philadelphia at 10 A.M. = -21 33'.36 + (3 X 0'.42)
= -21 32MO; for 11 A.M. 5 = -21 32MO + 0'.42

= 21 31 '.68. In applying these declinations in the

above formula they need only be taken to the nearest

tenth of a minute of arc.

Refraction. Refraction causes the sun to appear

higher than it actually is. Therefore when the alti-

tude of the sun (or a star) is.observed, the computed
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refraction should be subtracted from the apparent alti-

tude to obtain the true altitude. The amount of the

refraction is a function of the temperature and of the

barometric pressure. For such work as may be done

with an ordinary transit or sextant the values given
in Table IV will suffice.

When working with an ordinary transit and at ordi-

nary temperature and pressure, "mean refractions/
7

taken directly from Table IV, may be used uncor-

rected, for it will usually be found that the correction

is far within the lowest unit of angular measure. For

example, at a temperature of 32 F. the refractions

should be increased about 3%, but a barometric pres-

sure of 28".6 would diminish the refractions by about

the same amount, and the two conditions together

would give the same results as in the table. A low

atmospheric pressure and high temperature will com-

bine to reduce the refraction, but a correction of even

10% of the mean refractions can hardly be measured

with an ordinary transit when the altitude is over 10.

On account of the uncertainties in the refraction at

low altitudes, it is generally undesirable to take ob-

servations at altitudes less than 10.

Effect of refraction on declination. The effect of

refraction requires a modification of the declination-

angle which is set off when using a solar attachment.

When the sun is in the meridian, the declination is

affected by the full value of the refraction; at other

positions the effect on declination equals the true

refraction for that altitude times the cosine of the

angle at S (see figure on p. 129). The values of

these effects of refraction for various latitudes, decli-

nations, and hour-angles are given in Table V. As
an illustration: latitude = 39 57'; 8 = +0 10'; hour

angle = 3.5; take the value for latitude = 40; by
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interpolation we obtain 1' 23" = VA. The effect of

refraction being to cause the sun to appear higher, the

effect (in the northern hemisphere above lat. 23 27')

is to make the apparent position farther north. There-

fore this correction should be added algebraically to

the declination. Therefore in the above case the

modified declination set off is 10' + VA = IVA.
All values in Table V which are below and to the

right of the heavy lines indicate an altitude of less than

10, in which case the refraction is somewhat uncer-

tain and the observations correspondingly unreliable.

For intermediate latitudes the true values may be

found by interpolation. For all cases above the heavy

lines (which means an altitude greater than 10) the

maximum error caused by such interpolation will not

exceed 3". When the latitude of the place of obser-

vation is wrthin a degree or so of one of those given

in the table, those values may generally be used with-

out material error. Otherwise it will be advisable to

construct a table (by interpolation) for the given

latitude.

Inaccuracies in azimuth-work. The azimuth ob-

tained by these methods may be inaccurate for several

reasons :

1. The instrument may be in poor adjustment. As

it should be assumed that the instrument has been

adjusted as perfectly as possible for this work, no

discussion of this cause is necessary except that the

error is determinable, as will be shown.

2. The latitude, declination, or altitude may have

been inaccurately determined for use instrumentally
or in the formula.

3. The latitude, declination, or altitude may have

been inaccurately set off (or read), or there may be

an index error of the vertical circle, or the level-bubbles
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may be out of adjustment. The effect is substan-

tially the same whatever the cause. The nominal

angle is one thing, the real angle is something differ-

ent and the resulting computed azimuth is more or less

inaccurate.

In Table VI is given the effect on the azimuth in

minutes of arc of an error of one minute in latitude,

declination, or altitude. If it is discovered after the

observations are made that there is an index error of

the vertical circle, or that an incorrect declination or

latitude was used, the observations need not be re-

jected assuming that the error is only a few minutes

of arc. By means of Table VI a correction may be

applied to the azimuth obtained which will give the

true azimuth. Great care should be taken that the

correction is applied with its proper algebraic sign.

The following rules should be observed in applying the

corrections :

1. If the LATITUDE is used with a LARGER value

than its real value, the angle PZS (see preceding figure)

will be too LARGE.

2. If the DECLINATION is used with a LARGER (alge-

braic) value than its real value, the angle PZS will be

too SMALL.

3. If the ALTITUDE is measured and used with a

LARGER value than its real value, the computed value

for PZS will be too LARGE. Of course these rules

should also be used vice versa.

An inspection of Tables V and VI will show that

accuracy depends largely on the time of day and that

better work may be obtained in summer than in

winter. Observations for azimuth cannot be taken at

noon; errors will be extreme for observations near

noon, and even one hour from the meridian is too close

for accurate work. The best times are when the sun
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is as far from the meridian as possible and yet not so

near the horizon that the refraction is uncertain. It

will usually be possible to so plan work that obser-

vations for azimuth may be taken at favorable times

without wasting time or interfering with other work.

TABLE IV. MEAN REFRACTIONS. (Bessel.)

[True for barometer at 29".6, temperature at 48 F.]

FACTOR B. FACTOR t FACTOR T

True refraction = mean refraction XBXtXT.
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TABLE V. EFFECT OF REFRACTION ON DECLINATION
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TABLE VI. ERRORS IN AZIMUTH*

For method of using this table see under "inaccuracies in Azimuth-work,'
above.
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46. AZIMUTH, USING SOLAR ATTACHMENT

Equipment: Transit, with solar attachment; set

of declination tables. The vertical circle of the transit

should be fixed and have a vernier reading to half-

minutes.

Location: This problem must be worked with the

instrument at some point from which a clear view

of the sun, unobstructed by trees, buildings, etc., may
be obtained throughout the- whole period of the work.

The problem consists in finding the true azimuth of a

line from the instrument (which should be set over a

fixed hub) to some prominent mark (e.g., a distant

steeple) which is suitable as an azimuth-mark.

Time: From two to four hours before or after

noon.

Method: Compute the declination-settings for each

half-hour for the total period of the observations.

Record these at once in the note-book, leaving an

interval of about five lines for observations made

during .each half-hour. The ten desired observations

will not generally require much more than one hour

and with practice ten observations may be made in a

few minutes.

Adjust the eye-pieces of both telescopes for parallax,

focus the object-glass of the solar for observing the

sun and focus the object-glass of the transit-telescope

for observing the azimuth-mark.

Level up with extreme care. The plate-bubble parallel

to the telescope is almost invariably too coarse for the

accuracy required in this work. Clamp the telescope

nearly horizontal. By repeated reversions of the whole

instrument about its vertical axis, with corresponding

adjustments of the leveling-screws and the tangent-
screw to the vertical arc, the instrument may be so
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leveled that the telescope level-bubble will remain in

the center of the tube for any position of the instru-

ment. Under these conditions the vertical axis is

truly vertical and the reading of the vertical arc will

be its index error assuming that the line of colli-

mation is parallel to the axis of the bubble-tube. The
exact error of the adjustment of the plate-bubbles is

then apparent and should be noted, so that any acci-

dental change of level that may occur during the time

of taking observations may be at once detected.

Set vernier A of the horizontal plates at and point

at the azimuth-mark. Loosen the upper plate and

swing the telescope approximately into the meridian,

the telescope pointing south. If the declination is

SOUTH, point the transit-telescope UPWARD with a

vertical angle equal to the value of the declination as

modified by refraction. If the declination is NORTH,

point the telescope DOWNWARD with a vertical angle

equal to the modified declination.* Then place the

solar telescope in the same vertical plane as the transit-

telescope and make it horizontal by means of its

level-bubble, clamping it securely. Then make the

transit-telescope parallel to the plane of the equator by

pointing it UPWARD with a vertical angle equal to the

COLATITUDE. The polar axis of the solar is thus made

approximately parallel to the earth's axis; it will be

exactly parallel when the transit-telescope is exactly

in the meridian. Since the meridian is obtainable to

within a small range by means of the magnetic needle

or by an approximate solar observation, the most

convenient method is to bring the transit-telescope into

the meridian as nearly as possible and clamp the upper

plate. Point the solar telescope at the sun by the

* To find the modified decimation, see the discussion on
AZIMUTH.
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shadow of the sights on. top and clamp the motion

about the solar axis. Then, with one hand on the

slow-motion screw of the polar axis and the other

hand on the tangent-screw of the upper transit-plate,

point the solar telescope exactly at the center of the

sun. The reading of the horizontal plate gives one

value of the angle between the azimuth-mark and the

meridian. To obtain another value which shall be

independent of the previous determination, loosen the

upper transit-plate and the clamp-screws of the solar

FORM OF NOTES

and repeat the .operation, making due allowance (if

necessary) for any change of declination that may have

taken place in the interval. With practice several

observations may be taken in a very few minutes,

during which time no appreciable change of declination

will take place even when the motion of the sun in

declination is most rapid. Watch the levels carefully

for any indication of jarring of the instrument. The
lower plate should be kept clamped throughout and

the vernier should always read when pointing at

the azimuth-mark. Observe the needle reading when
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the instrument is in the meridian. It will show the

declination of the needle for that time and place.

Take ten observations and compute the error of each

observation assuming the mean to be the true value.

47. AZIMUTH,
OF

FROM ALTITUDE AND DECLINATION
THE SUN, USING TRANSIT*

Equipment: Transit, provided with vertical circle,

which should, if possible, be graduated to 30" of arc.

A colored glass shade is also necessary to protect

the eye: this glass may be placed either over the

eye-piece or over the object-glass, but if placed over the

object-glass it must be optically correct, i.e., the sur-

faces perfectly plane and parallel to each other so

that there is no distortion or refraction of the light-

rays passing through. When the transit has only a

semicircular arc, or a movable arc which is set by
clamping, METHOD A must be used. When the in-

strument is equipped with a full circular arc, METHOD
B will be found more accurate.

Location: [See directions for location in Exercise 46.]

Time: From two to four hours before or after noon.
* See discussion on AZIMUTH.
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METHOD A

Method: The problem consists in obtaining the

altitude of the center of the sun above the horizon and
also the horizontal angle between the sun's center and

some definite mark at the same instant of time

which must be observed. Then, knowing the altitude

and declination of the sun at that instant and also the

latitude of the place of observation, the angle between

the sun's center and the meridian is computable, and

then by mere addition or subtraction the azimuth of

the mark from the place of observation is obtained.

Set up the transit over the designated hub and level

up with especial care (using precautions suggested in

Exercise 46), since the accurate determination of verti-

cal angles is necessary. Point at the azimuth-mark

with the horizontal plates reading 0. With the upper

plate loose, point at the sun, observing the time, alti-

tude, and the horizontal angle from "the azimuth-mark.

Take six observations, which will, of course, be dif-

ferent, as the altitude and azimuth are constantly

changing. Finally, point at the azimuth-mark to test

whether the lower plate has slipped. The reading

on the azimuth-mark should be 0.

Pointing at the sun. The sun's angular diameter is

about 32'. With the comparatively high power

telescopes now generally used on transits, this fills a

large part of the field of view and it is impossible to

accurately bisect such a large angular width, especially
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as the apparent motion of the sun across the field of

view is very rapid. It therefore becomes advisable to

sight the cross-wires on the edges of the sun, as shown

in the figure, and make due allowance for -the semi-

diameter of the sun. The effect of this is to obtain

an altitude which differs from the true altitude (K)

by the angular value of the semi-diameter. The

observed azimuth differs from the true azimuth by
semi-diameter

the
cos h

When the sun is at the horizon,

cos h =
1, and the allowance equals the semi-diameter

both for altitude and azimuth. For high altitudes the

allowance for azimuth is much larger than the semi-

diameter, since the divisor (cos h) is small. If several

observations are taken within a short interval, the

change in this allowance for azimuth may be too small

for notice and one value may be sufficiently accurate

for all the observations. It will probably be found

easier to obtain simultaneous contact of both wires by

using the lower left-hand (or upper right-hand) corner

of the field of view for morning work and
]
the upper

left-hand corner (or lower right-hand corner) for after-

noon work. There is a slight variation in the semi-

diameter, as is shown by the accompanying tabular

form giving average values, which may be used by
interpolation if closer values are desired.
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FORM OF NOTES"

* These figures were obtained by one of the author's students and represent his

first attempt at this kind of work.

In the FORM OF NOTES the column-headings signify as follows:

a = horizontal angle from the azimuth-mark, the angle being measured to the

right.

h = apparent altitude refraction semi-diameter of sun, in which

semi-diam. is + .when sun is above the horizontal cross-wire,

semi-diam. is when sun is below the horizontal cross-wire.

8 = declination.

Z = computed angle (as illustrated below).

Latitude: The latitude of the place of observation

to the nearest half-minute of arc is necessary. This is

generally known or may be obtained as shown in

Exercises 48 and 49.

Reducing the observations. Compute the declina-

tions for the given times of observation. If several

observations are taken, it is generally sufficiently

accurate to compute the declinations for the times of

the first and last observations and interpolate for the

others. The observations may be most readily re-

duced by using a regular form, as given below.
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213 19'. 55 = mean value.

True azimuth of mark = 540

and for P.M., and the

semi-diam.

semi-diam.

cos alt.
Z a, in which Z is + for A.M.

cos alt.
is + when the sun is on the left of the middle wire (as above).

semi-diam. .

cos alt.
is when the sun is on the right of the middle wire.

If
"
true azimuth of mark "

is computed to be more than 360, subtract 360

from it.

As a numerical example of the reduction: App. decl. Greenwich mean noon

April 29, 1897, +14 38'.0; hourly change +0'.77; difference of time between

Greenwich and Philadelphia 5.0 hours; 5 P.M. at Philadelphia is 10 P.M. at Green-

wich; therefore 5 for 5 P.M. at Philadelphia = + 14 38'.0 + (10 X 0'.77) = +14
45'.7. From Eq. 1 (see article on Azimuth, preceding):

r _ 4 / sin (s co. A) sin (s co. 0)

sin co. h sin co.

co. h = 67 29'. 7

co. = 50 02'.

co. d = 75 14 .4

192 46M
= 96 23 .0

s-co. h = 28 53'. 3,

s co. = 46 21 .0,

sin co. h

sin co.

9.965599
9.884466

9.850065

sin = 9.684041
sin = 9.859480

9.543521

9.850065

2-1 9.693456
9.846728 = sin4438 /

.3

Z = 4438'.3;

semi-diam. sun 15.9

cos app. alt. cos 22 48'

540 + 17'. 2 = 540 17'.2

- Z - a = - 89 16'. 6 - 237 41' = - 326 57'. 6

True azimuth of mark = 213 19 '.6
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METHOD B

Method: The method differs from the preceding in

that the observations are made in pairs, the telescope

being plunged and the upper plate swung 180 in

FORM OF NOTES FOR METHOD B

azimuth between the two observations of each pair.

This has the effect of eliminating all index error of the

vertical circle, error of collimation, and error due to

difference of height of the telescope-standards. The

instrument must be equipped with a complete vertical
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circle. Then, if the observations of a pair are taken in

diagonal corners of the field of view (as shown in the

figure), even the correction for semi-diameter of the sun

is eliminated. Observe as before the time, altitude,

and azimuth. Correct the altitude for refraction. Add

True azim. of

mark.

October 17,

<j>
= 39 57'

121 55' 30"

120 54 30

120 05 30

119 22 00

318 14' 00"

318 13 15

318 14 00

318 12 45

318 13' 30"

(or subtract) 180 to the reading of vernier A for the

readings when the telescope is inverted.

Compute a mean Z for each pair of observations as

before except that

a = the mean horizontal angle,

h = the mean altitude refraction,

5 = the declination for the mean time, and
True azimuth of mark = 540 db Z a.

Take four pairs of observations.
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METHOD C

The two preceding methods have the disadvantage

that the results of the field-work require considerable

calculation before they have any value or before any
idea of their accuracy may be obtained. The follow-

ing method gives the meridian directly, but has the

disadvantage that the observation ~must be taken at

some previously calculated instant of time, at which

FORM OF NOTES FOR METHOD C

time the sun may be obscured by clouds or the obser-

vation is unobtainable for any one of many reasons.

But when the weather may be depended on and suffi-

cient precautions are taken so that nothing interferes

with taking an observation at the required instant, the

method is perhaps the best of any of the solar methods.

Method: Calculate from formula (2) (see under
"
Azi-

muth") the altitude (h) of the center of the sun for a

given time and date. Then calculate from formula (1)

the angle Z corresponding to that altitude. By this

method the horizontal angle from the sun to the

meridian at any chosen instant becomes known. Set-

ting off this horizontal angle and altitude a few minutes

before the given time, move the whole instrument in

azimuth until the telescope is pointing directly at the
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sun. A reading of the horizontal circle should then

give the true meridian. Then sight on the azimuth-

mark and read vernier A, reading the row of degree

numbers that runs to 360. Since the azimuth read-

ings and the altitudes are different for each observation,

the readings on the -azimuth-mark are independent
observations on the value of the required angle.

As explained in Method A, the cross-wires of the

telescope should preferably be pointed at the edges

Mean = 318 12' 26"

of the sun, which requires that the altitude should be

corrected by the semi-diameter of the sun (as well as

by the refraction) and that the azimuth should be

semi-diam.
corrected by the -. rr . bince more accu-

cosine app. alt.

rate work may be done when the sun is apparently

moving toward the wires, the telescope should be so

pointed that the sun is in the lower left-hand corner

of the field of view in the morning and in the upper
left-hand corner in the afternoon. The altitude and
azimuth set off should be correspondingly altered.

The hour-angle (f) is the angle from the true merid-

ian and differs from standard time and even from mean
local time. The exact time is unimportant in this
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problem, it being only necessary to know apparent

time with such accuracy that the instrument may be

properly set a few seconds before the time for taking
the observation.

Make calculations for three observations 15 minutes

apart and interpolate so as to take four intermediate

observations.

Since errors of altitude produce magnified errors in

the resulting azimuth, the quantities are computed to

seconds of arc. In setting off the angles the closest

possible setting to the real value should be made.

The angles [180 Z (semi-diam. -4- cos alt.)] should

be set off on the left side of the in the forenoon and

on the right side in the afternoon, noting carefully,

however, the algebraic sign of (semi-diam. -f- cos alt.).

48. LATITUDE, FROM CIRCUMMERTOIAN ALTITUDES
OF THE SUN, USING TRANSIT*

Equipment: Transit, provided with a vertical arc

and a colored glass shade to protect the eye. [Note
the required equipment for Exercise 47.] i

Location: [See directions for LOCATION in Exercise 46.
]

Time: The transit should be set up so that obser-

vations can be commenced at about 15 minutes before
"
apparent

77

noon, which is not
" standard time 77 noon

nor even "mean local time 77

noon, but is the time

that the sun actually crosses the meridian, which

differs from "mean local noon 77

by the "equation of

time.
77

If a solar ephemeris is available and if true

mean local time is accurately known, the precise

* The method here developed is based on that used in refined

astronomical calculations, but is very greatly simplified by
approximations, which, however, do not cause errors as great

as -fa of a minute of arc, which is far within the limit of accu-

racy of an ordinary engineer's transit.
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instant of apparent noon is readily .obtainable and the

reductions are simplified as shown below. A rough

approximation of the time of apparent noon may be

found by interpolating in the tabular form, true for

1916 and within a few seconds for any year.

Method: Level up the instrument with extreme care,

using precautions suggested in Exercise 46. At about

15 minutes before apparent noon sight the horizontal

cross-wire on the upper edge of the sun, noting the

time of exact contact and then reading the vertical

angle. Repeat these observations as rapidly as is

consistent with accurate work and continue the ob-

servations until about 15 minutes after noon.

Reduction of observations. An observation at ap-

parent noon will have a greater altitude than an obser-

vation before or after noon disregarding the effect

of change of declination, which will hardly be appre-
ciable with an ordinary engineer's transit. Observa-

tions taken before and after noon can therefore be

compared with one at noon by adding to them a com-

puted correction, which consists of a series of terms

of which only the first need be taken. This correction
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TABLE VII. VALUES OF
sin

, ,

2

, ,
USED IN THE REDUCTION

sin 1

TO THE MERIDIAN FOR CIRCUMMERIDIAN ALTITUDES

2 sin2
%t cos </> cos 6

x =
; 777

-
7- rr, in which t = the hour-

sin I" sin (</>
-

6)
'

angle," =
latitude, and 5 = declination. The value

of t is found as shown below; $ may be found with

sufficient accuracy for the purpose from the equation

</>
= 90 (A semi-diam. 5), in which A is the

maximum altitude obtained during the observations.

cos <j> cos d . ., , /.

-
f

rr- is sensibly a constant for any one set ot
sin (q> o)

observations, while -
,

2
, depends only on the hour-

angle from the meridian, and the values for it are

tabulated for each 10 seconds of time up to 20 minutes

from the meridian in Table VII. A value for < is

obtainable from each observation by the formula

= 90 (A refrac. semi-diam. 5 + x).
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Hour-angle (f). This is the angular value of the

difference of time between the time of the observation

and the time of apparent noon. When the observer is

provided with accurate mean local time, he may obtain

the time of apparent noon as illustrated numerically

below; otherwise the time of apparent noon may be

obtained with sufficient accuracy for this purpose by
plotting the altitudes on profile-paper, plotting differ-

ences of time at the scale of 8 minutes of time per

inch horizontally, and differences of altitude at the

scale of 2 minutes of arc per inch vertically. The

points should plot into a parabolic curve with vertical

axis, which axis will denote the time of apparent noon.

87V

8722' A

8lV

If an observation was taken exactly at apparent noon
or at culmination, it would be plotted at the vertex

of the parabola and this observation would have no

correction (x). The time need only be taken to the

nearest even 10 seconds. As an illustration, the obser-

vations recorded in the FORM OP NOTES have been

plotted as shown. The vertical circle used was

graduated to single minutes and estimated to half-

minutes. The coarseness of these readings will par-

tially account for the variations between the plotted

points and the curve. The reliability of this method

(in the absence of an Ephemeris) is shown by the fact

that although the ordinate at 11 h. 39 m. 30 s. is
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evidently very far from the vertex of the curve, yet
if the "x" corrections were computed on the basis of

apparent noon occurring at that time instead of at

11 h. 42 m. 30 s. the final result would be altered only

3" of arc, which is far within the lowest unit of these

observations.

FORM OF NOTES

It should be noticed that the final result (the mean
value of <) may be obtained from columns 1, 2, 4,

and 5, without reducing each separate observation,

by employing the mean altitude and mean x. The
work is thereby much shortened, but it has the dis-

advantage of giving but little idea of the probable
error of the result. A mere inspection of the inde-

pendent results given in column 6 shows the accuracy
of the work except as it may be affected by constant

errors, such as errors of adjustment.
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49. LATITUDE FROM CIRCUMMERIDIAN ALTITUDES
OF THE SUN, USING SEXTANT

Equipment: Sextant, artificial horizon, chronometer

or watch.

[For Location, Time, and Reduction of Observations

see Exercise 48.1

October 22, 1898. Upper limb of sun.

Max. alt. = 37 06' 05"
_ (_ 5) = +12 58

50 04' 05"

Approx. <t>
= 39 56' cos = 9.8847

5 for Gr. noon = 12 53'. 8

5X0.84 = 4 - 2

5 = 1258'.0 cos= 9.9888

9.8735

^ _ (_ 5) =52 54' sin = 9.9018

Coeff. for (x) =0.937 9.9717

Refr. = 1'16"

Semi-diam. sun = 16 09

17' 25"

Eq. of time, 16 m. 03 s.

Mean local time of app. noon, 11 h. 43 m. 57 s.

Watch slow (mean local time), 1 m. 20 s.

Watch time of app. noon, 11 h. 42 m. 27 s.

Method: The method is nearly identical with that of

Exercise 48 except that the double altitude is observed,
since an artificial horizon is used. Also, as shown in

Exercise 48, the observations need not be reduced sep-

arately, but the means may be used after the correc-

tions (x) have been computed.
To obtain the altitude of the upper limb, bring the

two images into contact so that the direct reflection

(from the artificial horizon) is above the index-image.
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FORM OF NOTES

Of course the inversion of an inverting telescope, if

used, must be allowed for. Obtain the altitude of

the lower limb by bringing the direct reflection below

the index-image.
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Oct. 7, 1898. Upper limb of sun.

Approx. long. = 75 16' 30". 16' 30" = 1 m. 06 s.

J?q. of time = 12 m. 12.06 s.

5 X 0.71 = 3.55s.

Corr. eq. of time = 12 m. 15.61 s.

Apparent noon occurred at 11 h. 47 m. 44 s. mean local time

or at 11 h. 54 m. 30 s. watch time,

the watch being 5 m. 40 s. fast of 75 time

and 6 m. 46 s. fast of 75 16' 30" time.

Max. double alt. = 89 20' 40"

Corr. for index error = 89 18 10

Altitude =44 39 05

Corr. for semi-diam. = 44 23

(Approx.) S = 5 42 cos 8 = 9.9979

co< 50 05' 0080 = 9.8848

(Approx. )< 39 55 9.8827

_ (_ 5) =45 37 sin (0 - 6) 9.8540

Factor for (z) = 1.07 ...0.0287
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SURVEYS

STUDENTS' TOPOGRAPHIC-HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY
STUDENTS' RAILROAD SURVEYS
OTHER STUDENTS' SURVEYS

STUDENTS' TOPOGRAPHIC-HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY

The following directions were originally written for

the purpose of supplementing the general treatment

of the subject, as given in a text-book on surveying,

by specific instructions applied to the locality of the

survey a section of Fairmount Park, including a

stretch of the Schuylkill River and a considerable

area along the banks. They have been incorporated,

with some revision, into this book because it is be-

lieved that they are sufficiently applicable to any
similar survey to warrant their publication.

The triangulation methods are those for tertiary

work, and the directions for
"
precise" base-line work,

and latitude, were inserted as exercises for the upper

classmen, and not because they are essential to the

proper conduct of the survey.

A. RECONNOISSANCE
;
LOCATION OF STATIONS

1. Two parties are necessary one on each side

of the river. Each party should be supplied with

stakes, a heavy hatchet or axe, a pocket sextant (or

prismatic compass), three transit-rods with flags tacked

on, and a light crowbar.

158
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2. In general four lines will run from each station

-two to stations above and below on the same

shore and two to stations on the opposite shore. The

distance between stations along one shore should be,

when possible, a little more than the width of the

river so as to obtain nearly equilateral triangles.

3. The forward rodman on each side is controlled by
the party on the other side. When the forward rodman

reaches a suitable location that gives satisfactory

angles (as near 60 as possible) to both parties he re-

mains there until dismissed by both parties. The rear

flagman on each side occupies the station last occupied

by the main party.

4. The angles between stations should be measured

with a pocket sextant to the nearest degree. These

should be plotted at night so that any necessary modi-

fications can be promptly made, and then the stations

can be properly numbered as a basis for future field

orders.

5. All triangulation stations should be marked by
stakes 2" X 2" X 18", centered with tacks, driven to

within 4" of the ground, using a crowbar to make a

hole if necessary. The stakes for the ends of the base-

line should be longer; they should project at least 12".

B. BASE-LINE. Precise Method; accuracy 1 : 1000000

1. The site for the base-line should be nearly level,

and on as uniform a surface as possible. The road-

ways on the river-banks generally afford the best sites.

2. A hub should be set every 300 feet, measuring
from one end*, also, a hub should be placed within

10 feet of the other end and at an even 10-foot distance

from the last 300-foot hub placed. The hubs should

be long enough to project 12". At every 50 feet

between the hubs 3-foot stakes should be driven so
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that the base-line would pass about J" from the face

of the stake. Screw-eyes with 3" hooks should be

screwed into the faces of these stakes so that the

bottom of each hook is on the grade-line between the

tops of the adjacent hubs. The hooks should have

the points bent upward, and the screws should be so

set that the hooks will point outward and swing freely

in both directions. Strips of zinc should be nailed

to the tops of the hubs. While obtaining the grade-

line between hubs, the differences of elevation of all

adjacent hubs should be noted.

3. The tape stretcher should be used with a tension

of 16 Ibs. The rear end of the tape is placed exactly

on the station mark, the forward end screwed up
until the tension of 16 Ibs. is obtained, every hook

support critically examined to see that the tape rests

with perfect freedom in the hooks, and then a fine

mark is scratched in the zinc strip on the hub with a

fine steel point. Then the tape is moved ahead.

While measuring, two thermometers should be tied

to the tape near the 100-ft. and 200-ft. points (marked
90 and 190 on the U. Pa. 300-foot tape), and the read-

ings taken to the nearest tenth of a degree at every

measurement. These thermometers should be care-

fully standardized and their exact errors known. The
last sub-distance (less than 10 feet) is measured with

a fine 10-foot steel tape, graduated to 0.01' and esti-

mated to 0.001'.

4. Measurements should not be made, unless for

mere practice, while the sun is shining on the tape.

A calm, cloudy day should be chosen, and even better

results are obtained during a drizzling rain. In default

of cloudy days, measurements should be taken imme-

diately ^fter sundown or before sunrise. For the best

results the earth and atmosphere should have the
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same temperature. This probably occurs during the

evening, but then lanterns must be used, endangering
the accuracy.

C. BASE-LINE. Ordinary Method; probable

accuracy, 1 : 50000

1. Measure the base-line three times with an ordi-

nary 100-foot steel tape, using fine brass plumb-bobs
to plumb down the tape ends to the tops of stakes

set every 100 feet. The mean temperature of the air

should be noted with a pocket thermometer, and cor-

rections made accordingly. Care should be used to

have a uniform tension of as near 16 Ibs. as possible.

A spring-balance should be used for this.

2. The mean of these measurements may be used

as the final value for the triangulation should anything

prevent the "
precise" measurement (B).

3. A check-base should be measured at or near the

other end of the system of triangulation.

D. AZIMUTH

1. Azimuth may be determined by a set of obser-

vations with a solar attachment. At least twenty
observations should be obtained having an extreme

range not greater than 5' of arc (see Exercise 46). The
observations should be taken at a triangulation station,

and each observation consists in finding the angle

between the meridian, as determined by that obser-

vation, and a line to another triangulation station.

2. Azimuth may also be determined by one of the

methods given in Exercise 47. Some such method is

necessary when the equipment does not include a

solar attachment.

3. A valuable check on the work may be obtained

by taking azimuth at stations near each end of the
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triangulation, making corrections, if necessary, for

the convergence of meridians.

4. True latitude (as close as the reading limit of

the vertical arc of the transit) should be known. If

it is not obtainable from an accurate map of the sec-

tion of the country, it must be observed as provided

below.

E. LATITUDE

1. Observations for latitude may be made by ob-

serving the culmination of the sum at noon by one of

the methods described in Exercise 48 or in Exercise 49.

2. Observations for latitude should be taken at two

triangulation stations which differ considerably in

latitude. These observations may be checked by

allowing 101 feet for each second of arc in the differ-

ence of the latitudes obtained and comparing this

result with that computed directly from the triangu-

lation.

F. TRIANGULATION

1. Sightings may be taken (1) at a transit-rod,

held by a rodman pointing as near the bottom of the

rod as possible, noting by the vertical cross-hair the

verticality of the rod, or (2) at a transit that may be

occupying the station, pointing at the plumb-bob or

at the vertical spindle underneath the plates. When
it is evident that a station occupied by a transit party
is being sighted at by another party, care must be

taken to facilitate their work by not obstructing the

line of view and always giving them a good mark to

sight at. If a transit which is being sighted at is

removed from the station, it should be promptly re-

placed by a rod.

2. Angles should be measured by the method of

Exercise 16. Measure by repetition until six consecu-
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live values are obtained having an extreme range
not exceeding 2' of arc. Compute the mean value.

3. All triangles must "close" with an error not

exceeding I/ of arc.

4. As fast as the angles of the triangles are satis-

factorily measured, the sides should be computed from

the measured base, the true azimuth of each triangu-

lation line determined, and the whole triangulation

plotted.
G. LEVELING.

1. A line of levels should be run along each bank

of the river, noting the elevation of each triangulation

station and also of the water surface near each station.

2. A tide-gauge should be set up in a suitable place,

the elevation of its zero determined, and readings to

the nearest tenth of a foot taken as often as proves

necessary, while the line of levels is run and while

stadia topography is being taken.

H. SOUNDINGS

1. Soundings to a depth of 18 to 20 feet may be

made with a sounding-pole. A sounding-line with

weight will be needed for a large part of the soundings

above the Girard Ave. Bridge (max. depth about

36 feet).

2. Lines of soundings should be run nearly perpen-

dicular to the course of the river and about 300 to 500

feet apart; the individual soundings about 50 feet

apart.

3. The soundings should be located by two transits

on shore pointing at each other and at the boat. As a

check, a sextant in the boat points at the two transits.

Each transit is set at on the other transit, the lower

plate always clamped, the upper plate free, the move-
ment of the boat constantly followed with the telescope.
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4. At the instant of taking a sounding, a signal

will be given from the boat a waving flag or a

whistle. The shore parties will note first the time of the

signal, and second the angle to the boat. Since it

will not increase the accuracy of the plotting, the

angles need not be read closer than the nearest 10' or

15', and so it will be easier and better to take the

reading directly from the index, not even reading the

vernier. The transitmen should point at the souncL-

ing-pole as nearly as possible.

5. The shore parties and the boat party must be

supplied with watches, previously compared to a close

fraction of a minute. It will save trouble in identi-

fying the shore and boat records if the soundings

(and signals) are made always at an even minute of

time, and never ofterier than once per minute. An
occasional signal of two whistles (marked as such in all

the note-books) will also aid in identifying the sound-

ings, especially when mistakes have been made.

6. The shore parties should be located at triangu-

lation stations when they are suitable. Otherwise,

points which are especially desirable for this purpose

may be selected and their locations accurately deter-

mined from the triangulation stations.

7. The following form of notes should be used for

the note-book in the sounding-boat :

The right-hand page should record the personnel of

the party and any other desired information. Z>2

means the second point on the shore below Sta. D
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toward (or away from) which a line of soundings

has been run. The note-books of the shore parties

should observe the following form:

8. During the evening following the sounding work,
the soundings in the sounding-book should be numbered

consecutively and the corresponding shore angles

numbered with the same numbers, the correspondence

being determined by the identity of time, verified by
double signals, etc. These checks of double signals,

etc., are often proved valuable.

I. TOPOGRAPHY

1. Topography is taken by stadia lines, which must

always begin and end on triangulation stations or

other points equally well determined. Beginning at

some station, the telescope should be pointed at some
other known station, with the plates set at the known
azimuth of that line.

2. Distance and vertical angle are read both for

foresight and backsight between stadia stations. Side

shots are taken to all desired points within a radius

of 500 to 600 feet.

3. One line should be run near enough to the shore

line to take in all the configurations of the shore and
also a belt of land from 200 to 600 feet wide vary-

ing with the interference of trees and bluffs- The
vertical angles to shore points should be noted with

especial care, as they furnish a valuable check on the
levels.
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4. The course of the other meander lines should

depend largely on the topography. In general, they
should follow roads, etc., so as to pass as near as

possible to the important points that must be observed,
and yet must pass so near to the other lines that no

feature of topography will be omitted.

5. If the transits contain fixed stadia wires, a careful

test of them should be made at the beginning of the

season's work, and if the interval does not correspond
to the graduation of the rod, a reduction coefficient

should be computed and applied to each reading. If

the wires are adjustable, tests should be made fre-

quently, even daily, considering how simple it is.

Measure off a base-line 600 feet long on level ground
near headquarters. Each morning, before beginning
stadia work, set up the transit at a distance "/ + c"

behind one end of the base-line, and read the rod

held at the other end. An error of more than 1 : 600

should be immediately adjusted, after consultation

with an instructor. If the first "set-up" of the transit

is to be at a triangulation station, it may be more

convenient to begin there at once and point to another

station whose distance is known, and take the reading,

making due allowance for the "/ + c."

6. Further instructions on this subject, together

with a form of notes, may be found in Exercises 36

and 37.

J. COMPUTATIONS; PLOTTING

1. The closure of triangles within the required

limits must be determined as soon as possible, and

the angles remeasured if necessary.

2. The azimuth and length of all triangulation lines

must be computed as soon as sufficient data are ob-

tained.
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3. To check topographic work, the coordinates of

all triangulation stations from some chosen meridian

and parallel should be computed before topographic

work commences.

4. The latitudes and departures of the lines between

stations of the topographic work should be computed
and checked with the previously computed coordi-

nates of the triangulation stations to which the stadia

lines run.

5. For such lines as are run on this survey prob-

ably less than \ mile between such stations as are used

to check on the errors should be within 10 feet

horizontal distance and *L foot in vertical height.*

Greater errors than these call for a thorough revision

of notes to discover a possible error, and perhaps a

resurvey.

6. The triangulation should be plotted to a scale

of 200 feet to the inch as soon as the computations
are complete.

7. All soundings should be plotted during the prog-

ress of the survey, or at least sufficient of them to show

the general accuracy and reliability of the notes.

8. All topographical notes should be plotted during
the survey (at least in pencil) plotting first the

transit stations until the line checks with sufficient

accuracy on some known station and then plotting

the side shots, locating all drives, walks, buildings,

railroads, bridges, etc.

* These errors are very large considering what accuracy is

possible with the stadia, but it is doubtful if much closer work

than this can be expected of inexperienced students.
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STUDENTS' RAILROAD SURVEY

A. INTRODUCTION

1. Student surveys necessarily differ from com-

mercial surveys in many ways.

A prime requisite in commercial field work is to

obtain the desired data at minimum cost, .and there-

fore at maximum speed; in the class field work, to

give each student a maximum of practice in each

position. Therefore each member of the commercial

corps is kept in one position throughout the survey,

and the corps need be broken in only once; while each

member of the class corps takes a new position each

field day, and the corps must be broken in anew each

time it enters the field. Hence, speed in breaking in

is of far greater relative importance on class surveys

than on commercial surveys. The time required for

each daily breaking in is materially shorter when each

member of the corps has learned in advance some-

thing of the duties which usually pertain to the posi-

tion assigned to him for the day; and the less the

time taken for breaking in, the greater the time re-

maining for carrying the survey forward.

The following pages have been prepared expressly

for the purpose of enabling the beginner to learn

something of the duties assigned to him a little in

advance of his undertaking their performance.

Again, chance of making mistakes in any part of

the survey decreases as the duties of each position

come to be performed more or less mechanically.

Hence, chances for making mistakes are greater on

class surveys where, every field day, each position is

filled by a beginner, than on commercial surveys on

which, after the beginning, each position is filled by
a skilled man. Furthermore, in class work every
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member of the corps performs all the steps of the

office work, so that a mistake discovered late may
render useless, so far as advancing the solution of the

main problem is concerned, the work of the entire

corps for an hour or even for a whole afternoon. Hence

it is decidedly to each student's interest to use every
means to discover his own mistakes in each step before

using the results or turning them over to the corps for

use in the succeeding step.

Another difference between class surveys and com-

mercial surveys is this: many factors which influence

the locating engineer's decisions are here ignored alto-

gether, and many decisions are arbitrarily stated for

the student. This is necessary for two reasons. In

the first place, the student lacks the knowledge of

railroad location, construction, maintenance, and op-

eration, necessary for the solution of a complete

problem in railroad location; and in the second place,

he could not take the time, in a course in railroad

surveying, to apply that knowledge if he had it.

The following directions for making railroad sur-

veys are written strictly for the limiting conditions

under which the class works, and would require ampli-

fication and revision in several parts to meet the

requirements of any given commercial Preliminary

Survey. See Beahan, Lavis, and Wellington.

B. LOCATION AND SCHEDULE OF WORK.

2. Location. The instructor will make a recon-

noissance for a line about one mile *
long, of constant

* One mile of Preliminary Survey is about the maximum
for a party of seven or eight students limited to eighty hours

in the field and sixty in the drafting room. There is a tendency
to undertake too great length of line, with the result that stu-

dents are unable to carry the office work through the later
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gradient, running diagonally on side-hill ground of such

character as to require several curves; and narrow the

choice of route to a certain strip of territory. Within

this strip, the choice of position for the line will be

based upon a more detailed survey of the strip,

which survey is a topographic survey and is called a

Preliminary Survey. A topographic survey can be

made by any one of several methods, or by any one

of several combinations of these methods. Thus, for

example, the Preliminary Survey may be made by

plane-table method, or by transit-and-stadia method,
or by method of traverse and cross-section (wherein

cross-sections are taken as in Exercise 40 or as in

Exercise 41). Unless otherwise specified by the in-

structor, contours of students' Preliminary Survey
will be obtained by cross-section method of Exercise 40.

3. Schedule. The work of making the students'

railroad survey may be outlined as follows :

PRELIMINARY SURVEY

A. Obtaining field data

1. Transit party stakes traverse lengthwise

through the strip.

2. Level party takes elevations of stations.

3. Topography party determines positions of

contours, and other features of strip.

B. Distributing field data to all members of class

4. Chief of corps reports on field work.

5. Recorders transcribe field notes into office

books.

6. Recorders transcribe reduced field notes on

blackboard.

7. Each student transcribes reduced field notes

into his own field book.
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C. Computing and plotting

8. Each student computes rectangular coordi-

nates of traverse.

9. Each student plots assigned part of to-

pography.
10. Each student plots entire profile.

11. Each student traces complete map of

Preliminary Survey.

LOCATION SURVEY

D. Planning location

12. Each student plans and draws grade line

and alignment for a proposed railroad on

ground represented by Preliminary Survey.

13. Each student prepares complete field notes

from his own 'paper location.

E. Making field location

14. Transit party stakes out paper location,

using field notes prepared therefor.

15. Level party takes elevations of stations of

staked location.

16. Earthwork cross-section parties determine

positions for slope stakes and of break-points

on cross-section of each station of staked lo-

cation.

17. Land-line party obtains necessary data for

right of way map showing ownership.
18. Drainage survey party makes rough, rapid

survey of each drainage area on up-stream
side of located line.

19. Each student adds to map of Preliminary

Survey, data obtained on Location Survey.
F. Office work following staking out of location

20. Each student makes profile- of staked

location.
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21. Each student plots earthwork cross-sections

of assigned stations.

22. Each student computes yardage for certain

assigned stations.

23. Each student plots mass curve; and decides

on distribution of material.

24. Each student makes detailed estimate of

quantities involved in construction of located

line.

C. ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT

4. Sections and Corps. The class in railroad

surveying may be divided into sections, each section

having a separate time schedule. A small section

will constitute a single surveying corps. If a section

is large enough it is divided into two or more corps.

All members of a corps should have same drafting

periods, as well as same field periods.

5. Corps letter. In order to avoid confusion in

field, drafting room, and office, each corps will be

designated by a letter (as A, B, or C, etc.) ;
and mem-

bers of a corps will mark all stakes, books, maps,

profiles, and sheets of computations conspicuously with

the corps' designating letter.

6. Rank and file. In the field each member of a

corps will occupy in turn all positions (with possible

minor exceptions) named below, as directed by in-

structor. In the following outline relative ranks of

positions are indicated by arrangement.
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Transit Party

Chief of

Corps

Transitman Recorder (sometimes omitted)

Head Tapeman Rear Tapeman
Stakeman
Axman
Front Flagman
Rear Flagman

Level Party

Levelman
|

Rodman

Topography Party

Topographer Handlevel Man
Rodman

Duties of each position in field are described under

corresponding head, below.

7. Personal equipment. Equipment to be fur-

nished by student for each position in field is stated

in paragraph devoted to that position in following

pages.

8. School equipment. The following school

equipment is ordinarily provided by the school for

use in field.
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9. Issue and return of equipment. Unless other-

wise directed by instructor, the transitman, the level-

man, and the topographer, each in his turn will: (1)

Stand outside of issuing door or window of instrument

room and receive, and distribute to his men standing

near, all equipment prescribed for the day for his

party. (2) Sign receipt with his regular signature.

(3) Retain carbon copy of receipt. (4) Be responsible

for proper use and care of all equipment receipted for.

(5) Receive equipment from his men, on return

from field, and return it. through receiving door or

window of instrument room. (6) Take up his receipt.
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D. DUTIES AND EQUIPMENT OF MEMBERS
OF CORPS

10. Chief of corps. Equipment and duties of

chief of corps are as follows: (1) Personal equipment:

text-book, field book, 4H pencil, pocket knife, list

of men and their positions. (2) School equipment:

pocket compass, hand-level (or slope-level), line rod

with attached flag, aneroid barometer. (3) Become
conversant in advance, as far as practicable, with

what has been done to date on the survey; and with

object and general methods of field work about to

be undertaken. (4) Supervise corps equipping at

beginning of field period, and see that each recorder

has all needful data for starting work. (5) Direct

entire work in field taking counsel from instructor as

need arises directing each party to its starting

station, passing from party to party, giving such

suggestions, advice, or directions as may seem re-

quired to make work proceed smoothly. Inspect

notes of recorders from time to time, to see that ample
information is being obtained and intelligently re-

corded. Pick out line ahead of transit party; and

keep informed of elevations so as to know whether

to advance on higher or lower ground. (6) Record in

field book such data as recorders have not been in-

structed to record for example: names of property

owners; required areas of waterways; and estimate

of the material underlying the surface, as having a

bearing on excavating cuts and foundation pits. (7)

Obtain from each of recorders, on stopping work for

the period, starting station and stopping station for

the period. (8) Obtain report blank from instructor

at close of period, fill it out, and return it to instructor.

(If no report blank is provided by instructor, chief will
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follow Form D, of Appendix.) (9) See that recorders

thoroughly check their notes, original and reduced,

and copy their checked notes into the office books

before following drafting period. (This does not apply
if field notes have been taken directly in office books.)

(10) See that recorders copy reduced notes on black-

board at beginning of succeeding drafting period.

11. Transitman. Transitman's duties and equip-
ment will be as follows: (1) Personal equipment:

magnifying glass, 4H pencil, scratch pad, and pocket
knife. (2) School equipment: transit, hood (in rainy

weather), bob. (3) Under supervision of chief, direct

transit party. (4) Run traverse by double deflection

angles, turning the angles as directed in Exercise 35.

(5) Set hubs so that first calculated bearing and each

deflection angle will read to even ten minutes, if

this be practicable, in order to minimize work of com-

puting latitudes and departures. (6) Read the needle

on each foresight and compare reading immediately
with calculated bearing. (7) Take rough stadia read-

ing on back flag rod to check tapemen. (8) Read
needle on each backsight, when there appears to be

-local attraction. (9) Align tapemen and axmen when

necessary. It is not necessary to set intermediate

station stakes with precision on the line: they can be

aligned by eye well enough whenever the eye has in

view two marks already on line. (10) Establish tran-

sit ahead of tapemen whenever it is advantageous to

do so, letting tapemen work toward transit. (11)

Read and follow (4) and (6) of Art. 21 following. (12)

Determine, by stadia or otherwise, positions of such

topographic details on each side of traverse as may be

specified by instructor. (Angle at which traverse

crosses a fence can be plotted, by orienting sketch

page of field book on fence, and sighting along fence.)
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(13) If acting as recorder as well as transitman, follow

also directions given in following article.

12. Recorder. Equipment and duties of recorder

will be as follows: (1) Personal equipment: text-book;

field book; 4H pencil; pocket triangle; protractor;

pocket knife; emery paper; and two or more sheets

of blank paper (for use in case computing becomes

necessary in field); and rubber bands or paper clips

to hold pages open. (2) Prepare field book, some time

before field period, by inserting main heading and

column headings for notes he is going to take. Use

form of notes given herewith unless otherwise directed

by instructor. (3) Compute length of each course

FORM OF NOTES

N.B. The notes run up the page.

N.B. Calculated bearing of first course (starting from sta. + 00) to be taken
= needle reading on that course.

N.B. Indicate each hub by placing encircled dot O immediately after station

and plus of hub.

N.B. Central V line of right-hand page represents traverse line in all sketch-

ing. Enter in proper columns, at bottom of page, station of last hub
set during preceding field period, and calculated bearing of preceding

course.

as soon as taped, and enter in "Dist." column. Check

length of course with back stadia reading. (4) Copy
into recorder's book at convenient times pluses taken

by rear tapeman, making certain that all are copied
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before corps is disbanded for the day. Check tran-

script with help of rear tapernan. (5) Sketch on

right-hand page all topographic details taken by
transitman, and enter on sketch all measurements

made to determine magnitude and position of objects

sketched. Central V line of right-hand page repre-

sents traverse whether latter is straight or broken.

(6) Compute calculated bearing without delay, so that

any discrepancy in reading deflection angle and needle

can be investigated before transit is moved ahead.

(7) Check all computations made on notes in field,

after field period and before copying notes. (8) Copy
notes into office book (if notes were not taken in office

book), prior to succeeding drafting period. (9) Copy
on the designated blackboard the following notes

(whether taken in recorder's book or office book), at

beginning of succeeding drafting period:

(In case these data are manifolded and distributed to

all corps members, blackboard copy will not be re-

quired.) (10) Check transcript.

13. Head tapeman. Equipment and duties of

head tapeman will be as follows: (1) Equipment; 100-

foot steel tape with handles; 11 tape pins with white

or red cloth flags attached; plumb bob for taping;

line rod with white cloth flag attached. (2) Carry
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zero end of tape and line rod and pins. Locate and

mark station points and hubs as prescribed in Ex-

ercise 31. (3) Inspect stake marking and driving.

(4) In taking a plus, hold zero-end of tape at the point

of which plus is desired; and direct rear tapeman to

come forward to station within tape-length and take

plus by reading whole feet and estimating fractional

foot. Then shift tape one foot forward, and measure

fractional foot at zero-end; and call out result to rear

tapeman for record. (5) Pick out new transit points

(setting hub and tack to mark each), when this is not

done by chief, and let hubs come at full stations, or,

at least, at pluses which are multiples of 10; and,

where practicable, so as to make deflection angle a

multiple of 10 minutes. (6) Direct axmen in work of

clearing.

14. Rear tapeman. Equipment and duties of

rear tapeman will be as follows: (1) Personal equip-

ment: field book; , 4H pencil; pocket knife. (2)

School equipment: plumb bob for taping. (3) Pre-

pare field book in advance, by inserting page heading
and column headings. (4) Hold 100-foot mark of

tape at each station to fix position of next succeeding
station. (5) Follow directions given in Exercise 31

for rear tapeman. (6) Read all pluses to nearest 0.1 ft.

(First, note whole feet, and estimate fractional foot;

and thus be able to pass judgment on correctness of

head tapeman's measuring of fractional foot. (7)

Record station wherever plus is taken, together with

name or description of object to which plus is taken,

whether latter be hub, fence, road, land line, stream,
or other thing. (8) Let recorder copy record of pluses

into transit book every time the two come together,

and make sure that all pluses have been copied by
time corps leaves field. Help recorder check transcript.
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15. Stakeman. Equipment and duties of stake-

man will be as follows: (1) Equipment: sack (or

basket, to carry stakes, etc.); stakes; hubs; tacks;

pegs; hand-ax (or ax); keel. (2) Mark and drive

station stakes, hubs and hub guards, as prescribed in

Exercise 31. Prefix corps letter to each stake number.

16. Axman. Equipment and duties of axman
are as follows: (1) Equipment: ax (or hand-ax);

tacks; keel; and, if specially ordered, sack of stakes.

(2) Work under direction of chief or head tapeman.

(3) When not otherwise employed, assist stakeman.

(4) Avoid damaging property, including fences and

crops.

17. Front flagman. (1) Front flagman's equip-

ment is as follows: Line rod with white cloth flag

attached; and, if specially ordered, sack; stakes; hubs;

tacks; hand-ax; keel. (2) Clear line and also work

under chief, giving foresights to transit party.

18. Rear flagman. Equipment and duties of this

position will be as follows: (1) Personal equipment:

pocket knife and two or more sheets of rather stiff

white note-paper. (2) School equipment: line rod

with white cloth flag attached; plumb bob; dozen

lOd. nails; hatchet. (3) Remain at hub next back

of transit until transitman signals
"
forward"; then

proceed to hub which transitman is leaving. (4) Keep

eye on transitman and anticipate his need of back-

sight. When transitman wants backsight, hold rod

(or suspend bob) plumb, over tack in hub. If rod is

warped, hold it so that it will appear straight to transit-

man. (5) Leave "
butter-fly" where directed to by

transitman. (A
"
butter-fly" is a piece of white paper

doubly impaled on a nail partially driven in vertical

position in top rail or board of a fence or in top of a

hub, just behind the tack, in such manner as to serve
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as a backsight to transitman.) (6) He will carry all

lunches, spare coats, and other baggage of party.

19. Levelman. Equipment and duties of level-

man are as follows: (1) Personal equipment: field

book; 4H pencil; pocket knife; emery paper; two or

three sheets of blank .paper (for field computations) ;

and copy of descriptions and elevations of all BM's
established by the corps. (2) School equipment:

engineers
7

level; hood (if weather is rainy); hand-level.

(3) Prepare field book in advance. Insert page head-

ing and column headings as shown in first FORM OF

NOTES given in Exercise 33, unless directed by in-

structor to use second form given in Exercise 33.

Enter station, elevation, and description, of BM, TP,
or hub from which leveling will start. (4) Take two

readings on each BM, TP, and hub direct reading
and target reading thus: (i) Take direct reading to

nearest 0.01 ft. and record reading, (ii) Take target

reading to nearest 0.001 ft. (rodman records reading
and calls or signals it to levelman.) (Hi) If target

reading checks direct reading (to nearest 0.01 ft.),

make a check mark at record of direct reading; and
send rodman to next point, (iv) If target reading
does not check direct reading, take additional direct

and target readings till sure of correct reading. (Cross

out do not erase an incorrect entry; and see that

rodman does likewise.) (5) When rod is held on

ground, take one direct reading, and this only to

nearest 0.1 ft. (6) Establish substantial BM's at

intervals of 2000 ft., or less if practicable. Under (4)

above, every transit hub becomes a temporary BM.
(7) Check on all previously established BM's in pass-

ing. (8) Describe each BM on right-hand page on
same horizontal line with record of its elevation. Ex-

amples of definite descriptions: "BM, top of hub, 21 +
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30." "BM, nail, root of Live Oak 18" diam., 56 + 10,

45' R." (9) For TP's, use top of station stake, or

hub guard, or hub, when convenient, or pointed top

of boulder. If none of these be at hand, have rodman

drive TP spike or peg, to serve as TP. (10) Describe

each TP on right-hand page, on same horizontal line

with elevation of TP. Examples: "TP, top of hub,

12 + 60." "TP, top of guard stake, 10" L 12 + 60."

"TP, top of boulder, 42 + 30, 10' R." "TP, spike."

(11) Keep BS and FS distances for TP's and BM's

approximately balanced. (12) Take ground eleva-

tion at every station. In case the topi of station

stake or hub guard is used as TP, take elevation of

ground either before taking FS on TP, or after taking

BS on TP. (13) Take ground elevation at pluses,

such as CL of highway, top of stream bank, bed of

stream, and decided humps and hollows (consult

instructor). Describe plus on right-hand page. For

ditch or small stream, take elevation of top of near

bank, and note width and depth on right-hand page.

(14) To save time, use hand-level, instead of engineer's

level, to obtain elevations of ground at and near

bottoms of deep and narrow depressions, and make
remark to this effect on right-hand page. Carry

regular leveling over depression. Also, use hand-

level, if convenient, to try for extreme-position set-ups.

(15) Compute elevations while rodman is passing from

station to station. Record ground elevations to near-

est 0.1 ft., only. Have rodman compute his* eleva-

tions while the level is moving forward to new set-up.

(16) Compare elevations with rodman's while passing
him. (17) Report to chief, before separating from

him at end of field period, initial and final stations of

leveling work for period. (18) After field period, check

notes and all computations thereon (using adding ma-
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chine, if it be at hand). (19) Copy field notes into

office book (unless field notes were taken directly in

office book) before the following drafting period of

corps. Check copying. (20) Copy stations and ground
elevations (whether taken in levelman's or office book),

at designated blackboard at beginning of next drafting

period. Check copying. (If notes be mimeographed
and copies passed around, it will not be necessary to

copy notes on the blackboard.)

20. Level-rodman. Equipment and duties of

level-rodman are as follows: (1) Personal equipment:
field book; 4H pencil; pocket knife. (2) School equip-

ment: target rod; wooden TP (or TP spike); nails

(or tacks, for BM's); hand-ax; keel. (3) Prepare
field book in advance. (Level-rodman will keep "peg
level" or check notes.) Insert page heading. Insert

column headings as given in FORM OF NOTES of Exer-

cise 32. Enter station, elevation, and description of

BM, TP, or hub from which work of level party will

start. (4) Follow instructions to levelman under (4) to

(13), inclusive, of Art. 19 in so far as they apply to

rodman. (5) Select TP's with care, especially on rough

ground, so that line of sight may not be obstructed by
stumps, rocks, etc. (6) Keel tops of all stakes and

hubs which serve as TP's or temporary BM's. (7)

Call out station and character of each rod point on

approaching it; e.gr., say whether it is to be "TP, top
of stake/' or "BM, hub/

7

or "Ditch, top of near

bank"; and so on. (8) Help levelman to check notes,

to, copy into office book, and to copy on blackboard.

21. Topographer. Equipment and duties of to-

pographer will be as follows: (1) Personal equipment:
field book; 4H pencil; pocket knife; emery paper.

(2) Prepare field book in advance. Insert page head-

ing, "Topography, Line ," (Put corps letter
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in blank space.) See (3) below. Copy into field book,
from office book, the stations and elevations of that

part of line on which topography is to be taken. (3)

Form of notes: In first two columns of left-hand page,

record
"
station" and "ground elevations." (Run

notes up the page.) On left-hand page record contour

elevations and distances out in form of fractions, as

shown in Exercise 40; and on right-hand page plot

contour points to scale, and sketch contours through

plotted points. Put on each contour its elevation.

Sketch on right-hand page such other topographic
details as are located by topography party; and

enter on sketch of such, all measurements made to

determine size and position of each detail.

(4) The following fundamental principles should con-

trol taking of topography, (i) Preliminary map must

show every feature and topographic detail which may
affect choice of location of center line of proposed road.

Thus, map must show configuration of ground surface,

and all fences, land lines, ownerships, ditches, streams,

lakes, roads, railroads, buildings, etc., etc.; boundaries

of orchards, gardens, vineyards, and other cultivated

lands, and of forests, waste lands, etc.; which lie

within the strip mapped, (ii) The maximum per-

missible error in measuring distance in connection with

topographic details depends on two things: First: on

scale of map. For example, if scale is 1 in. = 100 ft.,

any field error of less than 2 ft. will scarcely affect map;
and we may estimate distances under 10 ft., and

pace distances under 60 ft., without detriment to

map. Second: maximum permissible error depends on

probability that detail to which distance pertains will

affect location of CL of road. This means that posi-

tions of topographic details remote from traverse need

not be determined with precision required for near-by
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details; provided the traverse lies approximately in

jcentral portion of strip to be mapped. (Sometimes
obstacles force traverse close to one edge, or even

entirely outside, of strip.) Consequently, sketching of

details along the outer fringe of strip is based usually

on estimated distances, controlled when convenient by
"
intersecting angles" taken from traverse by transit or

compass.

(5) Direct and record work of locating contours,

which is to be performed in accordance with Exercise

40. (6) Learn from instructor or chief what other

topographic details are to be taken by topographic

party and corresponding measurements to be made.

(7) Report initial and final stations of topography taken

during field period, to chief before corps disbands at

end of period. (8) Copy field notes into office book

(unless notes were taken in office book) before follow-

ing drafting period of corps. Check copying. (9)

Copy stations and "fractions" on designated black-

board at beginning of corps
7

next drafting period.

Check copying. (Copying on blackboard will not be

required if office supplies each member of corps with

mimeographed copy of notes.)

22. Hand-levelman. Equipment and duties of

hand-levelman will be as follows: (1) School equip-
ment: hand-level; and 50 foot metallic tape. Also,

if so ordered, pocket compass or prismatic compass;

slope level; and aneroid. (2) Run the hand-level and
hold the 50 foot end of tape for location of contour

points on both sides of traverse, at each station, accord-

ing to method of Exercise 40. (3) Measure such

bearings, elevations, slopes, and distances as topog-

rapher may require for determinations of positions of

other topographic details.
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23. Topography rodman. Work with hand-level-

man under direction of topographer; and carry the.

following equipment: hand-ax, and plain leveling rod

(or stadia rod).

E. DISTRIBUTION OF FIELD DATA

24. Importance of timely distribution. In order

that the succeeding steps in field a,nd office work of the

Preliminary Survey may be planned and executed in-

telligently and without loss of time on the part of indi-

vidual students, a clear record of past field steps must

be kept up to date in the office; and results of field

work must be placed before corps members in drafting

room as soon as they are ready to use them in com-

puting and plotting. Therefore the following direc-

tions are of the first importance. (1) Chief will fill out,

in prescribed form, a report blank immediately on

returning from field work, and file report at once with

instructor. See under (8) of Art. 10, above. (2) Re-

corder, levelman, and topographer will each check his

field notes and computed entries, and copy both into

office book (if notes have not been taken in office book)

before next drafting period of his corps, and check

transcript. See (8) and (9) of Art. 12, above; (19)

and (20) of Art. 19; and (8) and (9) of Art. 21. (3)

Recorder, levelman, and topographer will each copy
his field notes (or the essential portions thereof) on

designated blackboard at beginning of next succeeding

drafting period of his corps; and check copy. (4)

Each member of corps will at once copy notes into his

own book from blackboard, or, in some cases, from

office book or original field notes; and check copy.
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F. COMPUTATION OF COORDINATES

25. Identification marks. Each member of corps

will place his name and corps letter and the date con-

spicuously in upper right-hand corner of every sheet of

paper computing paper, detail paper, profile paper,

and cross-section* paper before he begins work on it.

26. Sequence of steps. The following parts of

office work connected with Preliminary Survey are

to be begun as soon as possible and carried forward as

continuously as rate of field work will permit; but the

steps need not, in every case, be taken in the same

order as given here. For example, if traverse notes

are not at hand and level notes are, proceed with

profile (Art. 42, following).

27. Departures and latitudes. Compute depar-
ture and latitude of each course of traverse to nearest

0.1 ft.; using logarithms, or machine or traverse table

or both, to obtain products. Details of logarithmic

method are given in Art. 28, following; of machine

method, in Art. 29.

28. Log computation. Form A (see Appendix) is

convenient for log computation. Rule this form on

as many sheets of prescribed paper as there are data

for. (1) Column 1. The first entry of column 1

of sheet 1 is "0 + 00," as shown on form A. Next,
enter station of first angle-point beyond + 00, leaving

5 blank horizontal lines between the two entries. (See

Form A.) So continue, entering stations of angle-

points until bottom of the sheet is reached. At top
of sheet 2 repeat last entry of sheet 1. Continue with

column 1 from sheet to sheet, always repeating last

entry on each sheet at top of following sheet, until

supply of data is exhausted. (2) Check copying, by
trading notes with partner and calling back. (3)
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Column 2. Bearings. Enter bearings in column 2

of all sheets, on lines shown on Form A. Check

copying. (4) Column 2. Distances. Enter dis-

tance in column 2 on line immediately above bearing,

as indicated in Form A. (If distances were not com-

puted in field, obtain each distance by subtracting
each station from following station.) Continue this

work till end of recorded data is reached. (5) Check

computed distances by taking their sum (on adding

machine, if at hand) which should equal last station

entered on last sheet. (6) Column 3. Log Dist. -

Enter log of each distance in column 3, opposite the

distance. Continue this work till it is completed for

all sheets. (7) Column 3. Log sin and log cos. -

Enter log sin of each bearing in column 3, just above

log distance; and enter log cos in column 3 just below

log distance. So continue, to end of data. (8) Add

logs. (Use adding machine, if it is at hand.) In

each group of three logs, add middle log to upper,

setting sum just above upper; and add middle log to

lower, setting sum just below lower; continue till the

two sums have been written for each of the groups.

(9) Anti-logs. Look up anti-log of upper log of each

group of five logs, and set it, opposite the log, in column
4 if bearing is E, or in column 5 if bearing fs W.
Enter anti-log of lower log opposite the log, in column

6 if bearing is N, or in column 7 if bearing is S. (Anti-

logs are to be entered to nearest 0.1 ft.) So continue

till anti-logs of all groups have been entered. (10)

Total departures and latitudes. Total departure of

sta. + 00 is taken as zero. Find by algebraic addi-

tion, total departure of each succeeding angle-point,

and set result opposite station of angle-point, in col-

umn 8 if total departure is (+), or in column 9 if total

departure is ( ). Total lat. of sta. + 00 is taken
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as zero. Find, by algebraic addition, total latitude of

each succeeding angle-point, and set result opposite

station of the angle-point, in column 10 if total lati-

tude is (+), or in column 11 if total latitude is ( ).

Check this work, using following equations: Sum
col. 4 + sum col. 5 = last entry in col. 8 or 9. Sum
col. 6 + sum col. 7 = last entry in col. 10 or 11.

(11) The coordinates (total departures and latitudes)

found in columns 8, 9, 10, and 11 can be used for

plotting, but close watch must be kept on signs. (12)

Coordinates all positive. When total departures and

latitudes have been computed for entire Preliminary

Survey, make total departures and latitudes all posi-

tive in following manner: (i) If there are any negative

departures in column 9, note the greatest. Add alge-

braically to each departure in column 8 and to each

departure in column 9, that power of 10 next greater

than the noted greatest departure in column 9, and set

sum directly opposite departure which enters into sum,
in column 12. For example, if greatest departure in

column 9 is ( ) 763.4, add 1000 algebraically to every
total departure, and set results in column 12 opposite

that total departure; or, if your greatest negative

departure in column 9 is (-) 1000.4, add 10,000 to

every total departure, (ii) Similarly, make all total

latitudes positive, and set results in column 13.

29. Machine computation. Form B (see Appen-

dix) is convenient for machine computation. Rule this

form on as many sheets of computing paper as data

will fill. (1) Column 1. First entry at top of column

1 of sheet 1 is + 00, as shown on Form B. Next,
enter station of first angle-point beyond, leaving two

blank H lines between the two entries. So continue,

entering station of each angle-point in turn, till bottom

of sheet is reached. Repeat bottom entry of sheet 1
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at top of sheet 2. Continue with column 2 from sheet

to sheet, always repeating bottom entry of each sheet

at top of following sheet, until data are exhausted.

(2) Check copying. (3) Column 2. Bearings. Fol-

low directions under (3) of Art. 28. (4) Column 2.

Distances. Follow directions under (4) of Art. 28.

(5) Column 3. Look up natural sine and natural

cosine of each bearing, and enter them in column 3

in positions indicated on Form B. Continue till natu-

ral sines and cosines have been entered for all bearings
entered on sheets. (6) Find both departure and lati-

tude of each course before going on to next course.

Dep. = dist. X nat. sine

Lat. = dist. X nat. cosine

By machine, find departure and enter it (to nearest

0.1 ft.) in column 4 (if bearing is E) or in column 5

(if bearing is W), opposite natural sine. Next, by
machine, find corresponding latitude and enter it (to

nearest 0.1 ft.) in column 6 (if bearing is N) or column

7 (if bearing is S), opposite natural cosine. Repeat

foregoing for each course. (7) Total departures and
latitudes. Follow directions under (10) of Art. 28.

(8) Coordinates now found in columns 8, 9, 10, and 11

can be used for plotting; but must be used with due

regard to signs. (9) Coordinates all positive. Fol-

low directions under (12) of Art. 28. As soon as total

departures and total latitudes have been computed for

entire Preliminary Survey, coordinates should be made
all positive, and if any plotting has been done with

negative total departures and latitudes the figures on
the lines of the five-inch squares should be changed to

give their readings in terms of coordinates all positive.
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G. PLOTTING THE DATA

30. Plotting traverse. If the student has calcu-

lated
"
coordinates all positive" (columns 12 and 13 of

Forms A and B), he will use those coordinates for plot-

ting traverse. If he hg,s not filled out columns 12 and

13, he will use for plotting the coordinates of columns

8, 9, 10, and 11 and observe carefully the sign of

each departure and each latitude. (1) Plot traverse to

scale of 1 in. = 100 ft. on 15 in. X 22 in. sheets of first

quality
"
detail paper," unless otherwise directed by

instructor. (2) Sheet 1. Rule one sheet with hair-

' lines into five-inch squares; giving the lines such direc-

tions across the sheet that the traverse when plotted

will lie lengthwise (as nearly as may be) left to right,

and not run so near either lower or upper edge of sheet

as to leave insufficient room for plotting topography on

both sides of traverse. (3) Station + 00. This

initial point of the traverse should lie not less than three

or four inches inside left edge of the sheet. (4) Mark
each hair line with its abscissa or ordinate; placing the

figure (distinct, a little large, and made with soft

pencil) along margins of sheet. (5) Plot initial point,

+ 00, then each succeeding angle-point of traverse.

Encircle each point, freehand, as soon as plotted, and
write its station by it. (6) Check by scaling length of

each plotted course and comparing with recorded dis-

tance. Lettering on sheets may be executed without

using guide lines, but it should be clearly legible even

when seen through tracing cloth. (7) Join plotted

points in proper order, forming map of traverse. (8)

Mark each station on traverse by very short cross

mark. (9) Figure stations 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, . . .
,

every fifth station. (10) Write calculated bearing on
each course. (11) It is not necessary to ink sheets;
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though circles around angle-points, traverse, station

marks, station numbers, and squares are sometimes

inked before topography is plotted so as to permit of

erasing mistakes in latter.

(12) Sheet 2. (i) Remove tacks from sheet 1.

Arrange sheets 1 and 2 on board, (ii) Slip left end of

sheet 2 under right end of sheet 1 far enough to provide

continuous paper for plotting contours on both sides of

traverse even after next step. (Hi) Swing right end of

sheet 2, about right end of traverse on sheet 1, into

such position that the advancing traverse will fall

approximately lengthwise of sheet 2, and not near

enough its upper or lower edge to crowd any of strip

of topography (yet to be plotted) off sheet, (iv) Pin

both sheets to board in this position.

(13) Continue system of hair-line squares over sheet

2. (14) Write on each hair-line its total departure or

latitude. (15) Plot traverse across sheet 2; and com-

plete work on sheet 2 as on sheet 1. (16) In same way,

adjust sheet 3 to sheet 2; and so on, with remaining

sheets. (17) Do not roll sheets. File them flat.

31. Plotting topography. Each student will not

plot all topography taken by his corps, but only for

such stations as are assigned to him by instructor. (1)

Each student will plot topography assigned to him, in

manner described in Exercise 40. (2) Plot all other

topographic data: fences, roads, land lines, buildings,

ditches, streams, ownership, culture; and soft-pencil

each with its station-and-plus, its bearing, or whatever

descriptive matter may be necessary to make perti-

nent information complete. (3) Draw double arrow

on sheet, in style prescribed by instructor. (4) Letter

title of sheet as prescribed by instructor. Include

corps letter in title.

(5) Check the map. When the sheet is apparently
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completed, look it over to see whether all the infor-

mation is presented, whether it is all legible, whether

it is bold enough to show through tracing cloth, and

whether it is all correct. The Check List for Map
Lines and Check List for Map Lettering may help in

this work. (See Forms F and G of Appendix.) (6)

After the sheet has been checked and all deficiencies

have been made good, write "OK," date, and signature

of draftsman, in middle of upper margin of sheet. (7)

File sheet flat.

32. Tracing traverse. Sheets of tracing cloth

will be 15 in. X 22 in. unless otherwise prescribed by
instructor. Use dull side. Do not roll up sheets, but

lay them away flat. The following is suggested as

convenient order of steps in making tracings. (1) Rub

pumice powder over dull side of sheet; and afterward

carefully remove all of powder. (2) Lay out on draw-

ing board all sheets of plotted traverse in such a way
as to show entire traverse precisely in its true dimen-

sions and shape; and tack them down in this position.

(The system of squares will now be continuous over all

of the sheets.) (3) Arrange sheets of tracing cloth

over plotted sheets. It is not necessary to make edges

of tracing sheets flush with edges of plotted sheets. On
the contrary, it may be possible so to lay tracing sheets

that strip of topography will lie upon them more satis-

factorily than it does on plotted sheets; and if this be

possible it should be done. Tack the tracing sheets,

with sheet 1 overlapping 2, sheet 2 overlapping 3, and

so on. (4) If ink-lettering of all tracing sheets is done

at one time, better lettering will be produced than if

ink-lettering is alternated with ink-line work. For this

reason it is proposed that in the following steps all

figures, letters, and words be put on each tracing with

soft pencil and with very free hand; and that any ink-
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lettering be deferred till all ink-line work has been com-

pleted for all tracing sheets. (5) Trace the squares,

using black-ink hair-lines. (6) Soft-pencil the coordi-

nates of sides of squares. (7) With bow compass make

small black-ink hair-line circle centered at each angle-

point of traverse, at initial station and at final station.

(8) Soft-pencil the station of each circle. (9) Trace

courses of traverse from circle to circle, with black-ink

hair-line; but do not let lines extend into circles. (10)

Pencil the bearing of each course of traverse. (11)

Pick out each station with very short hair-line drawn

across traverse, with black ink. (12) Pencil station

numbers 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, and so on. (13) Trace double

arrow on each sheet. (14) Pencil draftman's name,

corps letter, and sheet number on each tracing sheet.

33. Tracing topography. The tracing sheets are

now ready for topography. Each student will have

plotted the assigned stations of topography on one or

more of his own detail-paper sheets. (1) Lay on the

board a detail-paper sheet on which topography has

been plotted, and lay over it the corresponding tracing

sheet. Adjust the two sheets till traced traverse coin-

cides with underlying traverse; and tack them to-

gether to the board. (2) Before tracing contours on

tracing sheet, practice using contour pen and Shepard

pen as follows: On spare strip of tracing cloth draw

rapidly a lot of freehand curves some flat curves and

some sharp with soft pencil. Practice following the

curves with contour pen loaded with orange ink, until

the penciled curves can be followed accurately, even

around sharpest bends, and at same time an ink line

of uniform thickness can be produced. Handle of pen
must be maintained perpendicular to drawing surface;

otherwise poor work will result. Do this with pen

opened for fine lines, for medium lines, and for heavy
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lines. Note that the amount of ink in pen and the

speed affect the result. (3) With contour pen, or

Shepard pen, trace contours 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120,

and so on multiples of 20; using brown ink, or, lack-

ing that, orange ink; and making the lines of medium
thickness. (4) Soft-pencil contour elevations 0, 20,

40, ... (5) Trace intermediate contours in orange
with fine lines. (Beginners nearly always make inter-

mediate contours too heavy.) (6) Trace all stream

lines in black. (7) Trace all fences, roads, land lines,

buildings, etc., in black. (8) Soft-pencil all remaining

figures, letters and words. (9) Look tracing over to

make sure that all data are. recorded on it and that the

record is correct and legible. The check list given in

Forms F and G of Appendix will help in this work. (10)

Student will trace any other sheet or sheets of his own

topography in same way. (11) After he has traced his

own topography, he will borrow topographic sheets

plotted by other members of his corps and trace them
in same way. (12) Carry topography out to extreme

edge of each tracing sheet, so that where two sheets

overlap there will be duplication of topography. (13)

Continue till all topography of Preliminary Survey is

traced. Check the work by the aid of Form F of

Appendix.
34. Ink-lettering tracings. Practice lettering with

black ink on spare strip of tracing cloth, until a satis-

factory pen is found and uniformly satisfactory letter-

ing can be done. If tracing has tendency to move,
under draftman's pen, it should be held down with

pencil. Submit practice work to instructor before

passing to next step. (Pen strokes of students are

commonly without sufficient body, especially at ex-

treme ends of stroke. Student should have at hand

his text-book on lettering while doing this work.) (1)
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Rule guide lines with sharp 4H pencil for all lettering

and figuring on tracings. Do not erase guide lines,

even after lettering has been completed. Make all

figures (except contour elevations which are to be

2/20 inches high, and figures and letters in title) and

capitals 3/20 inches high, and lower-case letters a, c,

e, i, m, . . . 2/20 inches high. Figures 3/20 inches

high should be narrow rather than wide. Place sta-

tion number of each angle point on right side of trav-

erse, and numbers of stations 5, 10, 15, 20, ... on

left side of traverse. Make guide lines at each angle

point perpendicular to the course following. Make

guide lines for stations 5, 10, 15, 20, . . . perpendicular

to the traverse at each point. All of the foregoing

numbers should be so placed as to appear right side up
when the user of the map is looking forward along the

traverse. Place the bearing of each course of the

traverse on the left side thereof, and so that it shall be

read in forward direction. The bottom guide line of

bearing should be parallel to, and about 1/20 inch

distant from, its course. For all other lettering on

Preliminary Survey tracings, follow the usual rule for

working drawings, as exemplified in I.C.C. Specifica-

tions: On all lines having a component parallel to

the bottom edge of the sheet, make the lettering

read from left to right; and on vertical lines, make
the lettering read from bottom toward top of the sheet.

(2) If student is' in doubt as to his ability to letter

in ink directly, with only guide lines to guide him,

He will first put lettering in place between guide

lines, very carefully, with sharp, soft pencil;, and sub-

mit the work to instructor before inking. (3) All

lettering, including figuring of contour elevations, is

to be done with black ink. (4) Figure coordinates of

lines forming system of five-inch squares. (5) Figure
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station of each angle-point, of initial station, and of

final station of traverse. (6) Figure stations 0, 5, 10,

1 5, 20, and so on. (7) Figure station and bearing of each

straight line that crosses traverse. (8) Letter names of

owners, roads, streams, buildings, culture, etc. (9)

Ink all other figures and letters and words, except in

title. (10) Letter title, including corps letter. For

this, use either ball-pointed pen, dull ruling pen (free-

hand), Shepard pen, or Payzant pen. (11) Check

tracing. After apparently finishing, in all ways, a

sheet of tracing, look it over to see if nothing has been

overlooked that ought to appear on sheet, and that all

information registered on sheet is correct. Check-

list given under Form G of Appendix will help. (12)

Continue with lettering until all tracings are finished.

(13) File tracings flat.

35. Plotting preliminary profile. Plot profile from

level notes of Preliminary Survey on 10-inch, Plate A
profile paper. Do not roll profile paper, but fold it

to 22 inches and lay it away flat. All work on this

profile should be done rapidly. No ink need be used

except when called for herein. This preliminary pro-

file is merely a temporary working sheet, and is not

to be a
"
finished

77

drawing. (1) If height of profile

paper is not sufficient for plotting profile as one con-

tinuous line (because of great range of elevation),

break profile line as indicated below. (2) Suggested
order of work: Follow, as nearly as may be by eye,

the I.C.C. specifications (see (18) of Exercise 33) for

size, style, weight, and position of lettering. Letter

legibly and boldly, but rapidly, with pencil only.

(3) Figure rapidly with sharp, soft pencil, the eleva-

tions of heaviest H lines of profile paper. These lines

are 50 ft. apart, and elevation of each is to be some

multiple of 50, as is indicated in diagram below.
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Bottom line should be given that multiple of 50 just

below lowest elevation of profile levels. For example,

if lowest elevatibn is 128.6, bottom line of profile

paper should be marked 100. (4) Figure rapidly with

soft, sharp pencil, heavy V lines of profile paper with

r Elev. 300 1 450

400

7 200 350.

150

100 250

Sta. 70

SHOWING BREAK IN PROFILE

station numbers: 0, 10, 20, and so on (multiples of 10).

Put not less than 6 inches from left end of paper to

allow room for title. (5) Plot points of profile with

sharp 6H pencil. Join each point, after plotting it,

to preceding point, with light line. Do not encircle

points. (6) With 4H pencil put in pluses of ditches,

streams, roads, etc.
;
and enter names of these in neat

freehand lettering in position indicated on I.C.C.

model profile. (7) Pencil rapidly, but in bold legible

letters, at left end of paper:

Line
"

(putting corps letter in

blank space).

"PRELIMINARY PROFILE,"
Name of draftsman.

Date of completing profile.

(8) Redraw surface line carefully with smooth, con-

tinuous black-ink hair-line. For this, use 404 pen, or

other medium pen, without pressure. (This same
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sheet of profile paper is to be used later for penciling

profiles of trial locations made on tracings.) (9) If

Preliminary was run on side-hill ground, plot on same

profile paper, using old station and elevation numbers,

profile of higher edge of mapped strip of topography,

and also profile of lower edge of this strip. Redraw
these profiles with light, black-ink dotted line. (These

two auxiliary profiles show in a general way the limits

within which grade line must lie in order that the cor-

responding location may fall within mapped strip of

land throughout its length, and on supporting ground.)

H. INTRODUCTION TO PAPER LOCATION

36. Field data. The tracings and profile now
show all data obtained by Preliminary Survey. The
next work is to make the

"
paper location"; in other

words, to
"
project" the location on the topographic

map and the profile.

37. Arbitrary data. In making paper location

the student will be governed by the following arbi-

trary data, except as otherwise specified by the

instructor :

(1) The located center-line must lie entirely

within mapped strip of topography.

(2) Minimum tangent = 100 ft.

(3) Maximum degree of curve = 20.

(4) Grade line must pass approximately through
extremities of preliminary profile.

(5) Make cuts and fills approximately balance;

i.e., make total volume of excavation ap-

proximately equal to total volume of fills.

(6) Make volume of earthwork a minimum.

(7) Cross-section in cut: roadbed =
18'; side-

slopes 1:1.
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(8) Cross-section in fill: roadbed =
14'; side-

slopes 1^ : 1.

(9) Do not compensate grade on curves.

(10) Do not allow for spirals.

(The object of many of the data above is to limit the

problem to a small number of simple elements, so that

the beginner may be able to work out complete logical

solution in available time.)

38. Slope scale. Transverse slope of ground at

stations is one of data necessary for rapid determina-

tion of volume of cut and fill; and by far the quickest

way of ascertaining slopes, when Preliminary map
shows contours, is by reading them from map by means
of a "slope scale/' Student will construct a slope

scale in the manner described in Art. 11, Sec. E, Part

iVI, and by means of it obtain transverse slopes from

his map as occasion arises.

39. Set of curves. Selection of curve for con-

necting two tangents already drawn on map, or for

averaging given stretch of grade contour, is greatly

facilitated by using a "set of curves" of various radii,

drawn on a piece of tracing cloth or other transparent

material. Student will provide set of curves for him-

self, either by constructing or tracing, or both, in fol-

lowing manner: (1) If he can borrow set of curves,

drawn on detail paper or on tracing cloth, he will do

so; and make tracing of set. Otherwise, he will con-

struct a set, on either detail paper or tracing cloth, in

pencil, thus: (2) Draw an arc for each of the following

curves: 20, 16, 12, 8, 4; using scale of Preliminary

map; placing all centers on same straight line, and at

such distances apart that arcs will cut the straight

line, produced, in order named and at f inch intervals.

(3) Draw a tangent to each curve where it cuts line of
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centers. (4) Mark each curve, and also its center,

with its degree; and put scale and draftsman's name
on sheet. (5) If pencil work has been done directly on

tracing cloth, ink it with black-ink hair-lines; and if

it has been done on detail paper, trace with black-ink

hair-lines. (6) File tracing flat. For use of the set of

curves, see Arts. 50 and 51.

40. Study of grade-line problem for hillside

locations. The following discussion continued in

Arts. 41, 42, 43, 44 assumes that finally located CL
must lie within strip of land plotted on map; and that

grade line must pass (approximately) through extrem-

ities, A and Z, of profile of ground surface along Pre-

liminary traverse. From this discussion it is hoped
that the student will be able to obtain a few simple

ideas which will be of direct service to him in beginning
his work of planning location. In Figs. 1 to 3, there

Profile of upper edge of

Preliminary z

FIG. 41.

are three profiles : the central one is profile of traverse
;

and upper and lower are respectively the profiles of

upper and lower edges of strip of topography shown

on Preliminary map.
41. Straight grade line. Fig. 41. The straight

grade line, AZ, gives fill (volume) greatly in excess of
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cut (volume). This, is apparent on mere inspection.

However, between M and N (where lies greatest fill)

the ground within the strip rises higher than grade

line; and by throwing location away from traverse,

toward up-hill side of mapped strip, it can be made to

rest on ground which follows straight grade line more

closely. In technical terms, we have in this case
"
supporting ground" throughout and within the

mapped strip, for straight grade line.

FIG. 41a.

FIG. 416.

In Figs 41a and 416 we have same condition as in

Fig. 41: straight grade line, AZ, lies, throughout strip,

between profiles of upper and lower edges of mapped
topography; and this means that supporting ground
can be found within mapped strip for entire length of

straight grade line, AZ.
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42. Two-segment grade line. Fig. 42. Volume

of fill will greatly exceed volume of cut if we use straight

grade line and keep location close to traverse. Fill

can be decreased by throwing location up-hill from

traverse, especially in region of K. It is plain, how-

ever, that fill cannot be reduced sufficiently by this

expedient; because upper edge of mapped strip is not

as elevated in region of K as is grade line, AZ, and this

means that there is not supporting ground within and

throughout the strip for straight grade line, AZ.

FIG. 42.

Next, -try two-segment grade line. In Fig. 42 it

appears that a number of two-segment grade lines, to

connect A and Z, can be drawn between -upper and

lower profiles. Of possible ones, the line AK'L is best,

because it has smallest maximum grade. It may seem

that AKZ, drawn to balance cut and fill along traverse,

would be a better grade line; but it is to be remem-
bered that it is possible to throw location up-hill from

traverse far enough to make its profile follow as closely

the line AK'Z as traverse profile follows AKZ.
Conditions shown on Fig. 42 may be taken as typical

for a two-segment grade line, under limitations of

student surveys.

43. Three-segment grade line. With profile of

Fig. 43, the straight grade line, AZ, gives approximately
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balanced cut and fill. The cuts and fills are, however,

very heavy and should be greatly diminished. They
could be diminished by throwing location down-hill

from traverse between A and M, and up-hill from

traverse between M and Z; but there is not support-

ing ground for grade line, AZ, within limits of mapped

FIG. 43.

strip a fact shown by AZ's passing above upper

profile in region of L, and below lower profile in region

of K. Therefore the straight grade line is not feasible

under the imposed conditions.

Trying, next, for a two-segment grade line, we find

that A and Z cannot be connected by two-segment
line lying wholly between upper and lower profiles. In

other words, there is not continuous supporting ground
for two-segment grade line.

Next, try for three-segment grade line. It is seen to

be possible to connect A and Z by several three-seg-

ment lines lying wholly between upper and lower

profiles. Thus AKLZ is a supported grade line. This

line will apparently balance cut and fill, provided the

location is made to follow traverse very closely.

AK'L'Z is, however, the best continuously supported

grade line which can be laid, because it has lowest

maximum grade of all.

Fig. 43, showing two great bends in strip lying be-
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iween upper and lower profiles, may be taken as

showing conditions~calling for three-segment grade line.

44. Rule for choosing grade line. From Arts.

40, 41, 42, 43, it would appear that a tentative rule

for obtaining the best grade line is to make the grade
line lie between upper and lower profiles, and make it

as nearly straight as possible, and with fewest possible

breaks. (There are, in practice, many exception to

this rule; but the student's attempt at this stage to

consider the exceptions would lead only to his certain

confusion.)

45. Two ways of balancing cut and fill. We
have considered, above, one way of bringing about a

balance of cut and fill, namely: by throwing the loca-

tion to one side or other of traverse, for part of the

distance or throughout the line. There is another

way which is much simpler, so far as immediate work is

concerned; and that is to make the location follow

traverse very closely, and lay the grade line so as to

balance approximately cut and fill on traverse profile.

For example, in Fig. 42, we caix lay grade line AKZ, for

we have supporting ground for this along the traverse.

The second method will not be used in class work.

J. MAKING THE PAPER LOCATION

(Use only pencil on the profile and tracing cloth,

unless otherwise directed.)

46. Choosing grade line. Let initial point of

surface line of Preliminary Profile be called A; and

final point, Z. (1) Draw straight line from A to Z.

Does this line throughout lie between upper and lower

profiles? If so, proceed with Art. 47. (2) If AZ
passes, at any point, above upper profile or below

lower profile, try for a two-segment grade line (Art. 42
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and Fig. 42); and if successful, proceed with Art. 48.

(3) If necessary, resort to a three-(or more-) segment

grade line (Art 43 and Fig. 43); and proceed with

Art. 48.

47. Grade contour for straight grade line. (Read
Part V, E, 16.) If a straight grade line (Art. 46) has

been chosen, construct corresponding grade contour on

map (tracings) in following manner: (1) Let g be

gradient of AZ. (g
= rise per 100 horizontal feet.)

Take g to nearest 0.1 ft. (2) If contour interval is

5 ft. (and it will be so assumed in the following) it

requires 500 horizontal feet to rise from one contour

to the next higher, on a 1% grade. Therefore, to rise

from one contour to the next on a g% grade will re-

quire an H distance of 500/g, =
r, say. (3) If A is

not on a contour, but n ft. below a contour, open dividers

to radius r' = (n/5X(500/0); From A as center,

describe short arc cutting next higher (or lower) con-

tour at x, say. Mark x with encircled dot. (If A
is on a contour, the work starts off in manner similar

to that described below for starting from x.) (4) Open
dividers to radius r = 500/0, and keep to this radius

in subsequent steps. (5) From x as center, describe

short arc cutting next higher (or lower) contour, at

y, say. Mark y with encircled dot. (6) Continue,

stepping from contour to contour and marking each

point in turn. Exception: When the bend in line of

points, fixed by this method, would be much sharper

than a 20 curve (look at 20 curve on the set of curves),

double or treble the step-radius and cut second or third

contour above (or below). In other words, do not

carry the grade contour up ravines or around ridges

which are too narrow to turn with specified maximum
curve. For example, in Fig. 47, if grade contour were

carried from C to D f and D"', and so on into and out
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of the ravine, plainly it could not be followed by a

20 curve; so, in view of this fact, the grade contour

is carried by the two steps, CD and DE, made in a

straight line, to E, which is a point on the second

contour above C. (7) When grade contour has been

FIG. 47.

carried to end of traverse, submit the work to instructor.

(The grade contour will not come out precisely at map
of Z. Why will it not?) (8) After grade contour

points have been marked and work has been approved

by instructor, join them two-and-two, with a black-

ink, dotted hair-line.

48. Grade contour for broken grade line. Work
is same for this case as for straight grade line (see fore-

going article 47), except that, with broken grade

line, we change opening of dividers on reaching each

break in grade, re-setting them to new radius figured

from succeeding rate of grade.

49. Laying the center line. (For all work on

tracing cloth, referred to below, use soft pencil, kept

sharp, and make penciled lines dark enough to be

followed easily among the inked lines. Likewise, make
all penciled lettering easily legible. Too much graphite
is better than too little. After paper location has been

completed and approved by instructor, do some further

work on tracings with ink.)
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The next work is to lay out on map the CL of pro-

posed railroad, making it follow grade contour as

closely as may be. This CL consists of a series of

tangents and circular curves, and is built up tangent

by tangent, and curve by curve. Position and degree

of each curve and position of each tangent are deter-

mined finally by
" method of trial and error." If

tangents are relatively long, they are laid down first,

and curves are fitted to them. If tangents are very

short, curves are usually laid down first, and tangents

are fitted to them. Procedure varies according to

conditions; but the nature of the procedure in laying

down the CL is indicated by the examples of Arts.

50 and 51.

CAUTION. Do not spend much time laying out

first two or three tangents and curves. Work rapidly.

Decide quickly each question, and without fear of

consequences. The only difference between effect of

good judgment and that of bad judgment, in laying

down first trial location, lies in amount of revision

subsequently needed; because even with best judg-

ment, considerable revision will be required. From
nature of case the method being that of

"
trial and

error" it cannot be otherwise.

50. Example of laying tangents first. Given the

grade contour (dotted, broken line) of Fig. 50. (1)

Draw tangents AM, MP, and PR, of indefinite length,

each in such position as to
"
average," by eye, the

corresponding stretch of grade contour; remembering
that curves will cut across angles formed by tangents.

(2) Applying "set of curves" to map (Art. 39), move

one curve after another up against tangents AM and

MP, and observe where points of tangency, L and N,
fall for each curve. (3) Similarly, apply the set of

curves to tangents MP and PR, and observe where
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and Q fall for each curve. (4) NO must not be less

than 100 ft. (Art. 37). Of course, the sharper the

curves, the greater NO. (5) If NO is less than 100 ft.,

even with two 20 curves, ignore the middle tangent,

MP, and considerAM and PR as consecutive tangents;

^C.L. of Paper Location y

/I
Grade
Contour

FIG. 50. LAYING TANGENTS FIRST

and find by trial that even-degree curve which will

most nearly average the intervening stretch of grade
contour. As soon as the chosen curve has been placed

in its chosen position, prick its center through into the

map; encircle the prick mark on the map, and by it

write "D = ." Draw the curve from tangent

point to tangent point on the map, and draw the two

radii running to points of tangency. (6) If NO is not

less than 100 ft. with two 20 curves, select for each

apex the flattest even-degree curve which can be used

without making NO less than 100 ft. Placing the

selected curve in position for one apex, prick its center

through on the map; encircle the prick mark on

the map, and write by it "D =
"; and draw the

two radii running to points of tangency. Repeat the

operations for curve at other apex. (7) The foregoing

operations are repeated for next two or three stretches

of grade contour and so on. Work on any one stretch
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may develop need of revising, more or less, the CL

laid down on preceding stretch. Each tangent must be

adjusted to the ground and to preceding and following

curve; and each curve must be adjusted to preceding

and following segments of CL, whether they be tan-

gents or curves.

Bear in mind, while laying down the CL, the follow-

ing facts: (i) If location could follow grade line pre-

cisely, there would be no cuts or fills (practically

speaking) on CL. (ii) Wherever 'location lies on

side of grade contour, there will be
fill

cut
down-hill

up-hill

(Hi) The farther the location departs from grade con-

tour, the greater will be cut or fill, as the case may be.

51. Example of laying curves first. Given the

grade contour (dotted, broken line) of Fig. 51. (1)

Slide the set of curves (Art. 39) over map, to bring one

FIG. 51. LAYING CURVES FIRST

curve after another into position to
"
average" first

stretch of grade contour. (2) On finding curve which

seems best to satisfy all requirements, bring it to

position AB, averaging (by eye) the first stretch of

grade contour. Prick its center and one of its points

through onto map; encircle these prick marks on map;
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and by the encircled center write "D = - ."

Draw the curve, giving it generous length on map;

using sharp, soft lead in the compasses. (3) In same

way, select and draw curve CD for second stretch of

grade contour. In selecting and placing curve CD,
remember that curves AB and CD must be joined by
tangent not less than 100 ft. long (Art. 37) ;

and that

the greater the distance between the two curves

(measured on line joining their centers), the longer

will be the connecting tangent. (4) Lay straight-edge

on map, in position tangent to both AD and CD', and

draw common tangent LM. (5) If LM prove to be

less than 100 ft., the first trial stretch of location thus

far laid must be revised. There are several ways of

increasing length of connecting tangent; for example

(i) shorten radius of curve AL, or of curve MN, or do

both, (ii) Move the two curves away from each

other, or one away from the other. (6) In choosing

degree and position for curve, CD, the requirements of

connecting with following curve, EF, as well as with

preceding curve, A B, must be kept in mind. (7) In

same manner, the succeeding pairs of curves are dealt

with.

Any revision of degree or position of a curve

will, of course, make necessary more or less revision

of line immediately preceding and immediately fol-

lowing.

52. Marking the stations. After entire CL has

been projected (i.e., laid), on map and approved by
instructor, mark its every station, beginning with

+ 00 at initial point, which is sta. + 00 of traverse.

Determine positions of stations by stepping along the

line, both straight and curved parts, with dividers

opened to 100 ft. Write station number by each

station whose number is a multiple of five.
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53. Profile of first paper location. Plot profile

of ground surface along projected CL, on Preliminary

Profile, using old station-numbers and elevation-num-

bers. Label this plainly,
"
First Paper Location.

77

54. Studying profile of first paper location. Study
this profile in connection with adopted grade line.

Observe cuts and fills. (Do cut and fill apparently
balance? Are there any particularly heavy cuts or

fills? If so, can they be decreased?) (2) If it is plain

to the eye that cut exceeds fill, or fill exceeds cut,

decide, from study of profile, along what stretches to

shift location; which way to shift it (up-hill or down-

hill); and about how much to shift at each place. In

this study for revision of location, keep in mind the

double requirement : (i) Cut and fill are to be made to

balance, (ii) Total earthwork is to be made as small

as possible. (3) Make the shift, or shifts, on the map.

(This will probably introduce one or more "long" or
"
short" stations, but the effect of such may be ignored

at this stage of work.) (4) Revise profile of shifted

portion of location; and note whether or not revised

profile shows balanced cut and fill. (5) Repeat revis-

ing process, if necessary, until cut and fill approxi-

mately balance, and total yardage is a minimum
as far as can be determined by mere inspection of

profile.

55. Estimating volume from profile of paper lo-

cation. When work of projecting location has been

brought to such stage that, by inspection of the profile

and map, cut and fill balance and total volume is a

minimum, the next step is to apply a more precise

method for testing for balance of cut and fill, which

method consists of finding the volume of earthwork

for each station and comparing total fill volume with

total cut volume. While estimating volumes from
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profile, the student should not forget that his volume
factors are but roughly approximate, and avoid undue
refinement in calculating volume at this stage. Com-

paratively large
'

errors (not mistakes or blunders)

which are as likely to be positive as negative may be

tolerated, because they tend to neutralize one another;

but the eye should be kept on any cumulative error

to see that it does not exceed reasonable limit.

(1) Student will systematically record all earthwork

data and results, at this stage, on specified computing

paper ruled into columns to be headed as follows : j

VOLUMES FROM PROJECTED PROFILE

(2) Find volume of each station by method of Art.

56 if ground is level or nearly level transversely, and

by method of Art. 57 or 58 if ground has considerable

transverse slope.

(3) If estimated cut and fill volumes do not balance

within specified limit, study profile and map to deter-

mine where, and in what manner, revision should be

made in location as laid on map. Make revision on

map. Revise profile correspondingly. Recompute
volumes for those cuts and fills affected by revision;

and again see if cut and fill balance within specified

limit.
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(The student might go on revising the paper location

repeatedly, bringing the result nearer to perfection

with each succeeding revision; but, since available

time is limited, he is expected to repeat the revising

process only so far as may be necessary to enable him

thoroughly to understand it. . In practice, also, the

work of revision is not carried to a fine point, because

of inexactness in data.)

(4) Having made final revision of location on map,
label resulting CL,

"
Final Paper Location." Having

made profile correspond to final CL on map, label

profile,
"
Final Paper Location."

(5) Ink final paper location. Use black ink. Make
CL heavy. Rule guide lines for all the lettering, and

do not erase them. Make all capitals and figures 3/20
inches high. Make lower-case letters like a, c, e, i,

m, . . . 2/20 inches high. For position of letters and

figures, follow the usual rule for working drawings, as

exemplified by I.C.C. Specifications: On all lines

having a component parallel to the bottom edge of the

sheet, make the lettering read from left to right; and

on vertical lines make the lettering read from bottom

toward top of sheet. Observe that the Location CL,
unlike the Preliminary traverse, has each regular sta-

tion number, 5, 10, 15, 20, . . .
,
written along (instead

of perpendicular to) the CL.

56. Estimating level-section volume from profile.

In nearly all railroad surveying texts there are

tables which give by inspection the volume per station

for given roadbed width, side slopes and center height,

for those cases in which the cross-section of the ground
is level. (1) Scale center height of cut (or fill) from

profile at each mid-station (i.e., at each +50), using

engineers' scale of 20 divisions to the inch. Enter

station in column 1 (of ruled sheet described in Art. 55) ;
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enter cut heights in column 2 and fill heights in column

3. (2) Find volume for each station by means of a

table of level sections; or by means of a volume dia-

gram (See Part V, B, Art. 2), or by means of a volume

scale (See Part V, C, Art. 1). Enter cut volumes in

column 5 and fill volumes in column 6. (3) Find total

volume for each cut and each fill; and total cut and

total fill for entire line.

57. Estimating side-hill volume from profile.
-

(1) Enter stations in column 1 and center heights in

columns 2 and 3, as directed under (1) of Art. 56.

(2) Scale from map, at each +50, transverse slope of

ground, using slope scale of Art. 38. Enter slope in

column 4 of ruled sheet. (3) Find volume for each

station from a table giving volumes directly from center

height and transverse slope;* or from a corresponding
volume diagram,! or by means of a corresponding
volume scale.J Enter cut volumes in column 9 and
fill volumes in column 10. (4) Find total volume of

each cut and each fill; and total cut and total fill for

entire line.

58. Level-section volume corrected for side-hill. -

Station volumes for ground having more or less trans-

verse slope can be found in the following manner: (1)
* Tables giving station volumes for given center heights and

transverse slopes will be found in CrandalFs "
Earthwork,"

Hauch and Rice's
" Tables of Quantities for Preliminary Esti-

mates," and C. P. Howard's " Tables and Data for Railway
Locating Engineers."

f Volume diagrams for sloping sections are given in James's
" Earthwork Diagrams

" and in Wellington's
"
Computations

from Diagrams of Railway Earthwork."

J Volume scales for sloping sections are given by Crandall

in
"
Cornell Civil Engineer

"
of March, 1907; in Crandall and

Barnes's " Railroad Construction"; in C. P. Howard's " Tables

and Data for Railway Locating Engineers"; and in James's
" Earthwork Diagrams."
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First, find and record the station volumes as if ground
were level transversely, as directed under Art. 56.

(2) Scale from map, and record the transverse slope

at each + 50, as directed under (2) of Art. 57. (3)

From diagram (Fig. 58), find correction (per cent) cor-

responding to each recorded slope, and enter correction

in column 7 of ruled sheet. (4) Multiply each volume

in columns 5 and 6 by its correction ratio, and enter

product in column 8. (5) Add each volume in column

8 to volume standing opposite in column 5 or 6, and

place sum in column 9 if cut, in column 10 if fill. (6)

Find corrected volume of each cut and each fill; and

total cut and fill for entire line.
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K. TRANSFER OF PAPER LOCATION TO FIELD

59. Two methods of transferring paper location

to field. As the Preliminary traverse was laid out

on paper from data taken from the field, so the planned

Location CL is to be staked out on the ground from

data taken from the map. There are two general

methods of transferring the paper location to the

ground, one of which is described in Art. 60 and the

other in Art. 61. The instructor will choose one of the

two methods.

60. First method of transferring paper location to

field. In this method a complete set of alignment

notes including curve deflections is written out

from the CL planned and penciled on Preliminary

map; and the CL is then staked in the field in accord-

ance with these notes. For this method there are two

different ways of computing the alignment notes from

the paper location; one of which, employing rectan-

gular coordinates, is described in Art. 63; and the other

employing polar coordinates, in Art. 64. Each student

will prepare a set of alignment notes from his paper

location according to the directions of Art. 63 or of

Art. 64.

61. Second method of transferring paper location

to field. The second method may be presented

best by example. Refer to Fig. 61, which shows first

portion of traverse and paper location on Preliminary

map. (1) Scale and record the following from map:
offset 3-, at sta. 3; offset 4-C, at sta. 4; offset 8-D,
at sta. 8; and so on. (See (13) below, for variations.)

(2) Record degree of each curve of paper location.

(3) In the field, lay off recorded offsets, marking points

A, 5, C, D, and so on, on ground, with pins, stakes, or

line rods. (4) Produce A-B and D-C to intersect at
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PL Set hub at PI. (For directions for marking stakes,

see under (3) of Exercise 31.) (5) Tape the line A-PI,

setting station stakes the whole distance, in same

manner as on traverse. (This may be done while

transitman is computing tangent distance and curve

deflections.) (6) Measure deflection angle /, at PI

(XL. of Paper Eocati

FIG. 61.

with transit. (7) Compute the following: tangent

distance, T, from recorded D and measured /; length of

curve, L] station of TC and CT; and deflections for

curve stations. (8) Lay off forward tangent distance,

and set hub and guard stake at CT. (9) Set hub and

guard stake at TC. (10) Pull stakes driven on line

between TC and PL (11) Set up transit at TC and

run in curve, carrying station numbering continuously

from + 00. (12) Set up transit at CT and run

toward D. And so on. This process is repeated with

variations according to conditions, for each curve.

(13) In some cases an angle may well be used, instead

of an offset, to help determine position of a Location

tangent with respect to Preliminary traverse. For

example, angle B-A-3 might be used instead of offset

B-3'j and tangent C-D might be located in field by
means of station of X and angle 4-6-C.

62. Comments on the two methods of transfer.

Some of the disadvantages of method of Art. 60,
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compared with method of 61, are; (1) Any deviation

from the alignment notes, at any part of the line, may
render useless notes previously written for the align-

ment from that part forward; and a deviation may
be caused not only by discovery of a blunder in Pre-

liminary Survey or in office work, but also by recog-

nition, in field, of chances for improvement which

could not be seen on the map, owing to small scale.

(2) The work of preparing field data from map is very
much greater in the first method than in the second.

(3) The computations must be made by a person

previously trained in the method, because the engineer

on location has not time to teach the method. Ad-

vantages: (1) Assuming that there is no need to revise

paper location as staked in field the first time, the total

cost by the first method is much less than that by the

second, because extra office cost (of one man) is only

a small part of corresponding saving (of time of sev-

eral men) in field. (2) To the engineer who must

direct an unskilled surveying corps from the office,

this is the only method that gives complete control

at every stage.

63. Preparation of alignment notes by rectangular

coordinates. It is assumed that tangents and

curves have been drawn on Preliminary map. (1)

Produce tangents to intersect, thus marking position of

PI of every curve. (2) Scale the coordinates of initial

point of paper location, of terminal point, and of each

PI; writing by each point the two scaled coordinates;

first x (or departure); then y (or latitude). (3)

Compute bearing and length of each segment of broken

line determined by initial point, final point, and Pi's

using Form E of Appendix. Write on each line its

length and bearing, thus: PI-PI = 1262.7, S. 86 30' E.

(4) Compute central angle, I, of each curve, and write
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each computed I within the curve, thus: I = 35 14'.

(5) Compute tangent distance, T, for each curve, and

write it inside the curve, thus: T = 241.0. (6) Com-

pute length, L, of each curve, and write it inside the

curve, thus: L = 509.6. (7) Compute length of each

CL tangent; i.e., distance from + 00 to TC of first

curve, distance from CT of first curve to TC of second

curve, and so on. Write each tangent length on its

line on Location CL, thus: CLT = 342.8. (8) Com-

pute station of each TC and CT. Write these results

on map, at right angles to CL, thus: TC 12 + 41.7;

CT = 16 + 09.0. (9) Compute deflections for each

curve. (10) Write alignment notes in field book,

using the following FORM OF NOTES:

FORM OF NOTES

(11) Check points: At any point at which Location CL
cuts Preliminary CL there is opportunity in field to

observe agreement between the two surveys Location

and Preliminary provided the Preliminary station

and the Location station of intersection point have been

computed. To prepare check data proceed as follows:

(i) Write equation of each of two lines whose inter-
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section is to be noted in field as a check point, (ii)

Compute coordinates of intersection point. (Hi) Find

Preliminary station and Location station of inter-

section point. Enter check data in alignment notes in

field book. In case Location CL does not cross Pre-

liminary at intervals frequent enough to furnish desired

number of check points, a check line may be introduced

between one station on Preliminary and another on

Location; length and direction of check line may be

computed; and check line run in field.

64. Preparation of alignment notes by polar co-

ordinates. In this method of computing alignment
notes from paper location no rectangular coordinates

are used. By the present method, the steps leading

from projected CL to alignment notes ready to be

run in field, are as follows: (1) Scale the following

distances and write them on map, each on its line:

+ 00 to first PI; first PI to second PI; and so on;

and, finally, last PI to final station. (2) With pro-

tractor scale the bearing of each of these lines. Write

on each line its scaled bearing. (3) Compute central

angle, I, for each curve, from scaled bearings. Write

the angle inside curve, thus: I = 27 36'. (4) Com-

pute length, L, of each curve; and write it within

curve, thus: L = 373.6. (5) Compute tangent dis-

tance, T, for each curve, and write it within the curve,

thus: T = 786.5 (6) Compute length of each CL
tangent: i.e., distance from + 00 to TC of first

curve, distance from CT of first curve to TC of second

curve, and so on. Write length on each CL tangent,

thus: CLT = 262.1. (7) Compute station of each TC
and CT, and of final point, taking them in order, from

+ 00. Write by each of these points its computed

station-and-plus, thus: CT 6 + 37.3; TC 12 + 70.8.

(8) Check points: Compute station of selected points
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of intersection of Location CL and Preliminary CL.
Enter these on map, at the check points. (9) Check
lines: if no intersection point occurs where a -check

is desired, draw check line from one station on Pre-

liminary to another station on Location, and compute

length and bearing of this, so that it can be run in field.

(10) Compute deflections for each curve. (11) Write

alignment notes in field book, using FORM OF NOTES

given in Art. 63.

65. Staking the center line. (1) Run CL by
first method (Art. 60) or by second (Art. 61), as directed

by instructor. (2) Run curves of less than 8 with

100 foot chords; curves of 8-15 with 50 foot chords;

and curves of 16 and upward with 25 foot chords.

'(3) Set hub (with guard stake) at each point occupied

by transit. (4) Set stake at each station, and at each

plus where occurs a conspicuous break in profile. (5)

Letter stakes as indicated in the following examples,

where "L" stands- for
" Location" and "B" is corps

letter. "R" and "L," following the degree of curve,

stand for "Right" and "Left," respectively.

Station stake LB 28

Plus stake LB 28 + 40.7

TC guard stake LBTC 35 + 16.2 (facing hub) ;

8 R (on back face)

CT guard stake LBCT 38 + 62.0

PI guard stake LBPI - 86 42' R

(6) Reference out the Pi's, TC's, CT's, and initial and

final points. (See Exercise 38.)

66. Location levels. (1) Run profile levels over

staked location, according to directions given in Arts.

19 and 20 for running profile levels of Preliminary

survey. Note the following additional directions: (2)

Copy all BM elevations and descriptions of Prelimi-

nary Survey into field book before going into field to
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run location levels. (3) Read rod on all convenient

Preliminary Survey BM's, and immediately compare

computed elevation with elevation as given in BM list.

67. Earthwork cross-sections. The corps will be

divided into cross-section parties ;
and to each party

will be assigned a certain series of stations for cross-

sectioning. Take cross-section at each station and at

each plus at which ground changes. Follow method

of Exercise 42.

L. OFFICE WORK FROM STAKED LOCATION

68. Profile of staked location. All preceding

profiles have been made without particular regard to

appearance. This profile is to be inked in first-class

manner to conform in arrangement, dimensions, and

style of lettering to I.C.C. specifications, (see (18) of

Exercise 33). As a general rule, figures and capital

letters outside the title should be ^\ in. high, and

all lower-case letters -fo in. high. (The model draw-

ings in I.C.C. Specifications are reduced one-half

from the originals; hence the student should use

^V in- as height of letter on his profile if height of

corresponding letter on- model is
3
o in.) The Check

List for Profile (Form H of Appendix) should be used

in reviewing the profile. (1) Plot profile of staked

location on a fresh sheet of Plate A, ten-inch profile

paper; placing sta. at least 6 in. from left edge of

sheet. (2) Place pluses and names of roads, streams,

etc., on the paper. (3) Draw grade line. (4) Write

grade (per cent) on each segment of grade line. (5)

Write grade elevations for each end and each break

point of grade line. (6) Record alignment on profile.

(7) Pencil the title at left end of sheet, making it truly

symmetrical about a V axis. (Title need not be re-

peated at right end of profile, as this profile is very
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short.) The name of the railroad may be taken as
"Line -

," the corps letter being put in blank
space. (8) Pencil guide lines for all lettering and
figuring which run on diagonal or V lines, making
letters and figures conform to I.C.C. specifications.

(9) Ink the profile, taking special pains to do good
work. The following order of work is suggested. (10)

Encircle, with bow-pen and red Ink, extreme points
and break points of grade line. (11) Rule grade line
with red ink, making a line narrower than medium.
(12) From each encircled point on the grade line, rule
a line, about 2 in. long, downward, with red ink. (13)
Go over surface line with smooth, even, fine, black-ink
line. (No. 1 or No. 2 Shepard pen may give better
results than common lettering pen.) (14) Rule align-
ment lines with black ink, making heavy, full dash
for tangents and dashed for curves. (See I.C.C. model
profile, and remember that all dimensions on it are

half-size.) (15) Letter elevation numbers and grade-
rate numbers with red ink. (16) Letter all else with
black ink. (17) Check the lettering by means of
Form J of Appendix.

69. Plotting earthwork cross-sections. Certain
cross-sections will be assigned to each student for

plotting according to directions given in Exercise 42.
70. Computing volumes from cross-sections.

Certain stations will be assigned to each student for

earthwork computation. He will compute yardage for
each station and substation, using a method specified

by instructor. (1) Make the computations on pre-
scribed computing paper, and maintain an orderly
arrangement of computations and results. (2) Pencil
the computed volumes, station by station, on field-

location profile; obtaining from other students the
volumes from sections assigned to them. (Instructor
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will explain details of placing volumes on profile.)

(3) Assuming that material neither swells nor shrinks,

do cut and fill balance?

71. Prismoidal correction. - The prismoidal cor-

rection to
" end-area" volume is usually so small as

to be insignificant in comparison with those uncertain-

ties, in end-area volume, which arise from practically

unavoidable approximations made in taking earthwork

cross-sections. The prismoidal correction should be

ignored, therefore, except where ground surface is

\_x=(d-d)(w-w)
- difference in centeT heights

times difference in extreme widths]

'0 10 20 30
aj^et)

^ ^

FIG. 71. DIAGRAM GIVING PRISMOIDAL CORRECTION IN PER

CENT OF AVERAGE-END-AREA VOLUME

smooth and of prismoidal form between consecutive

cross-sections and it can be shown that computation

of the correction is justified. The accompanying

diagram, Fig. 71, gives prismoidal correction in per

cent of end-area volume for various values of product

obtained by multiplying difference between distances

out-to-out by difference between center-heights. For

example, if (w"-w
f

) (d
f

-d"} = 36, and end-area volume

is 200 cu. yd., the prismoidal correction is found by

starting at a on horizontal axis, running up to b on
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diagonal marked "200," thence to left to c, where

read "5 + %," which is correction sought.

72. Correction for curvature. (a) The correction

for curvature, in per cent of average-end-area volume,

can be obtained from the accompanying diagram,

Fig. 72, thus: (1) Place pencil point at center of

gravity (position determined by eye) of plotted cross-

section. (2) Read distance (to nearest foot) from CL
to pencil point; and call this excentricity, e. (3) In

10 30 3315 20 25

Excentricity, e (feet)

FIG. 72. DIAGRAM GIVING VOLUME CORRECTION FOR CURVA-
TURE IN PER CENT OF AVERAGE-END-AREA VOLUME

Fig. 72, find value of e on. horizontal axis, follow up

corresponding vertical to its intersection with diagonal

of given degree of curve, and thence move horizontally

to right or left and read required per cent correction

on per cent axis. For example, for excentricity of

13 ft. on a 20 curve, start at a; run up to b, on diago-

nal marked "20"; thence to left to c; and read

"4 + %." We then add (or subtract, as case may
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require) 4% of itself to average-end-area station vol-

ume, and obtain the corrected volume. (6) Correction

is added if center of gravity lies on outside of curve;

subtracted if it lies on inside, (c) Correction for

curvature should be applied only when this is required

for substantial accuracy. In many cases the correc-

tion is insignificant in comparison with uncertainties,

in end-area volume, arising from approximations made
in cross-sectioning. The only way to tell what range
of excentricity can well be ignored is to find the per

cent correction for certain selected excentricities; com-

pute the per cent uncertainty in end-area volume due

to field approximations; and compare the latter with

the former. A logical decision can be reached in this

way.
73. Plotting mass curve. Assume that there will

be no swell of material. (1) Compute mass-curve

ordinates, on prescribed paper, according to directions

given in
" Earthwork Haul and Over-Haul"* or in

some one of the standard railroad surveying texts.

(2) Plot mass curve either on sheet with field location

profile, or on fresh sheet of profile paper. (3) If sheet

bearing the profile be used, use station numbers there

lettered. If fresh sheet be used, place station numbers

exactly as they are placed on field location profile.

(4) Choose largest convenient V scale which can be

used without running mass curve off paper at top or

bottom when base line is laid 6n one of the five very

heavy H lines of paper. Submit choice of V scale to

instructor before beginning to plot mass curve. (5)

After points are plotted, connect them by lines ruled

with straight-edge. Go over mass curve with some
colored ink (not red), ruling fine lines to connect points
in order. This work should be done with precision

* By J. C. L. Fish, New York: John Wiley & Sons, $1.50.
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because results are later to be computed from mass-

curve scalings. (Do not ink the circles penciled around

plotted points on mass curve.) (6) If mass curve is

drawn on fresh sheet, place title at left end. If mass

curve is drawn on sheet with field location profile, label

mass curve. In either case, letter V scale numbers

with color used for mass curve.

74. Distribution of material. (If the student has

the wish and the time to include overhaul computa-
tions in the work yet to be done, he will obtain from

instructor the assumptions on which to base overhaul

calculations.) (1) Plan distribution of material by
means of mass curve, so as to make total haul a mini-

mum. (2) On field location profile, mark off by V
lines the several resulting bodies of cut and fill. Draw
an arrow to indicate proposed destination of each body
of cut, and write above the arrow the volume of the

body. (3) Determine, by inspection of profile, the

center of gravity of each body of material in cut and

in fill. Compute haul for each body, and write haul

below arrow. Compute total haul, and enter it near

right end of grade line. (4) Find total haul represented

by each mass-curve area, by means of planimeter; and

record the haul on area. (5) Any further work on

distribution will be assigned by instructor.

75. Additional work will be outlined for members

of the class who complete the foregoing before the

end of the course. Examples of additional work:

Making surveys of drainage areas. (See p. 41 of Am.

Ry. Eng. Assoc.
" Manual" 1915.) Making an esti-

mate of cost of grading, culverts, ballast, ties, rails,

etc. Assigned reading in Wellington, in Beahan, in

Lavis, and in Raymond, on the topics of reconnois-

sance, preliminary, and location surveys, and spirals.
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M. FINAL INSPECTION OF STUDENT'S WORK

76. Work to be submitted. Each student will

deliver to instructor for final inspection, on or before

a specified date, the following : (i) Field book, prepared
as directed in Art. 77 below; (ii) Computations, pre-

pared as directed in Art. 78 below; and (Hi) Drawings,

prepared as directed in Art. 79 below.

77. Preparation of field book. The student will

letter his name plainly on " back-bone" of his field

book, and on the outside of front cover, with black

drawing ink; and make headings, cross-references, and

index complete.

78. Preparation of computations. (i) The stu-

dent will reletter with black drawing ink, all side-heads

and center-heads of his computations made on pre-

scribed computing paper, e.g., "Prob. A,"
"
Exercise

4," "Lats. & Deps. of Prelim. Traverse." (ii) Make
an index of computations, on one or more sheets of

computation paper; and place the index before pages
of computations when binding. (Hi) Take out of curl

any pages which have been inadvertently filed in a

roll, so that they will lie flat. Place all pages in proper

sequence, (iv) Bind whole set of pages firmly together,

with edges flush, in manila cover, (v) On outside of

front cover, letter with black drawing ink, a title

similar to the following:

C.E.6a

COMPUTATIONS
John Doe
1916

Keep the book flat; and deliver it flat.

79. Preparation of drawings. Bind all detail-

paper sheets, tracing, profile, cross-section sheets, and
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mass-curve sheet, together into one book of plates

fastened firmly at left end with McGill fasteners or

otherwise; thus: (i) Before binding, take the curl out

of any sheets which may have been inadvertently

filed in a roll, (ii) Arrange sheets in pile, with lower

and right-hand edges flush, and in such sequence that

when bound into a book the sheets will appear in fol-

lowing order from front to back of book: (a) Detail-

sheets on which earlier exercises were drawn, in proper

sequence, (b) Preliminary profile (with profiles of

trial paper locations and final paper location) so folded

that it does not project beyond right end of detail-

paper sheets, (c) Field Location profile, folded as

above, (d) Mass-curve sheet (if mass-curve is on

separate sheet), folded as above, (e) Cross-section

sheets in proper sequence; trimmed so as not to pro-

ject beyond detail-paper sheets. (/) Tracings, in

sequence, trimmed so as not to project beyond detail-

paper sheets, (g) Detail-paper sheets of Preliminary

map, in sequence. (K) Fasten sheets firmly together

at left end. (i) File and deliver the book flat.

%

OTHER STUDENT SURVEYS

1. On planning surveys. The chief methods and

the order of steps for an extended survey requiring the

coordinate working of several field parties, are planned
in advance by the man in charge of the survey. In

many cases the man in charge issues to the heads of

such parties written or printed specifications or direc-

tions for the field work. Written instructions often

specify permissible errors and prescribe forms for field

notes for various parts of the survey. The man in

charge of one party, also, plans in advance the chief

methods and the order of steps for th, purvey, although
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his subordinates are not always aware that his verbal

directions all follow a plan which he has thought out

in advance and carries in his head. The student

should understand, then, that to become a successful

head of even a small surveying party, he must be able

to do something more than merely handle his instru-

ments with skill: he must be able to plan surveys in

advance. The work of planning a survey is acknowl-

edged to be of higher order than the work of perform-

ing the details of the field work. Because of the

relatively high importance of correctly planning

surveys, practice in survey planning is given a promi-
nent place in the following General Directions. A
student will derive valuable experience from con-

scientiously planning a survey, and discussing the plan
with the instructor, even if it be not feasible to carry

out the plan because of lack of time or facilities.

The student should fix well in his mind this all-

important fact: A full appreciation of the purpose
of the survey is absolutely necessary to one who would

successfully plan the survey.

2. General directions for any student's survey.
The student in charge of survey will report progress

to instructor at close of each office period and of each

field period on prescribed form. (See forms C and

D, in Appendix.) (1) Student will submit to in-

structor (or instructor to student, in case latter does

not come to former with definite survey in mind) a

written description of () purpose (real or assumed) of

proposed survey, and (ii) location of proposed survey.

(2) After conferring with student, instructor will assign

such reading and study as he thinks the student needs

by way of preparation for planning the survey. (3)

Instructor, by questioning student on subject matter of

assigned reading, will ascertain when student is pre-
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pared to plan survey. (4) Student will specify, in

writing: (i) classes of data to be obtained in field,

if object of survey is to obtain information; or classes

of results to be accomplished in field, if purpose of

survey is to stake out a structure or set of lines; and

(ii) quality of data to be obtained in field, or quality

of results to be obtained in staking out given structure

or set of lines. (5) Student will submit foregoing

specifications to instructor for criticism and approval,

before taking following step. (6) Student will next

make a reconnoissance of area to be surveyed, to obtain

field data which will have bearing on planning of

survey. While in field he will estimate distances and

angles and make sketch, approximately to scale, show-

ing all features of area which may influence choice of

surveying methods and general planning of survey.

(7) Student will plan survey in detail, and specify, hi

writing, accompanied by a one-sheet copy of his

reconnoissance sketch, the following: (i) Proposed
methods of surveying to be used, and order in which

they will be used, (ii) Proposed checks on field work.

(Hi) Men required for work; their positions and equip-

ment, (iv) Days and hours on which it is proposed
to do field work; to do office work, (v) Order of steps

in office work. (8) Student will submit foregoing

plans and specifications, including sketch, to instructor

for criticism and approval before proceeding with next

step. (9) Student will devise, and enter in back part

of his field book, a form of notes for each part of survey
as planned; and submit same to instructor, before

entering upon next step. (10) Student will next pro-

ceed with field work hi accordance with approved

plan and specifications. (11) Student will perform
office work following field work, under supervision of

instructor. (12) Student will make, on prescribed
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paper, a final report to instructor on entire work,

describing concisely the following: (i) Location of

survey, (H) Real or assumed object of survey. (Hi)

Methods used, (iv) Checks applied, -(v) Results of

survey, (vi) Personnel of party. (13) Student will

submit his field notes, computations, and drawings,
-

all arranged and bound in an orderly style for final

inspection on date specified by instructor.

3. List of surveys. The following list is given
to suggest different kinds of surveys from which

choice may be made by student or instructor. (1)

Preliminary surveys (with transit or plane table, or

with pocket instruments) : (a) reservoir site and dam
site. (b) Ball field or tennis court on side-hill, (c)

Drive-way ascending side-hill diagonally, '(d) High-

way diversion, (e) Stream diversion. (/) Canal or

ditch, (g) Sewer system, (h) Water supply distri-

bution, (i) Bridge site, (j) Building site, (k) Tun-
nel site. (I) Drainage area. (2) Location surveys:

(a) Dam. (b) Ball field or tennis court, (c) Drive-

way ascending on side-hill ground, (d) Highway
diversion, (e) Stream diversion. (/) Canal or ditch.

(g) Sewer or drain, (h) Water pipe, (i) Bridge.

(j) Building, (k) Electric power line. (I) Pipe line.

(3) Other surveys: (a) Hydrographic. (b) Mine, (c)

Parting off land, (d) Subdivisions, (e) Re-surveys
and deed descriptions. (/) Simple methods of finding

true meridian.



PART V

OFFICE EXERCISES

OFFICE INSTRUMENTS MAKING TABLES AND
DIAGRAMS CONSTRUCTION OF SCALES COM-

PUTATIONS TOPOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. OFFICE INSTRUMENTS

1. Pantograph. Equipment: Pantograph, sheet

of drawing-paper (detail paper will suffice) about

18" X 24", two triangles, scale, hard pencil. All

equipment except the pantograph should be furnished

by the student.

Use extreme care not to strain the arms or clamps
while altering the ratios of the arm lengths. Record

in each case by a sketch the arrangement of the fixed

point, tracing point and pencil, and also the distances

(measured to the nearest .01") of these points from

the pivots.

1. Set the instrument so that it will magnify 3.5

diameters and prove the workf by making an enlarged

copy of a 2" square, and also of a 2" circle.

2. Set the instrument so that it will reduce 2.5

diameters and prove the work by making a reduced

copy of a 5" square and also of a 5" circle.

3. Set the instrument to retrace at the same scale any

given figure and prove by applying it to some irregular

figure sketched on the sheet.

NOTES. The drawing, with all results suitably

recorded, will constitute the report. In the field-book

record simply date, number of problem, etc.

234
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Principles involved. Let F represent the fixed point,

T the tracer, and P, the pencil or marker. F, T
7

,
and

P must always be in a straight line. FcT and F6P

must always be similar triangles; /n this instrument

they are also isosceles triangles. abcT is always a

parallelogram. The ratio PF : TF is the ratio of en-

largement. To reduce, transpose P and T. To retrace

at same scale, make the parallelogram equilateral and

transpose F and T. The retraced figure will then be

inverted.

2. Polar Planimeter. The Polar Planimeter is

no longer considered as being merely an ingenious

mathematical curiosity. The instrument is capable

of such marvellous precision, and the practical uses

to which it can be put are so varied, that it must now
form a part of every complete engineering equipment.
The essential work of the instrument is to find the

area of any plane figure, no matter how irregular its

perimeter may be. This permits the solution of many
related problems. The planimeter may be used as

follows :

1. To obtain the area of plotted figures which are

bounded by irregular lines, such as drainage areas,

ponds, property bounded by water lines, etc.

2. To obtain the area of plotted earthwork sections,

especially when very irregular; also profiles, indicator

diagrams, etc.

3. To obtain the average of observations taken at

either regular or irregular intervals. This is done by
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plotting the observations as vertical ordinates at hori-

zontal intervals proportionate to the intervals of the

observations. The tops of the ordinates are then

joined by an irregular line. The area of the figure

divided by the length of the base gives the average
ordinate.

THEORY

The mathematical demonstration of this problem is

best made by the use of the integral calculus; but, for

the benefit of those unfamiliar with the calculus, the fol-

lowing demonstration has been given a demonstra-

tion involving nothing higher than elementary algebra,

geometry, and trigonometry, although the proof is

rigidly accurate.

1. When the planimeter is in the position PHWC
(see Fig.), the plane of the wheel, which is perpen-
dicular to the axis PH, passes through C. If the in-

strument is revolved about C, with the angle WHO
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(=; a ) always constant, the motion of the wheel over

the paper will have no component in the direction of

its plane, and the wheel will not revolve. The pointer

in this position describes the "zero circle/'

2. When the planimeter is in the position P'R'W'C
and is revolved about C, with the angle W'H'C (

=
i)

always constant, the wheel will have a combined sliding

and rolling motion. For an infinitesimal movement

(W'b) the wheel will roll an amount W'a and slide

perpendicular to its plane an amount ab. When

rolling in this direction, the movement is called negative.

3. When the point P is moved from P to P', the

wheel W will both slide and roll, but its rolling will all

be in a negative direction.

4. If the pointer were to move back from P' to P,

the wheel would again slide and roll in precisely the

same amounts but in contrary directions, and when it

reached P it would have identically the same position,

and the reading of the index would be identical with

the previous reading at P.

5. If the pointer were to move from e to d, the

amount and direction of both the slipping and rolling

would be the same as when it moved from P' to P.

6. If the pointer were to start from P, move to P',

thence to e, thence to d, and thence back to P, the

resultant rolling of the wheel is the same as that for

the line P'e alone; for the rolling for dP is zero (If 1),

and the rolling for PP' will be just neutralized by that

fored (If If 3,4, and 5).

7. Therefore when the pointer is moved to the

right on the arc of a circle within the zero circle, about

C as a center, the indication is negative and is the same
as if the pointer moved around the area included be-

tween the arc, the corresponding arc of the zero circle,

and the including radii.
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8. If the pointer moved in the opposite direction,

the indication would be the same in amount but

positive.

9. By similar demonstrations
,
similar facts may be

shown for any other elementry area, except that

(a) When the pointer is outside the zero circle and

moving to the right, the indication is positive.

(6) When outside and moving to the left, the indi-

cation is negative.

10. The perimeter of any area may be considered as

made up of a combination of infinitesimal arcs and

radial lines having the fixed point of the planimeter as

center. Its total area is the algebraic sum of all the

infinitesimal areas lying between each arc and the

zero circle.

11. If the pointer of the planimeter moves around

each infinitesimal area in turn in such a manner that

when moving on the perimeter it moves in the same
direction as though moving continuously around the

perimeter only, the pointer will move over all interior

lines an even number of times in opposite directions.
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Therefore the accumulated registration of the wheel

will be the same as though it moved on the perimeter

only, for all registration on interior lines will be neutral-

ized by the equal motion on them in opposite directions

(ff 4 and 6).

12. Referring to the first Figure under
"
Polar

Planimeter,"

p f
e = CP' X ft

= Vra2 + P + 2 ml cos a X ft.

W'b = CW X ft. The rolling of the wheel = W'a

(2). W'a = (W'h X W'b) + CW' = (n- m cos 01) ft

since W'b + CW' =
ft and W'h = n - m cos i.

Area PP'ed

= J (PC X 0) PC -
J (P'C X j8) P'C

2-O - (rn?+P+2ml cos i)]

=
ftl (n m cos a)

= I X W'a (i.e., I times the rolling of the wheel).

13. When the pointer moves around an elementary
area bounded by an arc, the corresponding arc of the

zero circle, and by the two bounding radial lines (all

having C as center), the resultant motion of the wheel

is the same as though it moved on the arc alone (6);
the wheel rolls a distance equal to the area divided by
I (If 12). If it moved in turn around each elementary
area of a large area, the resultant motion of the wheel

would be the same as though it moved continuously
around the perimeter of the large area (^f If 10 and 11),

and therefore the total resultant motion of the wheel

will equal the area of the figure divided by I.

14. Therefore if c = the circumference of the wheel,
n the number of turns recorded by the index, and I the

length of the arm from H to P, then

Area = Inc.
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15. Fixed center inside the figure. If the pointer is

moved around the perimeter A (see Figure below) to

the right, the indication will be positive (If 9), but will

indicate only the area between A and the zero circle.

Therefore the total area will equal the indicated area

(Inc) plus the area of the zero circle [w (ra
2 + I

2 + 2 ril)].

If the pointer is moved to the right around perimeter

B, the record will be negative (If 9) and will correspond

to the area between B and the zero circle. Therefore

the algebraic sum (the numerical difference) will give

the true area.

16. To find the area of the zero circle. The accurate

measurement of I, m, and n, directly from the instru-

ment, is impracticable, but the area of the zero circle

may be obtained from the consideration that it is equal
to the algebraic difference (the numerical sum) of the

readings when an area is measured (1) with the fixed

center outside the figure and (2) with the fixed center

inside the figure. Therefore draw some figure large

enough so that the fixed center may be placed inside

and the pointer may travel all around the perimeter,
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and yet not so large but that the fixed center may be

placed outside and the pointer may reach all parts of

the perimeter. If the pointer is always moved around

the figure to the right, the reading when the fixed

center is inside will be negative, and when the fixed

center is outside will be positive. Their algebraic dif-

ference, which is their numerical sum, will be the area

of the zero circle. A 6-inch square will be the best

figure for this purpose, for reasons given below.

PRACTICAL USE

These instruments are generally constructed so that

the arm PH (the length I) may be made variable, and

the arm is graduated so that, by setting it at given

marks, the wheel will give the area directly in almost

any desired unit. If the desired unit is not marked

on the arm, draw a square having 1, 2, or 3 of the

desired linear units on a side and take its reading.

The reading for this square will be 1, 4, or 9 times the

reading for one of the desired square units. Then the

reading for the given irregular figure divided by the

reading for one square unit will give the number of

such square units.

When running the pointer along straight lines it

will increase the accuracy to guide the pointer by
running it along a straight edge. Therefore in obtain-*

ing the area of trial unit figures, or that of the zero

circle (If 16), it is best to use straight-lined figures.

If there is any doubt of the accuracy of the markings
on the arm PH, they may be tested by using a test-bar

that generally accompanies the instruments. This bar

has a needle center and drilled points at even inches or

centimeters from the needle. By placing the pointer

in one of these drilled points, an accurate circle may
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be described by the pointer about the fixed needle

center. This circle has a known area, and the wheel

reading should correspond.

The previous work has assumed that the initial

reading is zero, and then the final reading is the true

"reading" for the area. The practical difficulty in

having the initial reading precisely zero, when the

pointer is at the desired starting-point, justifies the

practice of taking both initial and final readings (what-

ever they may be) and then taking the difference as

the "reading" or measure of the area.

Care must be taken, especially in work involving the

zero circle, to note the direction of motion of the index

wheel and also whether it runs past the zero of that

wheel and how often. When the fixed center is inside

the figure, the index may turn completely around two

or three times. turning negatively or backward.

Then if the initial reading is (say) 4.642, call it 34.642.

Then watch the wheel run back through zero, and it

is in the twenties; again through zero, and it is in the

"teens"; again through zero, and it is in the single

units, and the reading is (say) 8.796. Then (34.642

8.796) is the true difference or negative reading.

See below for practical exercises illustrating these

principles.
EXERCISE WITH PLANIMETER

Equipment: Planimeter, sheet of drawing-paper
about 15" X 22", two triangles, scale, drawing-com-

passes, hard pencil. All equipment except the planim-

eter should be furnished by the student.

Draw on the paper, with extreme accuracy, a circle

2" in diameter., a circle 6" in diameter, a 2" square

and a 4" square. The 6" circle should be nearly in

the center of the sheet, so that when the fixed point

is placed inside the circle and the pointer traced around
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the circumference, the rolling wheel shall not run off

the paper. Set the index of the arm of the planimeter

at 295.5. With the pointer on some definite point of

the perimeter of one of the figures read an initial read-

ing (not necessarily zero) on the wheel and vernier.

Move the pointer around the perimeter, turning to

the right. When the starting-point is again reached,

take the final reading. The difference in the readings

divided by the known area in square inches gives the

reading per square inch. Compute the quotient to

three significant figures. Trace each figure similarly

twice. The readings per square inch on all the figures

should agree to a small fraction of one per cent.

Obtain the area of the
"
zero-circle

"
by taking the

mean of two readings of the six-inch circle with the

fixed rpint inside the circle, and then taking the

cfyebrajc difference of the mean readings (with the

fix^d dbint first inside, then outside), which difference,

divided by the average reading per square inch, gives

the area of the zero-circle in square inches. In taking
the reading with the fixed point inside the circle, and

the pointer turning as usual to the right, the index

wheel will run backward, giving a negative quantity.

The number obtained when the fixed point is outside

the circle is positive. Therefore their algebraic differ-

ence is their numerical sum.

To compute the circumference of the rolling wheel.
- Use the formula A =

Inc, in which c = the required

circumference, n = the mean record of revolutions per

(295.5\

mm
'

)

= 147.75 mm = 5.817 inches,
/

A 1 square inch.

Check on area of irregular figure. Draw a "
free-

hand "
figure enclosing an area, the figure being pur-

posely made very irregular. Obtain its area by tracing
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the pointer around the perimeter, and dividing the

difference of the initial and final readings by the pre-

viously obtained average reading for one square inch.

The quotient is the area in square inches. Check this

result by carefully cutting out the irregular figure and

also one of the squares and weighing the pieces on a

chemical balance. With a drawing-paper of uniform

thickness and texture the weights should be propor-

tional to the areas.

NOTES. The drawing, with all results suitably

recorded on it, will constitute the report. In the field-

book record simply the date, number of problem, etc.

B. MAKING TABLES AND DIAGRAMS

1. Calculating a table of quantities. (a) The
method of calculating a table of quantities can be most

readily understood from an example. Suppose it is

required to make a table which shall give the areas of

level sections for different center-heights. Assume

road-bed to be 18 ft. wide, side slopes 1:1. Then area

of level section is given by the formula A = 18 h + h2

where h is center-height.

TABULATION: A = 18 h - h2
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If the values of A, corresponding to four or more
consecutive values of h, be calculated and set in parallel

columns, and the differences between consecutive

values of A be set in a third column, it will be seen

that the differences increase by the constant quantity

2, as shown in the fourth column. The remainder of

the table to any desired value of A, can, therefore, be

built up thus: Continue down column of first differ-

ences, making each number 2 greater than the pre-

ceding. Next, fill in second column numbers: the

value of A for h = 5 is 88 + 27 = 115; of A for h = 6

is 115 + 29 = 144; and so on. By computing A
directly from the formula for h =

10, h =
20, etc.,

the whole table can be well checked.

(6) The second difference is always constant for an

equation of second degree; the third difference is

always constant for an equation of third degree; and

so on. (c) Exercises: Construct a table giving for

each of the depths, 1 ft., 2 ft., 3 ft., . . .
,
and 10ft.,

the quantity (cubic feet) of water in an inverted conical

tank, 10 ft. high and 8 ft. across the base.

2. Construction of computing diagram. (a) If

we plot the equation y = x2 we obtain a curve which,
with the two graduated axes, forms a computing
diagram. The value of y, for any given value of x,

can be read directly from the diagram. (b) The case

is not so simple when there are three variables, as,

for example, with the equation A = hb/2 which gives
the area of a triangle in terms of altitude h and base b.

In such a case the equation is arbitrarily transformed

into an equation between two variables (as A and h)

by giving b a fixed value during the time of once plot-

ting the equation. Another value is then given to b

while plotting the equation a second time; and so on.

For example, plot on one set of axes the following
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equations formed by giving different fixed values to b

in A = hb/2:

A =
ft/2 (for 6 = 1)

A = 2 ft/2
= ft (for 6 = 2)

A = 3 h/2 = 1.5 ft (for 6 = 3)

A = 4 ft/2
= 2 ft (for 6 = 4)

On the plot of A =
ft/2, write 6 = 1; on the plot of

A =
ft, write 6 = 2; and so on. (c) Exercise: Make

a diagram for computing station volume (cu. yd.)

for various center heights and roadbed widths, assum-

ing level sections and side slopes of 1^ to 1. (d)

Exercise: Make a diagram giving corrections to be

applied to stadia readings to reduce them to hori-

zontal distance.

C. CONSTRUCTION OF SCALES

1. Construction of volume scale. (a) This is a

scale so graduated and figured that, when its zero is

placed on the grade line of a profile at a mid-station,

(i.e., a +50 point) one reads, at point where scale is

cut by surface line, the volume of cut (or fill, as the

case may be) in that station. (6) Since volume of a

station depends not only on center height, but also on

roadbed width, side slopes, and transverse slope of

ground, it is plain that one volume scale will serve

only one set of conditions, (c) The quickest way to

make a volume scale is to cut a vertical strip of profile

paper; mark its central heavy H line "0"; write the

volume of cut for 1 foot center height on the one-foot

line above 0, the volume of cut for 2 ft. center height

on the two-foot line above 0, and so on; and similarly

write fill volumes for center heights of 1 ft., 2 ft., etc.,

on corresponding lines below 0. The volumes may be

copied from a table, (d) The scale just described is
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inconvenient to use because of irregularity in scale

numbers. To make the scale numbers conform to

standard usage such for example as that of the slide

rule, where the distances are made irregular to cor-

respond to a regular numbering the scale should

not be marked off .at uniform V intervals, but at

center heights corresponding to round numbers of

cubic yards; as 100, 200, 300, 500, 1000, 2000. The
center height corresponding to 100 cubic yards per
station can be computed from a volume formula by
solving for center height after substituting 100 for the

volume symbol, and so on; but the quickest way of

graduating the scale is that here shown for the case of

a scale for the conditions named above. In the ac-

companying Figure, ABCD represents a vertical strip

of profile paper. (To avoid confusion the lightest H
rulings of profile paper are omitted.) AD is figured

for center heights ranging (in the example) from 40 ft.

cut to 40 ft. fill. EF is figured for volumes. From a

table of level sections, take out the station volumes

for center heights 1, 5, 10, 15,. . .as follows:

STATION VOLUMES FOR LEVEL SECTIONS

For cuts: roadbed 30 ft.; side slope 1 : 1

For fills: roadbed 18 ft.; side slope 1J : 1
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SHOWING METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING VOLUME SCALE
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Now, with EF as an axis of volumes and EA as an

axis of center heights, plot a volume curve, GHB, thus:

Volume of cut for 10 ft. center height is 1481 cu. yds.

-taken from foregoing table. On the horizontal of

10 ft. fill, lay off, to right of EA, distance G'G equal to

1481 to scale EF, and mark point G. G is on required

volume curve. In like manner other points are plotted

until all data above are represented by plotted points.

Draw smooth curve GHB through plotted points above

EF. The curve of fill volumes below EF is con-

structed in the same way. In the figure, above, KLMN
represents a strip of stiff paper, originally blank, set

alongside strip ABCD and fastened in position with its

long edges parallel to V rulings of strip ABCD. Gradu-

ate the edge LM, thus: From point H, where volume

curve GHB crossed vertical marked "6," draw to the

right a horizontal HH' to mark edge LM at H'. Write

"6000" on the mark at H'. By repeating this process

for each of the points in which volume curve is crossed

by a vertical, the entire edge LM is graduated and

figured. Write on the slip the roadbed width and

side-slope ratio. The strip KLMN is now ready for

use. (e) The scale is placed, with left hand, in V
position on profile so that zero point lies on grade line

of profile at a mid-station, (i.e., at a +50 point).

Station volume is then read off at point where edge

LM crosses grade line, and, with the free right hand,

recorded for use. A volume scale for different fixed

conditions, including any other given transverse slope,

can be made in the manner described above. (A set

of "Level Section Transparent Scales for Plate A
Profiles, for Graduation, Arch Masonry, and Iron

Culverts" is sold by F. W. Steber, 2101 McKinney
Ave., Dallas, Texas, for $2.50.)
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2. Construction of quantity scale for culverts, etc.

(a) The reauired length of culvert for a given fill

depends on (i) depth of flow-line of culvert at center

line of fill, (ii) side-slope ratio of fill, (Hi) slope of

culvert, (iv) diameter of culvert, (v) on the presence or

absence of headwalls, and (vi) on length of shortest

practicable piece of pipe (the regular length of cast-

iron pipe is 12 ft., but half-lengths can be had), (b) On

preliminary and location surveys for railroads, esti-

mates of quantities of pipe, or stone, etc., for culverts,

as well as of other quantities, must be made very

rapidly. Where there are many pipe culverts along the

profile, time will be saved by making a quantity scale

from which, when its zero point is applied to the grade

line above the pipe site, one may read, at the point

where scale is cut by surface line of profile, the re-

quired quantity of pipe. The construction and use of

this scale are the same as for volume scale of preceding

exercise, (c) Similarly, scales may be made for find-

ing required quantities of other culvert materials. If

desired, the scale can be made so that cost can be read,

instead of lineal feet, cubic yards, etc. (d) Exercise:

Make a scale by which to read required lineal feet of

vitrified clay culvert-pipe under fills, from the following

data: top width of fills is 20 ft., side slopes are 1J : 1.

Pipe may be assumed to be horizontal. The pipe is

2 ft. in diameter, and comes in two-foot lengths.

There are no headwalls. (See last sentence of

preceding paragraph for notice of ready-made

scales.)

3. Vernier construction. Equipment: Sheet of

drawing-paper 15" X 22", a decimal scale, a pair of

hair-spring (or bow-spring) dividers, a hard pencil,

triangles, etc., all of which should be furnished by the

student.
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Principles involved. A vernier is a device which

determines the position of an index-point, which is

movable along the face of a scale, with a greater exacti-

tude than the finest division of the scale. A direct

vernier has n divisions which are made equal to (n 1)

divisions on the scale. The finest reading (except by

estimation) is - of the smallest division of the scale.
n

On a direct vernier the vernier readings increase in the

same direction as the scale readings. A retrograde

vernier has n divisions which are made equal to (n + 1)

divisions on the scale. The finest reading is likewise

- of the smallest division. The vernier readings in-
n
crease in a contrary direction to the scale readings. A
Double vernier, which may be either direct or retro-

grade, has a full set of vernier graduations on both

sides of the index. It facilitates the use of a scale

which is read in both directions, as is the case with

the horizontal limb of a transit.

Construction of scales. Construct the required scales

on a single sheet, and cut them out afterward. Lay off

the verniers by setting the dividers (by trial) at such a

space that n repetitions of the spacing shall equal

n 1 (or n + 1) divisions on the scale.

a. Draw a scale 6 inches long, divided into fifths of

an inch; also a single direct vernier by which the scale

may be read to ^V inch.
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b. Draw a scale 6 inches long, divided into tenths

of an inch; also a double direct vernier by which the

scale may be read to TTU inch.

c. Draw a scale 6 inches long, divided into inches,

tenths, and half-tenths of an inch; also a single retro-

grade vernier by which the scale may be read to half-

hundredths of an inch.

4. Slide-rule construction. Equipment: Sheet of

drawing-paper 15" X 22", decimal scale, hard pencil,

triangles, etc., all of which should be furnished by the

student.

Principles involved. An ordinary slide-rule is a com-

bination of two logarithmic scales. A logarithmic

OH-b CH-C [

scale is one on which the distance of each numbered
mark from the origin is proportional to the logarithm
of that number. Since the logarithm of the product
ab is the sum of the logarithms of a and of b, if the

origin (o) of scale B is set at the mark a on scale A,

the mark b on scale B will be at a distance from the

origin of scale A equal to the sum of the logarithms of

a and
fr, and therefore the number on scale A opposite

to b on scale B is the numerical product of a and b.

Similarly, if the product of a and c is desired, the

relative position of the two scales need not be altered.

It is only necessary to observe the position of c on

scale B and note the corresponding number on scale A,

which will be the required product of a and c.

Since the logarithm of 1 is zero, the number at the

origin is always 1 (10, 100, 1000, etc.). The number 2

(20, 200, etc.) is always placed at .301030 ... of a

logarithmic unit from 1. The- number 8 comes at

.903090 of the logarithmic unit from the origin, and 9
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and all the subdivisions between 8 and 10 must come

between .903090 and 1.000000.

Since it frequently happens that when the origin of

scale B is set at the desired point on scale A the other

factor on scale B would come beyond the range of

one logarithmic unit on scale A, it is necessary to give

scale A a length of two logarithmic units. Two

logarithmic units for A and one for B are all that
t

is

necessary for simple operations, but two logarithmic

units for B are sometimes more convenient for the

more complicated operations which are possible with

a slide-rule.

Construction of scales. Lay off the scales as shown

in the sketch. Set off between the extremities of

15

each of the three logarithmic units the positions for

all numbers between 11 and 99 inclusive. Take the

quantities from any table of logarithms. Use the "20"
decimal scale. $" will then equal .01 of the loga-

rithmic unit. The finest space (that between 99 and

100) will then equal .0044, or slightly less than V'
Estimate fractions of the smallest scale unit, ^$".

Use extraordinary care in laying off the scales, mark-

ing the positions with a needle-point. Ink the scales,

using very fine lines.
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Cut out the narrow slits. Cut off scale B and

lengthen it by pasting on the two other pieces. Slide

scale B through the slits so that it passes close to

scale A.

Test. Test the work by the solution of problems,
which are verified by ordinary numerical processes.

When made with sufficient care, even such a hand-

made scale will have practical value when used for

roughly checking numerical computations whose accu-

rate solution requires more tedious methods.

Position of decimal point. Rules may be formulated

for determining the location of the decimal point in

the final result, but their application is sometimes

troublesome and liable to lead to error. A simpler

and surer method is to make an approximate mental

solution. To illustrate required the product of

.37 X 680. Disregarding the decimal points, the

significant figures are 37 and 68 and their product,

determined by the slide-rule, has the significant figures

2516. An approximate mental solution shows in-

stantly that 25.16 is too small and that 2516 is too

large; also that 251.6 is about what would be expected
as the result.

D. COMPUTATIONS

1. Abridged multiplication. The method of

abridged multiplication will be presented by means
of examples. Example 1. What is the elevation

difference corresponding to a stadia-reading 7.53 and

slope-angle 8 16'? From a stadia reduction table, for

stadia-reading 1.00, and slope 8 16', we have, neglect-

ing the effect of / + c,

elev. diff. = 14.23;
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therefore the required elev. diff. = 14.23 X 7.53. The

indicated multiplication will now be performed in the

ordinary way and in the ordinary way reversed.

Ordinary process Ordinary process reversed

14.23 14.23

7.53 7.53

4269 99.61

7115
'

7.115

9961 .4269

107.1519 107.1519

In the abridged method the ordinary process is

reversed and certain digits are disregarded in the

multiplicand, according to the number of decimal places

to be retained in the product. Suppose the retention

of two decimal places is desired in the foregoing case.

The operation is then as follows:

14.23

7.53

99 .61 multiplying by 7 (units).

14.23 Since only hundredths are to be retained the

7.53 3 (hundredths) in multiplicand is crossed off

99.61 before beginning to multiply by 5 (tenths).

7.12. multiplying modified multiplicand by 5 (tenths),

and carrying 2 from product .5 X .03.

14 . 23 The 2 of multiplicand is next cancelled and
7.53 modified 'multiplicand is multiplied by 3

99.61 (hundredths).

7.12

.42 multiplying by 3 (hundredths), and carrying
107 . 15 nothing from product of .03 X .2.

If it were desired to retain only one decimal place in

the product, the steps would be as follows: Note that

7 (units) times the right-hand figure, 3 (hundredths),
of the multiplicand gives hundredths. Therefore at

once cancel the right-hand figure of multiplicand.
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Since 7 (units) times 2 (tenths) gives tenths, and we

wish to retain tenths, we now multiply the modified

multiplicand by 7:

14.23

7.53

99lT.

14.23

7.53

99.6

\
7.1 .

14.23

7.53

99.6

7.1

.4 .

107.1

.multiplying 14.2 by 7, and carrying the 2

from product 7 X .03.

Next, cancel the 2 of 14.2, and multiply
modified multiplicand by 5 (tenths) :

.multiplying 14 by 5 (tenths), and carrying

the 1 from product .5 X .2.

Next, cancel the 4 of 14, and multiply modi-

fied multiplicand by 3 (hundredths) :

.Multiplying 1 by 3 (hundredths), and carry-

ing the 1 from product .03 X 4.

Example 2. What is area of circle of which the

squared radius is 39.47 inches? Area = 3.1416 X 39.47.

Area to 2 decimal places:

3.1416
39.47

3 (tens) X 3.141 = 94.25

9 (units) X 3.14 = 28.27

4 (tenths) X 3.1 = 1.26

7 (hundredths) X 3 = .22

124.00

(cancel the 6 at once)

carrying 2 from 3x6
carrying 1 from 9x1
carrying 2 from 4x4
carrying 1 from 7x1

Area to 4 decimal places:

at once)
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2. Notation by powers of ten. Small whole

numbers are more quickly sensed than very large num-

bers or very small decimal fractions. For example, we
sense the approximate value of 2.1408 X 4.653 in-

stantly, and without doubt or hesitation place the

decimal point correctly in the product obtained by
slide-rule or by calculating machine; whereas we do

not instantly sense the approximate value of 214.08

X 0.004653, and considerable conscious effort is re-

quired to place correctly the decimal point in the

product whether the multiplication be performed by
slide-rule or calculating machine. In either case the

use of logarithms would give us mechanically, through
the combining of characteristics, the correct position

of decimal point. The advantages of using small

whole numbers (between one and ten units), and of

using the logarithmic characteristic in fixing the deci-

mal point, are combined in the method of notation

by powers of ten, which is exhibited in the following

examples.

Example 1. Find the product, of 214.08 X 0.004653.

Now, 214.08 = 2.1408 X 102
,

0.004653 = 4.653 X 10-3
,

and

214.08 X 0.004653 = 2.1408 X 102 X 4.653 X 10~3

= 2.1408 X 4.653 X 10-1

= 9.96 X 10-1

(by slide-rule)

= 0.996. Ans.

In practice, the only necessary work on paper would

be as follows: Write the numbers as given; assume the

decimal points moved to make each number lie be-

tween 1 and 10; and set above each number the
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exponent of the corresponding power of 10; so that

the work would appear thus:

+2 -3 = -1
214.08 X 0.004653 = 9.96 = 0.996. Ans.

7 T, 3147.6 X 83.12 X 0.096
Example 2. Reduce

42 .8 x Q.QQ523 x 594
'

Assume decimal points shifted to make each factor

read in units (less than 10) and decimals, and write

the exponent of the power of ten corresponding to the

shift in decimal point, above (or below) the number,
thus:

+3 +1 -2 = +2
3147.6 X 83.12 X 0.096

L42.8 X 0.00523 X 594
: = ^95 = 189.5. Ans.

+ 1 -3 +2=0
Find mentally the approximate product

3 X 8 X 9 = 2
4 X 5 X 5

~

then find the result 1895 of the given expression on the

slide-rule, and set it down as 1.895 as indicated by the

approximate mental result 2 . Add the upper row

of exponents algebraically and set the sum, +2, over

1.895. Add the lower row of exponents, and set the

sum, 0, below 1.895. Subtract, algebraically, the

lower sum from the upper, and multiply 1.895 by that

power of 10 whose exponent is the difference just

found. In this case the difference is +2, and 10 to

the +2th power is 100. The answer is therefore

189.5. (See Holman:
"
Computation Rules and Loga-

rithms," Macmillan and Co., 1896.)

3. Computing and applying corrections. In many
cases it is far easier to find a desired value by com-
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puting and applying a correction than by the direct

computation of the quantity. The correction is usu-

ally a relatively small quantity and often may be

computed mentally or with slide-rule with all needful

precision even when the slide-rule would not be pre-

cise enough for computing the value sought. Thus it

is easier to reduce a stadia reading to the horizontal

by calculating and applying a correction, than by
direct computation. (See under "

Office work" in

Exercise 36. Other examples follow.)

4. Versed sine instead of cosine. Since cos A
= 1 vers A, it is often advantageous, when the

angle is small (from zero to 20) to find latitude by
the formula: lat. = dist. dist. X vers bearing.

Example. What is the latitude of the course

257.3, N807'E? By the usual formula we have

257.3 X 0.98998, whereas by the foregoing formula

we have 257.3 - 257.3 X 0.01002 and the latter prod-
uct can be computed mentally. In like manner, when
a bearing is near 90, it saves time to compute the

departure by the formula: dep. = dist. dist. X vers

co-bearing. Example. To find the departure of course

358.6, N 80 15' E. By the usual formula we have

358.6 X 0.98556, whereas by the substitute formula

we have (since 90 00' - 80 15' = 9 45') 358.6 - 358.6

X 0.01444; and the latter product can be found with

slide-rule with sufficient accuracy.
5. Difference between base and hypotenuse of

right triangle. If h be the hypotenuse, b the base,

and a the altitude of a right triangle, and x the dif-

ference between base and hypotenuse, then

x = A+B + C + D + - -

, (1)

where

A =
a?/2 h-, B = A 2

/2 A; C = AB/h; D = 2.5
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Also,

x = A' -B' + C' -D' + .

, (2)

where

A' =
a?/2b', B' = A'*/2b',

C' = A'B'/b; D' = 2.5 B'*/b.

Eqs. 1 and 2 are of more interest than value except

as. a means of finding the error involved by the use of

eqs. la and 2a in any given case. Eqs. la and 2a, on

the centrary, are of such wide application in practice

and so easily applied mentally that the student would

do well to memorize them.

Example 1. A 100 foot tape was stretched on a

slope, and upper end of tape was 30 ft. higher than

lower end. What is corresponding horizontal distance?

Here h and a are given and b is required, b = h x

and x is computed by eq. 1 thus:

A = 900/200 = 4.50

B = (4.50)
2
/200 = 0.1013

C = 4.5 X 0.1013/100 = 0.0046

D = 2.5 X 0.1013V100 = Q -QQQ3

x = 4.6062

h = 100

b = 95.3938. Ans.

It will be observed that the terms in eqs. 1 and 2

rapidly diminish. For the great majority of cases it

suffices to retain only the first term in each case.

That is, for most cases the value of x is found with

sufficient precision by

x = a2
/2 h (approx.), (la)

or by
x = a2

/2fc (approx.). (2a)

Example 2. If a 100 foot tape is held with one

end 2 ft. higher than the other, what is the correction
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for horizontal distance? Here a = 2 and h = 100.

x = 22
/100 = 0.04. The horizontal distance is there-

fore 100 - 0.04 = 99.96 ft. To test the precision of

this value of #, compute B of eq. 1 : B = (a?/2 h)

= 0.042
/200 = 0.000008 certainly a negligible dis-

tance in ordinary surveying. (See
"
Engineering

News," 1906 ii 173.)

6. Convenient values of trigonometric functions.

For many cases, sines of small angles may be

assumed to vary directly with the angle; and tangents

may be assumed to be the same as the sines. The

following values are convenient for mental or slide-

rule calculations in office or field.

sin 1 = tan 1 = 0.0175 (1)

sin 1' = tan 1' = 0.0003 (" three ciphers three ") (2)

sin 1" = tan I" = 0.000005 (" five ciphers five ") (3)

sin A (in degrees) = 0.0175 A (in degrees) . . (4)

I/sin A (in degrees) = 57.I/A (in degrees) ... (5)

sin A (in minutes) = 0.0003 A (in minutes) . . (6)

I/sin A (in minutes) = 3437/A (in minutes) . . (7)

Example. What is the degree of curve for radius

800 ft.? From formula sin D/2 = 5Q/R we have,

approximately, D X 60/2 = 50/(JB sin 1')
= (50/800)

X 3437 = 215 minutes; or D = 7 10'. (See
"
Engi-

neering News/
7

1902-i-147.) (a) By the use of eq. 2,

above, the usual formula for subchord deflection,

sin (d/2) = (c/100) sin (D/2),

becomes

(d/2) sin 1' = (c/100) (60 D/2) sin 1' (approx.),

from which we find the subchord deflection in minutes

to be

d/2 = 0.3 cD. (8)
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7. Corrections to approximate values of curve

elements. The following equations give practically

true values of radius R, tangent distance T
7

,
and ex-

ternal distance E, of a circular curve:

R = 5730/7) + (0.073 D -
0.425/7)) (1)

T = (Tfor 1 curve) /D
+ (0.073 D -

0.073/7)) tan (7/2) (2)

E = (E for 1 curve)/D
+ (0.073 D -

0.073/D) exsec (7/2). (3)

The second term in each equation is small often

negligible and may be calculated mentally or with

slide-rule with sufficient precision. Examples. For

D = 10 and 7 = 90, find R, T, and E.

Approx. R = 5730/10 = 573.0

Correction = + (0.73
-

0.04) = + .69

True R = 573.69

Approx. T = 5729.7/10 = 572.97

Correction = + (0.73
-

0.01) tan 45 = + .72

True T = 573.69

Approx. E = 2373.3/10 = 237.33

Correction = + (0.73
-

0.01) 0.4 = + .29

True E = 237.62

8. Difference between arc length and chord

length. For circular curve of n stations, arc exceeds

long chord by 0.00127 n37)2
(approximately), where

D is degree of curve. The error by the use of this

approximate formula is only 0.1 ft. for 5 stations of a

10 curve.

9. Tangent offset. The tangent offset, 0,.for the

nth station on a D curve is, roughly, = (7/8) n?D.

From this equation we have, also,

D =
(8/7) 0/tf;
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and

0' -0 = (7/8)n
2
(D' -Z>);

and

(D>
-

Z>)
= (8/7) (0'

- 0)M
where D'-degree curve and D-degree curve have com-

mon point of tangency and turn in same direction.

These formulas are useful in location work.

E. TOPOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

1. Introduction. Many topographic problems
and some problems of geology and mine surveying
are solved by the general method of descriptive geom-

etry, in which two planes of projection are used: one

to show the relative horizontal, the other, the relative

vertical, positions of points; so that problem data are

shown by "plan" and "
elevation." But data of

topographic problems are shown on one plane, and this

condition .leads to a modified manner of applying

descriptive geometry methods. Topographic projec-

tion treats of the application of descriptive geometry
methods to topographic problems.

2. Notation. (1) The map of a field point will

be designated by one of the capital letters A, B, ... 0,

and the field point itself by the same letter primed.
Thus A is the map of field point A', M is the map of

field point M', etc. In some cases the maps of those

equidistant points on a line which correspond to

contours of the ground surface will be designated by
their respective elevation numbers, thus:

2 3 d 4 5 6
j_|_|_|_L

The points 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are the maps of points on
the line dr

, having the elevations of 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 ft.,

respectively. (2) The map of a field line will often be
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designated by one of the lower-case letters, a, &,...,
o, and the field line itself by the same letter primed.
For example, the line b here shown, b

,
is the

map of the field line V. (a) However, maps of contours

(horizontals) of a plane or other surface will most

frequently be designated by the numbers which ex-

press their respective elevations; the contours them-

selves being designated by the same numbers primed.
Thus 6 is the name given to the map of the contour of

6 ft. elevation. When it is desired particularly to

distinguish contours of one surface from those of an-

other, the letter of the surface and the number of the

contour may be combined; thus, Q 7 may be used to

designate the map of contour 7' of surface Q. (b)

Also a slope line (line of greatest declivity) of a sur-

face, as P, will be designated by p', and its map by p.

(3) A plane or other surface will be designated by one

of the letters P, Q, . . .
,
Z.

3. Determination of position of point.
- The H

position of a field point, as A', is given by its map A.

The V position is given by writing the elevation of A'

alongside point A on the map. Thus, in Fig. 1, A 25

is the map of field point A' of which the elevation is

25 (feet being understood in these pages except where

otherwise stated). The position of the field point is

completely determined by its map and elevation.

4. Determination of position of line. (a) The
H position of a field line, as 6', may be given by its

map, b. The V position of the line may be given in

any one of several ways. We know that if field line

V passes through two points D' and E'
',
b (map of b

f

)

passes through D and E (maps of D e and E', respec-

tively). Thus b drawn through D and E in Fig. 1, is

the map of 6', the straight line which passes through
D' and E f

. (b) If we have map and elevation of each
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of two points of a straight field line, the field line is

determined in V as well as H position. Thus, in

Fig. 1, if V contains D f and E', the position of V is

known from D2 and E5. (c) Other ways of deter-

FIG. 1. FIG. 2. FIG. 3.

mining the position of a field line will be given in

problems below.

5. To graduate a line. (a) To graduate a line

is to mark upon the map of it the maps of those equi-

distant points of the field line which correspond to

contours of the ground surface. Fig. 1 shows a gradu-
ated line, d. d is the map of field line d', and points

0, 1, 2, ... are maps of those points of dr which

have elevations 0, 1, 2, . . . respectively. (6) In Fig. 2,

line c, drawn through A and D, is the map of a field

line c' which passes through field points A' and D'.

The map shows that the elevation of A' is 2; of D'

5 ft. To graduate AD we mark points B3 and C4, the

positions of which are found by proportion thus:

AB/AD =
(3
-

2)/(5
-

2). AC/AD = (4
-

2)/(5
-

2) ;
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hence AB = AD/3, and AC = 2 AD/3. We lay off

AB from A toward D and mark 3, and lay off AC
from A toward D and mark C4. The equidistant

marks A, B, C, . . . graduate the line, (c) Ordinarily

the letters of the graduation marks are omitted, the

elevation numbers together with the letter of the line

fully designating the marked points. Thus Fig. 3

gives the same information as Fig. 2. (d) It is some-

times convenient to graduate a line by construction.

This method is shown in Fig. 4. We make use of V
and H lines in connection with the profile of the field

line. Erect at A and D, respectively, the J_s AA" = 2

and DZ>" =
5, and mark points A" and D". A"D"

is the profile of field line A'D'. Also mark points

3"' and 4 /r/

, making D3
//r = 3 and D4 //r = 4. Through

3"' and 4"' draw ||s to AD cutting A"D" at 3" and

4" respectively. From 3" and 4" drop J_s to strike

AD at points 3 and 4. The marks 2, 3, 4, ...

graduate the line, (e) It is evident that any one scale

may be used to lay off the V distances AA", DD" . . .
;

however, it should be remembered that, unless V and

H scales are the same, the profile will be distorted and

and show distorted slope angle and slope distance. (/)

Fig. 5 shows the same construction as Fig. 4, except
that in the former AD is taken as the H of elevation

2 for the profile.
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6. Scale of slope of field line. (a) The gradu-
ated map of a field line is sometimes called the scale of

slope of the line. For example in Fig. 3, line c with

the marks 2, 3, 4 . . .
,

is the scale of slope OA field

line c'. The field distance represented by the space

between two consecutive marks, as 2 and 3 of the scale,

is the H interval of field line; and the difference be-

tween two consecutive elevations marked on the scale

is the V interval of field line. Thus the V interval of

the field line c' is 1 foot. (b) The slope angle of a field

line is the angle which that line makes with the datum

plane (and therefore with any other H plane). The

tangent of the slope angle is equal to the V interval

divided by the H interval. Hence, V interval = H
interval times tan slope angle; and H interval = V
interval times cot slope angle, (c) To give the slope,

grade, or gradient of a line is to give the slope angle

of the line in direct or indirect terms. Some terms

used in practice to indicate the steepness of a slope

are given in the following quotations: (i) "The steep-

est gradient on the A. B. & C. Ry. is 52.8 feet per mile."

(ii) "The steepest grade on the A. B. & C. Ry. is 1%."
(Hi) "By the laws of one State, the maximum per-

missible grade of highways at railroad crossings is 5."

(iv) "The slope of that stream is 1 : 5000." (1 : 5000

is read "one to five thousand," meaning 1 V to 5000 H.)

(v) "The slope of the upper face of this dam is 3 : 1,

and of the lower face, 5:1." (3 : 1 is read "three to

one," meaning three H to one V.) (vi) "The side

slopes of this* rock cut are i : 1, but the side slopes

of the fill are li : 1." Q : 1 is read "one-half to one,"

and means one-half H to one V.) (NOTE. The

expressions in (iv), (v), and (vi) have this in common:
the V component is taken as unity; but while with

very flat slopes the V component is mentioned before
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the H, with very steep slopes it is mentioned after the

H.) (vii} "The house drain has a drop of i inch to

the foot."

7. Problems on point and line. Use H scale of

1 in. = 1 ft., in solving the following problems. (1)

Given AO and 56, on the map. (Mark two points

some distance apart, at random, on a sheet of paper.

By one point write AO; and by the other, 56.) (a)

Compute distance A '5'. (6) Compute slope angle of

A'E' . (c) Compute H interval corresponding to a

V interval of 1 foot. Graduate the line, (d) Check

preceding results by graphical process. (2) Line V
contains A' and has slope angle of 30. Given A2 and

b on map. (a) Compute H interval corresponding to a

V interval of 1 foot. Graduate the line, (b) Check

the foregoing results by construction. (3) Given two

coincident lines B and D on map, passing through
three points E2, F8.5, and (74; b

f

contains E' and

F r

j
d' contains Gf and is _L to V'. (a) Graduate both

lines by construction. (b) What is slope angle of

each line? (c) What is relation between H interval of

b' and H interval of d"? (4) Given line 6, on map,

passing through A1.2 and (74.6; d passing through
E3 and crossing 6; b

f
contains A f and C'; d f

contains

E' and crosses 3 ft. vertically above &'. (a) Construct

scale of slope of d. (b) What is slope of &'? Of d'?

(5) Given, on map, A 2, 55.2, and C3.5. Graduate

the line which passes through C' parallel to line A'E 1
.

(6) What is slope per cent corresponding to each of

following slopes (or gradients)? 001'; 100'; 500';
26.4 ft. per mile; 1 : 300; 1 : 4000; 1.5 : 1. (7) Given

the scale of slope of a line. Mark, the map of that

point of the line of which the elevation is 1.2 ft.; of

which the elevation is 4.7 ft. (8) Given two graduated

lines, b and d
}
on map. Given also line / crossing b
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and d. Graduate / on the supposition that /' intersects

both b' and d' .

8. Representation of a plane. (a) Any three

points not in the same (straight) line determine a

plane; and any two
||
or intersecting lines determine

a plane. The irregular surface of the ground is com-

monly represented on the map by contours, or, more

strictly, by the maps of contours, of the surface. It

is often convenient to represent a plane surface in

the same way, that is, by the maps of two or more of

its contours. (6) The contours of a plane are straight

1 1 lines, and the maps of such contours are straight and

||.
Thus in Fig. 6 the portion ABCD of the map ex-

hibits contours straight and
||, and this indicates that

the corresponding portion of ground surface is plane.

(The direction of a contour of a stratum of rock is

called the
"
strike

"
of the stratum.) (c) Line of

greatest slope of a plane. Of all the lines of a plane
the contours have the least slope (the slope angle is

zero), and those which are J_ to the contours have the

greatest slope; and the maps of the latter are J_ to

the maps of the former. Thus, in Fig. 6, if p is drawn

JL to the contours and p' is a line ot the plane repre-
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sented by the contours, p
r

is a line of greatest slope

of the plane. Further, the slope of p
f

is the slope of

the plane. (The slope angle of a stratum of rock is

called the "dip" of the stratum.) (d) Scale of slope

of a plane. In Fig. 6 the contours graduate the line

p] and the points 0, 1, 2, . . .
,
of p's scale of slope

are points at which contours 0, 1, 2, . . .
, respectively,

cross p. The scale of slope of p' may be considered

the scale of slope of the plane. Thus to construct the

scale of slope of a plane is to graduate any one of the

lines of greatest slope of the plane, (e) A plane is

determined by its scale of slope, because, given -the

scale of slope p, we can draw at once the map of any

designated contour of the plane. Thus in Fig. 7 let q

(graduated) be the scale of slope of plane Q. Contour

1 of Q will pass through point 1 on g; contour 2 will pass

through point 2 on q, and so on; and all the contours

will be _L to q. (/) The slope scales of
|| planes evi-

dently are
1 1

and have the same H intervals, (g) The
scale of slope of a plane is usually drawn as a double

line to distinguish it from the scale of slope of a line.

To the same end, the letter and numbers of the plane's

scale of slope are written alongside, rather than stand-

ing upon, the scale. Thus, a glance at Fig. 7 shows

that b represents a line while r represents a plane.

(h) From 6 (b) it will be evident that the H interval

between the contours of a plane is equal to V interval

multiplied by cotan slope; and that the scale of slope

or the contours of a plane being given on the map,
we can scale the H interval and compute the slope of

the plane by the formula, cot s = h/v; where s is the

slope, h is the H and v is the V interval.

9. Representation of irregular surfaces. The
student is supposed to be familiar with contour maps.
He is therefore assumed to know that the surface of
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the ground is often represented by the maps of its

contours. In many cases the irregular surface of the

ground is represented on the map by the maps and

elevations of a number of surface points. The student

will recognize the fact that, after he has plotted stadia

points and written by each its elevation, and before

he has interpolated the contours, the map represents

the ground surface; and that the only reason for adding
the contours is that the system of contours is more

convenient than the system of isolated points for many
of the uses to which a topographic map is put.

10. Scale of slope of ground surface. (1) It

was pointed out in S(h) that the slope of a plane that

is represented by its contours can be found by the

formula cot sl'ope
= h/v (v is the V interval; h is the

H interval and is found by scaling). The ground'
surface is sometimes made plane by excavating or by
filling; and the contours of such plane areas are of

course straight and ||; 'but the slope of an irregular

ground surface changes from place to place, as in-

dicated by the variation in the H interval between

contours. The slope of the ground at any point on

the map can be found, however, from the formula

above, after scaling the distance, h, between the two

immediately adjacent contours taken on a line pass-

ing through the point. (2) When it is necessary to

find the slope of the ground at many points, on a con-

tour map,;the method just statedas slow. It is a short

job to make a "
slope scale" by means of which the

ground slope can be instantly ascertained at any point
on a contour map. The construction of such a scale

is described below.

11. Scale for reading slope from contour map.
As we have seen, the H interval at any point between

two adjacent contours is equal to the V interval (or
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equidistance) multiplied by cotan of slope. That is,

in symbols, h = v cot slope. (1) By this formula,

compute the H interval between contours for each of

the following slopes, using the V interval of the map
to which the scale is to be applied: 30, 20, 10, and

5. (2) Cut a strip of stiff paper, about one by six

inches. (3) Graduate one edge of the strip thus: Draw
a line _L to the edge of the strip, near one end, and

write "90" on the line (see Fig. la). To the scale

of the map on which the slope scale is to be used, lay

off along the edge of strip, starting at the 90 line, the

FIG. 7a. FIG. 8. FIG. 8a.

computed H interval for 30 slope; draw a line at

point thus located, _L to the edge; and label the line

"30." In like manner locate and label the 20 grad-

uation; the 10 graduation; and the 5 graduation;
in each case taking the 90 line as the initial point of

measure. (4) Write on the strip,
"
Slope Scale," the

scale of the map on which the slope scale is to be

used; and the name of the draftsman. Fig. 7a shows

graphical construction of slope scale for use on map of

which scale is 1 in. = 20 ft. and contour interval is 5 ft.

12. To assume point in surface. Given A and

the slope scale p (Fig. 8) of plane P. A f
lies in P.

To find the elevation of A', (a) Drawing the contours

of P in the vicinity of A, we find that A lies between

contours 1 and 2. Scaling the distance from A to

contour 1, and the distance from contour 1 to contour 2,

we find that the former distance is 6/10 of the latter.
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Therefore A' is higher than contour 1 by 6/10 of the

V interval between contours 1 and 2; that is, the

elevation of A' is (0.6 X 1) + 1 = 1.6 ft. (b) The
same method is followed if the contours represent a

surface other than plane. For example, given B in

Fig. 8a, along with the contours of an irregular ground
surface. E f

lies in the surface represented by the

contours. What is the elevation of B"! By inspec-

tion (or scaling) we find^elevation of B' to be 4.6 ft.

(c) Problem. Given a contour map with A5 marked

at random on the map. Find the V distance between

A' and the surface.

13. To assume line in surface. Given the scale

of slope q (Fig. 9), of plane Q, and any line 6, b being

the map of some line V of Q. To graduate b. (a)

FIG. 9. FIG. 9a.

Draw the contours 0, 1, 2, . . .
,
of plane Q. These

contours graduate b. The point 1 of b's scale is the

point at which b cuts contour 1; point 2 of b's scale is

the point which" b cuts from contour 2; and so on.

(b) The same method is followed if the surface is not

plane, or if the line is not straight. In any case the

crossing of the map of the line and the map of a con-

tour is the map of that point of the line of which the

elevation is that of the contour. In Fig. 9a, b is a

curved line drawn at random. If b' is a line of the

surface represented by the contours, points 1, 2, 3, . . .
,

of b fall on contours 1, 2, 3, . . .
, respectively.
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14. To pass plane through three points. Given

on the map (Fig. 10), A2, 53, and C5. Plane P con-

tains field points A' and B'
,
and C'. To construct

scale of slope, p. (a) Graduate the line drawn

through two of the points as A and B. Draw a line

through C and that point of AB's slope scale having
the same elevation as C; that is, through C and point

5 on line AB. This line, ju^t drawn, is the map of

contour 5 of P, and may be designated as P5. Con-

tour P4 is now drawn through point 4 of AB and
||

to

P5; P3 is drawn through point 3 of AB
||
to P5; and

so on. In a convenient place we draw the double

line p _L to the contours. It remains only to write

the numbers on p at the scale marks made by the

contours.

P

'"E

FIG. 10. FIG. 11.

15. To locate line of given slope in plane. Given

the plane P by its slope scale p } Fig. 11. The line V
lies in P and has a slope of 1 (V) to 5 (H). To con-

struct the slope scale b. (a) Draw contours of P.

We know that points 1, 2, . . .
,
of scale b must fall

on contours 1, 2, . . .
, respectively. Also we know that

the H interval of scale b is 5 times the V interval;

that is, the H interval of b is 5 X 1 = 5 ft. Therefore

from any point (as E} on some contour (as 1) and with

a radius of 5 ft., draw an arc cutting contour 2 at some

point F. Draw line b through E and F. E is point

1 and F is point 2 on the scale b required, (b) If a
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line d' has slope 1 : 5, lies in P and also passes through

A', then d passes through A \\
to b; and the contours

graduate d.

16. To locate surface line of given slope on con-

tour map. The same method serves for locating

a line of given uniform slope in a surface which is

not plane. Of course if the contours are curved the

located line cannot be straight, but in most cases

it may be considered, for all practical purposes, to be

straight from contour to contour, changing direction

only at points at which it crosses the contours. In

proceeding along the surface line of uniform slope the

H interval must of course be constant. In Fig. lla,

FIG. lla. FIG. 12.

let it be required to draw the map of surface line V
which starts from point A r on contour 4 and has uni-

form slope of 1 : 5. Open the dividers to 5 ft. (that

is, 5 times the V interval between adjacent contours).

From A as center, strike arc cutting contour 3 at C.

From C as center, strike arc cutting contour 2 at D.
From D as center strike arc cutting contour 1 at E]
and so on. The broken line ACDE ... is the map
b of V. Points A, C, D, U, . . .

,
are respectively
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4, 3, 2, 1, . . .
,
of b's slope scale. (Remark. The

segment A'C' passes a little below the surface. How
do we know this? Is there more than one solution to

the problem above? What if we had tried to start

the line uphill from (??)

17. To draw surface line of uniform slope be-

tween two surface points. (Figure is to be drawn by
student.) Given the contours of the surface, also A7
on contour 7 and B2 on contour 2. d

f

is a surface line

which has uniform slope and runs from A f
to B f

. Con-

struct the map d of df and find the uniform slope, (d

and the slope must be found by trial.) For the first

trial location use slope a little flatter than slope of air

line from A' to B'\ and start the work of striking arcs

at A. Call E the point at which first trial location

strikes B's contour. If E falls short of B, radius used

was too short; and if E over-runs J3, radius was too

long. A second trial location is now made, starting

again at A, and using a longer or shorter radius accord-

ing to the indication of the position of E; and so on.

The adopted location is, for all practical purposes, the

required d\ and the slope of d can be computed from

radius used on adopted location.

18. To pass plane of given slope through line.

Given the line V by its slope scale b, Fig. 12. Plane P
contains line V and has slope of 2 : 1 (H : V). Draw
one-foot contours of P. (a) The V interval between

contours is 1 foot; therefore the H interval between

contours is 2x1 = 2 ft. From any scale-mark of

6, as 3, as center, with radius = 2 ft., draw circum-

ference c. Through adjacent scale-mark, 2, draw line

d tangent to c. Call point of tangency E. d is the

map of contour 2 of plane P. Remaining contours

0, 1, 3, . . .
,
of P are drawn

||
to d and through points

0, 1, 3, . . .
, respectively, of slope scale b. (Remark.
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The construction will be more accurate if we take

a longer radius, as 4 ft., or 6 ft., etc. Solve the prob-

lem using a radius of 6 ft. Is there more than one

solution to the foregoing problem?)
19. Problems on line and surface. The student

will represent on paper the data of each of the follow-

ing problems; and assume that the scale of the map is,

in each case, 1 in. to 10 ft. unless otherwise instructed.

(a) To draw plane through point ||
to another plane.

-

Given the slope scale p and A3. Plane Q is
||
to plane

P and contains point A'. Construct the slope scale q.

(|| planes have
|| slope scales and the same interval.)

(6) To draw plane through line
1 1

to another line. -

Given the slope scales b and d. Plane Q contains V
and is

||
to d'. Construct slope scale q. (A plane is

||
to a given line if it contains a line which is

||
to the

given line.) (c) To pass a plane through point ||
to

two lines. Given A2 and slope scales b and d on

the map. Plane P contains A' and is
||

to both &'

and d
f

. Construct the slope scale p. (d) To find

intersection of two surfaces. Surfaces P and Q are

given by their contours. 6' is line of intersection of

the two surfaces. Construct b. (Each contour of P
cuts contour of like elevation of Q, and the point of

intersection of the two contours is a point of line &'.)

(e) To construct profile of surface line shown on con-

toured map. Given the surface R by its contours.

Draw line b across the map. b' is a line of the given
surface. Construct the profile of &'. (The map 6 is

graduated by the contours.) (/) To find piercing point
of line with surface. Given the surface R by its

contours. Given the slope scale b of line b'. b
f

pierces
R at point A'. Find A and elevation of A' . (Any
plane, as Q, which contains V will cut from R some
line x' which will cut 6' at A'. It is convenient some-
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times to let b be the slope scale of the auxiliary plane Q.

At other times it may be convenient to make Q vertical,

so that it will cut a profile from plane P. Less fre-

quently it is better to draw Q's contours oblique to

b.) (g) To draw a line through point _L to plane.

Given A4 and p. A' is not necessarily a point of P.

Line V contains A' and is J_ to P. Construct slope

scale b. (b will be
||
to p, and the H interval of b will

be the reciprocal of the H interval of p, and the num-
bers on the two scales will increase in opposite direc-

tions.) (A) To pass plane through line J_ to plane.

Given the slope scales p and 6. Plane Q contains V
and is JL to P. Construct the slope scale q. (Pass a

line x' through some point of V JL to P. Q is the plane
of V and x f

.) (i) To pass line through point _L to

line. Given A6 and the slope scale 6, A not being
on b. Line c' contains A' and is _L to V . Construct

slope scale c and find _L distance from A' to 6. (Pass

an auxiliary plane Q through A
r

J_ to b'. V pierces

Q at E f

. d contains A' and E'; and the required

distance is A'E'.) (j) To find line which cuts at right

angles two non-intersecting lines. Given the slope

scales b and c. Line df

cuts both V and c' and is _L

to both. Required slope scale d and _L distance be-

tween V and c'. (Pass a plane P through b'
\\

to c'.

Through two points of c! draw lines /' and g' J_ to P.

/' pierces P at F'] and g' pierces P at G'. Line

F'G' cuts V at J'. Line df

passes through ]' and is

JL to P.)

20. Problems in location, earthwork, geology and

mining. Some of the following problems have been

suggested by Joseph W. Roe's
"
Application of De-

scriptive Geometry to Mining Problems/
7 a paper

presented before a meeting of the American Institute

of Mining Engineers in March, 1910; published in
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the Transactions of the Institute; and reprinted as

Chapter IX in
"
Practical Field Geology."* This

paper gives clear, detailed solutions of a variety of

mining problems.

(1) On a contour map mark three points, A, B, C,

at random. Let them.be the maps of points at which

contacts have been made with a certain stratum of

rock, and which are described as follows: A' is 43 ft.

below surface in drilled hole; B f

is at breast of tunnel;

and C' is on an outcrop. Find the strike (see 8(6)) and

dip (see 8(c)) of stratum.

(2) Find depth of V shaft necessary to reach the

stratum of rock of (1), from a given surface point D',

the map of which is given.

(3) Given, on a contour map, three points of outcrop
of a rock stratum, and the position of a V shaft of

given depth. Find position and length of shortest H
tunnel which can be driven from bottom of shaft to

the stratum.

(4) Given, on a contour map, the maps and eleva-

tions of three points of the hanging wall of a vein,

and the map and elevation of one point of the foot

wall. Find the thickness of the vein.

(5) On contour map of narrow valley, draw center

line of top of a proposed earth dam, of which top
width is 20 ft., upstream slope is 2 : 1, and down-
stream slope is 3:1. Let top of dam run from a

contour on one side of the valley to the contour of

same elevation on the other side. Draw the two

edges of the dam crest, and find the lower edges of the

two faces of the dam.

(6) A railroad cut is to be made through a hill, and

following the cut is a fill running out to a pier abut-

* By J. H. Farrel and Alfred J. Moses, New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Co., Inc. $3.
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ment (wingless) supporting one end of a bridge. Given

all necessary data on a contour map of the site, find

top of side slopes of cut, and toe of slope of fill on both

sides of fill and at the end where it flows around

abutment.

(7) Given a contour map of an irregular side-hill.

Draw a polygon of five or more sides on the /map, to

represent the boundary line of a property. On the

higher side of the property mark a point to represent

a tunnel entrance. Find the limits of the area within

which a level dumping-trestle can be located without

causing toe of dump to overrun any of the property
lines. The stable slope of the dump may be taken as

1.25 : 1.

(8) Given the data of (1). Find the line of outcrop
of the stratum of rock.

(9) Given a contour map of a piece of ground having
a slope of five per cent or more; scale V 20';

contour interval one foot. Draw on the map, to scale,

the outline of a tennis court area, 60 ft. by 120 ft.,

giving the long dimension the same general direction

as the contours near it. Find the elevation which the

court must have in order that the cut may just make
the fill. Assume the side slopes of cut and of fill to

be 1.5 : 1, and that there will be neither swell nor

shrinkage of the excavated material.

(10) Given a contour map of a side-hill, and other

necessary data. To find the location of road between

two given points on side-hill, such that the resulting

excavation shall just make fills.

(11) Given the necessary data, find the elevation of

bottom of a proposed reservoir on a side-hill, assuming
that cut and fill shall balance.

(12) Find volume of dam of (5). Find the capacity

of resulting reservoir.
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(13) Find on a contour map the length and H po-
sition of tunnel which is to be driven with given up-
ward slope say 7 - from bottom of a shaft to a

rock stratum given by three of its points. The tunnel

is to be of minimum length possible considering the

fact that it must lie entirely within given property
lines.



PART VI

HIGHER SURVEYING EXERCISES
PROBABLE ERROR

MODULUS OF ELASTICITY OF STEEL TAPE

Equipment: 300-foot (or 100-foot) steel tape, pro-

vided at one end with a fine scale (preferably with a

vernier) so that minute changes of length may be

detected; a spring balance or other apparatus for

measuring tension, which should be determined with

great accuracy. If a screw and nut is so arranged at

each end that the tape may be held at any required

tension without any unsteadiness, the accuracy will

be greatly increased.

FORM OF NOTES

282
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Location: These tests can best be made between

fixed hubs or monuments at some place which is per-

manently arranged for, them. The space under the

seats of a grand stand will often prove a favorable

place for such work.

Method: If it is readily possible to support the tape

throughout its length, the effect of sag may be elimi-

nated; otherwise the tape must be supported by

freely swinging hooks set at regular intervals. Set the

tape in place so that it swings freely in the hooks,

with the zero at one end exactly on the index-mark

on the monument at that end. Stretch the tape by
means of the screws until the pull is 12 Ibs. and take

the exact reading on the fine scale at the other end of

the tape. Slacken the tape slightly and again stretch

it to 12 Ibs. and again take the reading. Take three

such readings with tensions of 12, 14, 16, 18, and

20 Ibs.

Computations: Since the tape was swung on hooks
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spaced 30 feet apart, there is a difference in the sag

for the various tensions, which equals

in which L = length of tape in feet (300), w = weight*

of one linear unit of the tape in pounds (0.000574),

d = the uniform distance between supports in the

same unit as w, and PI and P2 are the various tensions.

If li and Z2 are the true lengths, v\ and v2 the mean

* It is difficult to obtain with accuracy the weight of a linear

unit and also the cross-section. The weight of a linear unit is

sometimes obtained by weighing the whole tape and dividing by
the length, and then the cross-section is obtained by dividing

the weight of a linear unit by the assumed weight of a cubic

unit of steel of that quality. These results are vitiated by the

fact that handles, rivets, brass sleeves, etc., which are not readily

removable add to the weight of the tape and also because the

weight of the cubic unit is rather uncertain. To obtain the

cross-section accurately by direct measurement is impracticable

because the cross-section is not truly rectangular, the sides of

-the cross-section being more nearly circular, and again because

the thickness (generally about 0.015") cannot be readily meas-

ured, even with micrometer calipers, with a sufficient percentage

of accuracy. When it is possible to obtain from the manufac-

turer a sample of the same kind of tape, the following method is

more accurate: A piece of the tape 2.52 inches long was weighed
on a chemical balance as 656.2 m.g. (= 0.0014467 lb.). It was

also weighed in distilled water having a temperature of 16.4 C.,

the weight being 572.4 m.g. From these figures and the known

weight of distilled water the weight of the steel per cubic inch

was determined to be 0.2825 lb. Dividing the weight of the

piece by the weight per cubic inch gives the volume, which

divided by the length gives the area of the cross-section (0.002032

sq. in.). Dividing the weight of the piece by its length gives

the weight per linear inch (0.000574 lb.). Multiplying the area

of cross-section by 40 000 shows thaj a pull of over 80 Ibs. will be

required to strain the tape 40 000 Ibs. per square inch, which is

probably within the elastic limit.
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vernier readings, ajid si and s2 the sags for two tensions,

^ =
pj_ + si and 2

= v% + s2 .
- The stretch a for the

difference in tension =
1% l\

= v% + $2 v\ Si
=

(tfc
-

0i)
-

(si
-

2)
=

(v*
-

>i)
-

C..
/D _ p \ T

The Modulus of Elasticity E =
c ,

in
oa

which >S is the cross-section of the tape in square

inches (0.00203).

As a sample computation,

C8
= (0.000574 X SGO)^

_ _ = .00128.

Then

(V2
_ ^ _ C8

= 0.02087 - 0.00128 = 0.01959

= a (in feet).

_ (16
-

12) 3600 _ 30165000E ~
0.00203 X (0.01959 X 12)

~

LEVEL-TRIER

Equipment: Level-trier; level-tube to be tested,

which may be an unattached tube or a tube in an

instrument which may be placed bodily on the level-

trier.

Location: For accurate work the level-trier must be

placed where it is perfectly steady and not subject

to vibrations; as, for instance, on a shelf fastened to

a masonry wall, or on a solid masonry pier.

Constants of the trier. It is necessary to know the

pitch of the screw and the length of the arm. The

determination of these, with such accuracy as is neces-

sary, requires that the screw be taken completely out,

involving excessive wear if done frequently and by
inexperienced hands. These values should therefore

be determined definitely for the particular instrument

used, by the instructor in charge, and the values given
to the student.
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Value of one division of the level-tube. Place the

level-tube (or instrument) on the trier. If the large

telescope level-tube of a transit is to be tested, place

the whole instrument (including the leveling-head)

on the flat plate of the trier provided for that purpose.
Level up the transit by means of its leveling-screws,

being very particular to orient the instrument so that

the tube to be tested is exactly parallel to the axis of

the trier. Use the transit leveling-screws to set the

bubble at any desired position in the tube and thus

save wear on the fine micrometer-screw. Bring the

bubble near one end of the tube, yet so that the microm-

eter-index points to some even tenth or twentieth

division or preferably at zero. Note the position on

the scale of both ends of the bubble estimating

tenths of a division. A microscope will be of assist-

ance in estimating tenths. Turn the micrometer to

the next even fifth (tenth or twentieth) division.

Again read and record the position of the ends of the

bubble. Continue these operations until the bubble

is near the other end of the tube. The bubble always

drags somewhat behind its true position; therefore,

when moving the bubble through the tube, the screw

should always be turned in the same direction and never

reversed. When the bubble has been moved as far

in one direction as desired, turn the screw a few divisions

farther in that direction and then turn backward to

the same micrometer reading it had before. On account

of lagging, the bubble readings will be somewhat dif-

ferent. Move the screw backward to each reading

in turn as before. The bubble readings will differ

from those before obtained for the same micrometer

readings, and the differences will be practically con-

stant and will equal twice the effect of the lagging.

The position of the center of the bubble is found by
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taking one-half of the difference of the two end read-

ings, which gives the distance of the center of the

bubble from the center of the tube. The difference in

the positions of the center of the bubble for correspond-

ing settings of the micrometer-screw gives twice the

effect of the lagging. This quantity should be de-

termined in order to obtain a measure of the uncer-

tainty due to this cause in any random reading. The

motion of the center of the bubble for two consecutive

positions of the bubble is a measure of the length of

bubble-tube corresponding to a definite angular motion.

Since the micrometer intervals are equal, the average

difference is the mean value corresponding to that

micrometer interval. The sum of each pair of end

bubble readings is a measure of the length of the bubble.

The differences in the bubble lengths may be caused

by (a) variation in temperature, (b) variation in calibre

of tube, (c) errors of reading. If the temperature is

fairly constant and the tube presumably of good

workmanship, any large variation will probably be due

to the third cause. When the bubble is sluggish or

excessively sensitive, considerable time (three to five

minutes) may be required before the bubble becomes

stationary.

If a!' = angular value in seconds of arc of one

division of the index-head of the screw,

n = number of micrometer divisions turned be-

fore each new position of bubble,
d mean movement in divisions of the bubble,

then angular value of one division of bubble = -^-
= D.

Radius of the tube. Let m = number of divisions

fYLTidf.

per inch on the bubble-scale; then
-^ (

= raD) is
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the angular value of one inch of the tube. Since there

are 206 265 seconds in the arc which equals its radius,

,. ,., . , . . , 206 265 dt 206265\
me radius of the tube in inches = ^^ ,,

f = 1

mna

FORM OF NOTES

1.775 0.354

The plate-bubbles on a transit are too coarse to re-

quire such refined methods of work. It is advisable,

however, to obtain some idea of their sensitiveness.

This may be done by observing how much motion of

the micrometer-screw is required to move the bubble

some definite amount say jV . The screw motion,

reduced to angular measure, gives the angular value
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of such a motion of the bubble, and therefore of such

an error in the adjustment of the bubble.

When testing a transit, test both plate-bubbles as

just given, and also test the large telescope-bubble

by the accurate method.

The uniform interval for the screw readings should

be varied according to the sensitiveness of the bubble;

a very sensitive bubble may move about one bubble

division for one or two divisions of the screw, while a

coarser bubble may require a movement of 5, 10, or

20 divisions of the screw to move the bubble one

division.
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INEQUALITY OF TELESCOPE COLLARS OR OF
TELESCOPE AXIS PIVOTS

Equipment: Telescope of a wye-level or the telescope

of a theodolite having open wyes, and a suitable

striding-level. When testing the collars of a theodolite

telescope, dummy wyes may be provided, which will

leave the horizontal plates free and available for other

tests such as those for eccentricity, errors of runs, etc.

FORM OF NOTES

Location: [See
" Location" under "Level-trier.]

"

Method: Set the telescope in its wyes, place the

striding-level on the pivots (or collars), and level up
until the bubble is nearly in the center. Record the

readings of both ends of the bubble. Reverse the

striding-level and record the bubble readings. Re-

verse the telescope in the wyes and apply the striding-

level both in direct and reversed position. Again
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.reverse the telescope in the wyes and proceed as be-

fore until three sets of observations have been taken

with the telescope in both positions in each set. From
the figures obtained ten values of the inequality of the

collars may be deduced. Compute the mean value

and the probable error of a single observation.

Principles involved. The position of the center of the

bubble can always be determined by taking one-half

of the difference of the readings of the bubble ends,

The right-hand pivot (telescope direct) is too large. The right leg of the striding-

level (when direct) is too high.

and this is true regardless of whether the graduations

actually begin in the center or at some distance each

side of the center. The movement of a bubble is then

found by determining the motion of the center, and its

angular value by multiplying the movement in divi-

sions by the angular value of one division. If a repre-

sents the diameter of one collar and 6 that of the other
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(the inequality is grossly exaggerated in the figure),

then b a is the difference of diameter. If we con-

sider the telescope changed in the wyes but the level

unchanged (relative to the wyes), the level will be

inclined by the angle a, which is the angle subtended

by 2 (b a) at a distance of I. This is four times the

angle between the axis of the collars and the line join-

ing the bases of the striding-level, which is the required

angle; i.e., 0, the required angle, is equal to J a.

Therefore the required angle is one-fourth of the angu-
lar value corresponding to the motion of the center of

the bubble due to a change of the telescope in the wyes
but no change of the striding-level relative to the wyes.
This is found by comparing alternate readings of the

striding-level when used as described above ("Method").
Error of adjustment of the bubble-tube. As this is

determinable from the observations just described,

without additional instrumental work, the method of

computation is here given. One-half of the algebraic

sum of the distances of the center of the bubble from

the center of the tube, for readings of the bubble when
the level is reversed but the telescope is unchanged in

the wyes (readings toward one end of the tube being

considered positive and toward the other end negative),

gives the value in bubble divisions of the error of

adjustment of the bubble-tube. The above-described

observations will give six values of this error. Com-

pute the probable error of one determination.
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CONSTANTS OF A LEVEL OF PRECISION

Equipment: Level of precision, leveling-rod (or

paper scale see next paragraph), and steel tape.

Location: Ordinarily such tests are made in the field,

the only requirement being a fairly smooth stretch of

300 to 400 feet; but in unfavorable weather a very

good test may be made indoors by sighting at an

illuminated scale graduated to 50ths of an inch (or to

millimeters) from a distance of about 35 feet, -fa" at

35' subtends about 10 seconds of arc, and the 50ths

may be easily subdivided by estimation. The follow-

ing NOTES are taken from an actual in-door test.

FIXED CONSTANTS ,

1. Angular value of one division of bubble-tube. Sight

at rod (or scale) when the bubble is as near one end

of the tube as possible so that the bubble-reading
at each end may be taken. By means of the microm-

eter-screw under one wye, run the bubble to the other

end and again read the scale (reading the middle

cross-wire only) and both ends of the bubble. Take

six such readings: five differences may be obtained

from them. Note for each observation the position

of the center of the bubble; then for each pair the

motion of the bubble-center and the difference of scale-

readings ;
then for each pair the difference of scale per

bubble-division. Call r the mean difference of scale-

readings per bubble-division; d = distance from instru-

ment to scale; and v the value of one bubble-division

in seconds of arc; then
r

=
dsinl"'

2. Inequality of the pivot-rings. [The theory and
method have been developed under "

Inequality of Tele-

scope Collars
" ad are not repeated here, especially as
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FORM OF NOTES.
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[Exercise, Inequality of Collars. Test not repeated here.]

d = 33.50 feet = 402.0 inches

/= 14.4 inches

c = 7.2 inches

f+c = 21.6 inches

193.77

50

d-f-c

= 3.8754

380.4
:

3.8754
= 98.1

Mean error in collimation = -^-
= 0.0200 inch at distance of 406 inches

= 0.0049 feet per 100 feet,

or 4.9 mm. per 100 meters.
.*. with telescope direct, the line of collimation points downward (the scale was
inverted) by 4.9 mm. per 100 m.

Mean inclination of bubble = 0.17 div. = 0.72 seconds of arc.

,'. when level is direct and in center, telescope points downward an angle of

0.72" or 0.00035 foot per 100 feet.
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a careful determination of the value is sufficient for

one problem.]

3. Angular value of the wire interval. Read the

extreme cross-wires on the rod (or scale). Move the

telescope by means of the micrometer-screw just

enough to give different (and independent) scale-

readings. Take ten such readings. If d = distance

from center of instrument to rod; s = mean differ-

ence of wire-readings; (/ + c)
= the distance from the

center of the instrument to a point as far in front of

the object-glass as the cross-wires are behind the

object-glass; then r, the required quantity, is the

fixed ratio of (d f c) to s. When this test is

made indoors the distances should be measured with

corresponding accuracy.

DAILY TESTS

4. Error of the line of collimation. Read the three

wires on the rod or scale. Rotate the telescope 180

in the wyes and again read the three wires. Take
three pairs of readings, moving the telescope slightly

with the micrometer-screw before each new pair. Raise

the clips (if any) from the collars, and remove the

striding-level so that the telescope may be rotated

with as little jar as possible. The difference in the

mean wire-readings is twice the collimation error for

that distance. Reduce the collimation error to its

value in decimals of a foot (or meter) per 100 feet

(or 100 meters).

5. Error of striding-level. Observe the bubble-read-

ings at both ends when the striding-level is direct and

when it is reversed. Take three readings with level

direct and three with level reversed. One-half the

motion of the bubble-center during reversal indicates

the bubble inclination.
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ECCENTRICITY AND ERRORS OF GRADUATION
OF A GRADUATED CIRCLE

The readings of two opposite verniers (or microm-

eters) will usually differ slightly, owing to one or more

of three causes. These differences are frequently less

than the least unit of measurement in a well-made

engineer's transit, but micrometer microscopes permit

the reading of such a small unit of measurement that

the absolutely unavoidable errors of the finest mechan-

ical construction become apparent. The three causes

are: (a) the micrometers may not be 180 apart
measured on a circle whose center is the center of the

vertical axis carrying the telescope and the microm-

eters; (6). the center of this axis may not coincide with

the center of the graduated plate; (c) there is more

or less error in the graduations. There is still a fourth

cause, viz. : inaccuracies of reading due to inexperience

or
"
personal equation/' but in the investigation of the

errors of graduation of a circle such errors are neces-

sarily bound up with the errors of graduation. Call

A the reading of micrometer A in any position and B
the corresponding reading of micrometer B =b 180;
then B A = the difference, which is usually a vari-

able for different parts of the circle. Then B A for

any position of the micrometers includes the combined

effect of these three causes.
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Cause a. Let AiB^ A 2B2 , etc., represent the various

positions of the micrometer, m representing the verti-

cal axis carrying the telescope and micrometers. As

may be readily seen from the figure, v is a constant

for all parts of the circle. Then (B A) includes a

constant v, which may be large or small and possibly

absolute zero. Micrometers are usually adjustable,

so that v may be reduced to a very small quantity.

Cause b. Since v is a constant in (B A), we may
assume for simplicity that it has been eliminated, or

that m, the center of the axis supporting the telescope,

is on a line joining A and B in every position. Let C

be the center of the graduated circle. Then ACA'
measures that part of (B A) due to cause b. The
effect of cause b is plainly seen to be variable for

various positions of the micrometers, and when B
reaches h (or fc) the effect is zero, i.e., mh is the "line

of no eccentricity." Let h be the reading at A, and t

the reading for any position of B] then (t h)
= BCh;

mC =
e, the linear eccentricity; BC =

R', mC -r- BC
= e -T- R, which may be called e" sin I". From the

triangle mCB (in any position of B) we have

mC
sin mBC = ~ sin BCh.Bm

Let x = ACA f = 2 mBC. Since mC is exceedingly

small, Bm is practically equal to BC\ :. mC -*- Bm
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= e 4- R = e" sin 1". /. sin \ x = J x sin 1" = e"

sin 1" sin (t
-

h). x = 2 e" sin (t
-

h). But note

that if the telescope is swung around 180 from any

given position the algebraic sign of x is changed, al-

though x is numerically the same as before. Therefore

2 e" sin (t h) is numerically the same but of opposite

sign for all pairs of positions 180 apart.

Cause c. Errors of graduation and reading are

variable and wholly irregular. Call them g. Evi-

dently the error of any graduation is its variation

from a position in an ideal system whose differences

from the actual marks are as small as possible and are

equally positive and negative. Therefore the average
of all the g's for a large number of graduations, taken

at regular intervals around the circle, is zero.

For any position of the micrometers (B A)
= v + 2 e" sin (t h) + g. Suppose that readings

for (B A) are systematically taken at points of the

circle 10 or 20 apart, a set of variable values will be

found. Since g is assumed to average zero, and since

for every value of 2 e" sin (t h) there is an equal
value of opposite sign, the mean of all the values

of (B A) is evidently v. Then if v is subtracted

from each value of (B A) we have (B A) v

= x + g. But if (B A v)d
= x + g }

then

(B A v)d + m = x g. Let [(B A v) d

-
(B

- A -
^)d + i8o']

= 2D = 2x + 2g. Then
D = x + g 2 e" sin (t h) + g. It seems im-

practicable to wholly eliminate g from the values of

D, but it may be seen from the following method of

solution that if we call D = 2 e" sin (t h) and ob-

tain values for e" and h, the values obtained will be

very nearly correct, since the mean value of g is zero

and in the summations will almost cancel out. We
thus have a series of variable numerical values for
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Z>, each of which equals 2 e" sin (t h), in which e"

is a required quantity, t has certain known values

varying by 10 or 20, and h is unknown. The only

practicable method of solution is one involving the

principles of the Method of Least Squares. The nu-

merical work is simple and may be accepted by the

student until he has mastered the theory. Only the

numerical process will be here given.

For each numerical case we have (assuming that

the readings are taken at each even 20 around the

circumference)

D! = 2 e" sin (0
-

A), D2
= 2 e" sin (20

-
h), etc.,

which may be written

Di = 2 e" (sin cos h - cos sin A),

D2
= 2 e" (sin 20 cos h - cos 20 sin A), etc.

Multiply Di by sin 0, D2 by sin 20, etc., and add the

results; then multiply D\ by cos 0, D2 by cos 20,

etc., and add the results. We then have

S (D sin 0=2 e" cos h (sin
2 + sin2 20 + + sin2 160)

- 2 Q" sin h (sin cos + sin 20 cos 20 + - +
sin 160 cos 160) (a)

S (D cos t)
=

2 e" cos h (sin cos + sin 20 cos 20 + + sin 160 cos 160)
- 2 e" sin h (cos

2 + cos2 20 + + cos2 160) . . (b)

In (a), sin cos =
0, sin 20 = sin 160, and cos 20

= -cos 160; therefore sin 20 cos 20 + sin 160

cos 160 =
0; and similarly all the quantities in the

second term of (a) and also the first term of (b) will

cancel out. It may be readily shown that (sin
2

+ sin2 20 + + sin2 160) - 4.5 precisely, i.e.,

1 1 80
If the uniform interval were 10, the sum would

2 20

be ~
~r^o'

9. Likewise it may be shown that (cos
2

0'

+ cos2 20 + + cos2
160) = 4.5.

180
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Then

^ oit- J\ /M/J" /-/~vci J IT TX7riirr vt

20

180
2 (D sin f)

= ne" cos A, in which n =
-7^-

= 9;

2 (D cos f)
= ne," sin /&;

2 (D cos t)

v> ; r. . ,:
= tan h.

2 (D sin t)

h becoming known, we may solve for e" from the

equation

_ 2 (D cos t)

n sin /i

Knowing the reading h for the line of no eccentricity

and the value in seconds of the eccentricity (e"), the

variable values of x are obtainable. By subtracting

each value of x from the corresponding value of

B A v the error of graduation (g) for that angle

may be found. We know that the values of x must

vary according to a definite system, depending on the

position of the line of no eccentricity, and the above

method gives the most probable system. The method

gives the most probable constant value for v, the

most probable system of values for x, the most prob-
able position of the line of no eccentricity and the

angular value of the eccentricity, and throws the re-

mainder into errors of graduation and reading. The
linear eccentricity (e) equals e" R sin 1".

For a numerical illustration see the following Exercise.

THEODOLITE WITH MICROMETERS EXERCISES
AND TESTS

Equipment: Only the lower part of the instrument

is needed for this test. The telescope, striding-level,

etc., may be removed and used in other problems if

desired. The instrument may be set up in any con-

venient place where a good light may be obtained for

illuminating the micrometers. The instrument need
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not be leveled. If the light comes from only one

direction (a window), it is best to keep the lower plate

loose so that it may be turned on the leveling-screws

FORM OF NOTES.

and allow the micrometers to always have the same

illumination.

Method: Set the micrometers so that the center of

the comb of micrometer "A" is approximately at

02' + ;
the center of the comb of micrometer "B"
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(assuming that the eccentricity is not excessive) will

read 180 02' +. Disregard the degrees of micrometer

B, only noting the minutes and seconds. Turn the

} - tan h =

-Z(Z)cos/)

-5.20

+16.67

3.20; tan h = -3.20; h = 107 21' (call it 107).

+1".93. /.the centre is toward the 107 mark." n in?ooT/ --aysiniu/ &L o.

R = 4.5 inches; e = 1.93 X 4.5 X 0.0000048 = 0.000042 of an inch.

Note that the mean value of g is almost exactly zero, as the theory requires.
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micrometer-screw of micrometer A until the movable

parallel wires are directly over (or equidistant from)
the mark. Note from the comb the minutes and

from the wheel the seconds. Turn the screw so as to

bring the parallel wires equidistant from the 05'

mark. When the micrometer is properly adjusted,

the reading on the wheel in this position should nearly

agree with the reading when the wires were over the

mark. Obtain two readings similarly with micrometer

B. Record the readings of seconds on the micrometer-

wheels, enclosing corresponding readings in braces (as

shown in the preceding Notes. It is desirable (especially

for a novice) that after a reading of the micrometers

is taken the parallel wires be moved out of position

slightly and again set and read. If this is done several

times, various values, having a range of, perhaps
several seconds, will probably be found. The extreme

range of several such readings will give an idea of the

closeness obtainable. In such cases a mean value should

be chosen. Turn the upper part of the instrument

until micrometer A is at 20 02' + and clamp it. Then

turn the whole instrument until the micrometers are

substantially in the same position as before and have

the same illumination. Again read micrometers A and

B as before. Repeat this operation for the 18 different

positions around the circumference.

Subtracting the first micrometer reading from the

second gives the
"
error of runs." This should be

substantially the same for all positions and should

average not more than 5" and as much less as is

possible.

Find the eccentricity of the micrometers and the

eccentricity of the center of the vertical axis.
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PROBABLE ERROR FORMULA AND USE

[Nothing but a mere statement of working formulae,

with their use, is here given, which the student must

take on trust if he has not studied the theory. The

proof of these formulae is taken up in Geodesy.]
1. When a number of separate observations of any

kind have been made with equal care, their arithmetical

mean is the most probable value of the quantity observed.

2. The probable error is such a quantity that it would

be an even wager that it is greater or that it is less

than the real error. For example, if the measure-

ment of a base-line is given as 622.456 0.096, it

means that the arithmetical mean of several equally

good measurements was 622.456; that the probable
error (computed as below) is 0.096; that according to

the mathematical laws of the theory of probability

there is as much chance that the real error of 622.456

is less than 0.096 as that it is more.

3. Let n = the number of observations;

d = the difference between any one observa-

tion and the arithmetical mean (or

the
"
weighted mean");

EI = the probable error of a single observation;
Em = the probable error of the mean;

c = 0.6745, a constant determined by com-

putation according to the theory;
S = a symbol signifying that a summation

should be made of all the quantities

represented by the following letter or

Then letters -

Vn
C
Vn(n-l)'
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For example:

- 0.6745

Em = 0.6745

= db

6(6
-

1)

Angle = 66 54' 13".6 =t 0".54.

4. Weighted observations. When observations

have not been made with equal care or are not equally

reliable they are "weighted" according to their relia-

bility. If M represents any observation and w its

S (wM)
weight, then the "weighted mean" = Sub-

tract each observation from the weighted mean to

obtain d. Then, with the other symbols as before,

= the probable error of an ob-
servation of weight unity;

Em = c V ,_ ., ^ = the probable error of the
V(StiO(n-l) weighted mean.
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For example:

49.61

Ei = 0.6745 1

Em = 0.6745y ?

= 1".32.

18.95

24(6
-

1)

Angle = 116 43' 49".64 0".27.

= 0".27.





APPENDIX

FORM A Computation of coordinates of traverse

(logs).

B Computation of coordinates of traverse

(machine).

C Student's office-work report.

D Student's field-work report.

E Computation of distance and bearing

from rectangular coordinates.

F Check list for map lines.

G Check list for map lettering.

H Check list for profile.
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FORM E

COMPUTATION OF DISTANCE AND BEARING FROM RECTANGULAR
COORDINATES (Locs)
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FORM F. CHECK LIST FOR MAP LINES
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FORM G. CHECK LIST FOR MAP LETTERING
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FORM H. CHECK LIST FOR PROFILE

Lines. Complete. Legible. Bold. Correct.

Profile line of traverse

Profiles of trial paper locations

Profile of staked location

Mass curve

Alignment

Subgrade

Culverts, bridges, and trestles

High- and low-water lines

Highway and other crossings

Mile posts

Arrows indicating distribution

Other lines

LETTERING

Stations 0, 10, 20, 30

Elevations 0, 50, 100, 150

Plus and name or number of structures

roads, streets

streams, etc

Gradients on subgrade line

Plus and elev. of each grade-change

point

Estimated quantities in each structure

Station volumes

High- and low-water elevations

Descriptive notes

Alignment notes

Title

Mile-post numbers
BM locations and elevations

Mass curve results:

stations

distances

volumes

haul

overhaul
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